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AbstractIn this thesis we present and analyse a set of automatic source-to-source programtransformations that are suitable for incorporation in optimising compilers for lazyfunctional languages. These transformations improve the quality of code in manydi�erent respects, such as execution time and memory usage.The transformations presented are divided in two sets: global transformations, whichare performed once (or sometimes twice) during the compilation process; and a setof local transformations, which are performed before and after each of the globaltransformations, so that they can simplify the code before applying the global trans-formations and also take advantage of them afterwards.Many of the local transformations are simple, well known, and do not have majore�ects on their own. They become important as they interact with each other andwith global transformations, sometimes in non-obvious ways. We present how andwhy they improve the code, and perform extensive experiments with real applicationprograms.We describe four global transformations, two of which have not been used in any lazyfunctional compiler we know of: the static argument transformation and let oatingtransformations. The other two are well known transformations for lazy functionallanguages, but for which no major studies of their e�ects have been performed: fulllaziness and lambda lifting. We also study and measure the e�ects of di�erent inliningstrategies.We also present a Cost Semantics as a way of reasoning about the e�ects of programtransformations in lazy functional languages.
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Chapter 1Introduction
Due to their semantic properties, functional languages are very suitable for programtransformations, more so than their imperative counterparts. The high level of ab-straction, absence of side-e�ects and their clear and simple semantics are just a fewof the characteristics that make it relatively easy to establish properties of functionalprograms [Hug89, Tur81].Program transformation can be broadly classi�ed into two groups:� Non-automatic program transformations, which are performed manually or as-sisted by a computer, but need human intervention to select which transforma-tions to use or to provide new transformations when needed. This is often usedas a program development technique.� Automatic program transformations, that can be entirely automated and in-corporated into a compiler (although sometimes this is not practical due toperformance issues).In this thesis we describe automatic program transformations, suitable to be incor-porated into an optimising compiler.Traditional compilers often have the original language translated into di�erent inter-mediate representations before generating object code. Although most optimisationsperformed in compilers can be regarded as program transformations, they are oftenimplemented in these intermediate representations, which are often quite di�erentfrom the original source language. The approach of compilation by program transfor-mation [Kel89] uses a single intermediate representation, often based on the lambdacalculus [Chu41, Bar84], during most of the compilation process. This approach hastwo important advantages: 1



1.1. Contributions of the thesis 2� The source-to-source transformations are easier to be proven correct, and im-plemented correctly.� It allows many optimisations often performed in an obscure way (sometimesduring code generation) to be implemented as high level program transforma-tions.In this thesis we present and analyse the e�ects of a large set of optimisations thatare expressed as program transformations in a functional language.1.1 Contributions of the thesisThis thesis presents a detailed study of a large set of automatic program transforma-tions. The study has several distinctive features:� A large set of transformations is discussed in a single framework. Althoughmany are simple, not all of them are obvious, and some of them are new trans-formations that were suggested by inspecting the intermediate code of our com-piler. What we have found is that many of these transformations, although notpresenting large bene�ts on their own, when combined can actually achieve ma-jor improvements in program performance. Although some of them are presentin virtually every compiler in some form, they are seldom systematically de-scribed and analysed, and therefore their importance and e�ectiveness in realprograms is not well known.� The transformations are embedded into a real production-quality compiler, andtherefore there are no hidden costs being paid due to unoptimised aspects ofcode generation.� The measurements are performed using a large set of applications, from manysources. Many of them are real applications, with hundreds (and sometimesthousands) of lines, not small toy benchmark programs.� We present and measure the e�ect of two new transformations: let oatingand the static argument transformations, which were both suggested by codeinspection. Both are shown to be important transformations, with let oat-ing improving programs' performance by up to 38%, and the static argumenttransformation up to 10%.



1.2. Structure of the thesis 3� We discuss, evaluate and suggest improvements to two known transformations:full laziness and lambda lifting. We show that the risks of creating space leaksdue to full laziness are much smaller in practice than what is suggested in theliterature, and present ways of reducing it. We achieve an average performanceimprovement of 8% with full laziness, with a peak improvement of 52%, withoutany space leaks being created. Lambda lifting is shown to have a heavy penaltycost if always done (as in most implementations of functional languages), wors-ening the performance by up to 48%, and by 9% on average. Neverthelesswe show that a more selective approach to lambda lifting can produce modestperformance improvements.� We present and measure the e�ect of di�erent inlining strategies in the GlasgowHaskell Compiler, showing that a point where the improvements from inliningstart to be too small to be worthwhile is quickly reached in our experimentalframework. Inlining is shown to be very important, improving programs onaverage by about 40%.� We present a cost semantics as a way to reason about the cost of expressionsbefore and after a transformation. This allows a more rigorous de�nition ofcode improvement, which can be used to reason about the e�ects of a programtransformation in a more formal framework.Parts of this work have been previously presented in [SP92, PS94].1.2 Structure of the thesisWe start by describing the framework we will use to present and measure the e�ec-tiveness of our transformations, introducing the Core language, how we measured thee�ect of the transformations and what benchmark programs we used (Chapter 2).We then present the set of small local transformations we use (Chapter 3). Wedescribe each of the transformations, presenting why they improve the code andwhat (if any) risks are involved in performing each of the transformations. We alsopresent measurements on the e�ect of some of the transformations, whenever thereare di�erent options for performing it, and compare the results. In Chapter 4 wedescribe some details of how the local transformations were implemented and measurehow often they are actually used and their e�ect.In Chapter 5 we introduce and evaluate the let oating inwards transformation,and discuss the full laziness transformation and its e�ects. We present ways to reduce



1.2. Structure of the thesis 4the risk of creating space leaks when performing the full laziness transformation. Wealso discuss the constraints on ordering these transformations, and how we orderedthem.Chapter 6 presents the di�erent inlining strategies and their e�ect. We measurethe e�ect of increasing the amount of functions inlined on many aspects: code size,compilation time, heap allocated and instructions executed.In Chapter 7 we introduce and evaluate the static argument transformation anddiscuss the lambda lifting transformation and its e�ects. We �rst show that thestatic argument transformation can have some positive e�ect in a few programs. Wethen proceed to discuss lambda lifting, showing the problems with always performingit, and then try to restrict it to cases where it can be bene�cial. Finally, we try tocombine the two transformations.In Chapter 8 we discuss the di�erent approaches to program transformations inthe literature and compare the transformations we use with the ones used in otherfunctional and imperative languages' compilers.In Chapter 9 we introduce a cost semantics, which can be used to reason about thecost of expressions before and after program transformations.Finally in Chapter 10 we present our conclusions and future work.



Chapter 2Framework
In this chapter we describe the experimental framework in which our measurementsare made: we present the language we use to describe the transformations and explainhow we measure the e�ect of the transformations in our benchmark programs.We initially present an overview of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (Section 2.1), whichis the system in which the transformations were implemented and experimented with.We then present some characteristics of the intermediate language of the compiler:the Core language (Section 2.2). Finally we discuss how we can measure the claimedimprovements performed by the transformations (Sections 2.3 and 2.4) and intro-duce the benchmark programs we will use to substantiate our claims on programimprovement (Section 2.5).2.1 Overview of the compilerThe Glasgow Haskell Compiler has a modular design, making it relatively easy tomodify or introduce extra passes into it. Furthermore it is a production-qualitycompiler, capable of dealing with substantial \real" Haskell programs, which ensuresmeaningful results. Therefore it was the ideal tool to implement and measure thee�ectiveness of the program transformations.The compiler is structured as a series of passes, as presented in Figure 2.1. The mainpasses are:� the parser, written in Lex and Yacc;5



2.1. Overview of the compiler 6Haskell SourceLex / Yacc ParserAbstract SyntaxRenamerAbstract SyntaxTypecheckerAbstract SyntaxDesugarer

Core SyntaxCore to StgStg SyntaxCode GeneratorCC CompilerExecutable

Core to CoreStg to Stg

Figure 2.1 The Glasgow Haskell Compiler� the renamer, which resolves scoping and naming issues, especially those con-cerned with module imports and exports;� the type inference pass, which annotates the program with type information andtransforms out overloading [WB89];� the desugarer, which transforms out the high level constructs of Haskell (e.g.pattern matching and list comprehensions) to a much simpler functional lan-guage called the Core language, which we describe in Section 2.2;� a series of transformation passes over the Core language, most of which wedescribe in this thesis, that aim at improving the e�ciency of the code;� a translator from the Core language to the Shared Term Graph (STG) lan-guage1 [Pey92], which is a purely functional language even simpler than theCore language;� transformation passes in the STG language, some of which are described in thisthesis;1\STG language" was originally short for Spineless Tagless G-machine language, but in fact thelanguage is entirely independent of the abstract machine model used to implement it.



2.2. The Core language 7� the code generator, which converts the STG language to Abstract C, an internaldata type that can easily be printed in C syntax;� a pass that attens and prints out the C code, which is then compiled by a Ccompiler. Optionally the compiler can also generate assembly code directly forsome architectures.As one can see most of the compilation process is expressed as correctness-preservingtransformations of a purely functional program, as the intermediate languages usedby the compiler up to code generation are pure functional languages themselves.2.2 The Core languageThe Core language is intended to be the simplest language into which Haskell canbe translated (or desugared) without loss of e�ciency. List comprehensions, patternmatching, guarded equations and conditionals are all translated out, but simple caseexpressions, let (rec) expressions and constructors remain. The abstract syntaxof the Core language is given on Figure 2.2. The Core language is essentially thesecond-order lambda calculus augmented with case, let, constants, constructorsand primitive operators.The concrete syntax we use is conventional, but we allow ourselves the use of thefollowing conventions and liberties:� parentheses are used to disambiguate;� application associates to the left and binds more tightly than any other operator;� the body of a lambda abstraction extends as far to the right as possible;� the usual in�x arithmetic operators are permitted;� the usual syntax for lists is allowed, with in�x constructor \:" and empty list[];� where the layout makes the meaning clear we omit semicolons between bindingsand case alternatives.� sometimes we use \ to denote � and /\ to denote �.



2.2. The Core language 8
Program Prog ! Binding1 ; : : : ; Bindingn n � 1Bindings Binding ! Bindj rec Bind1 : : :BindnBind ! var = ExprExpression Expr ! Expr Atom Applicationj Expr ty Type applicationj � var1 : : : varn -> Expr Lambda abstractionj � ty -> Expr Type abstractionj case Expr of Alts Case expressionj let Binding in Expr Local de�nitionj con Atom1 : : :Atomn Constructor n � 0j prim Atom1 : : :Atomn Primitive n � 0j AtomAtoms Atom ! var Variablej Literal Unboxed ObjectLiteral values Literal ! integer j oat j : : :Alternatives Alts ! Calt1; : : : ; Caltn; [Default ] n � 0j Lalt1; : : : ; Laltn; [Default ] n � 0Constr. alt Calt ! con var1 : : : varn -> Expr n � 0Literal alt Lalt ! Literal -> ExprDefault alt Default ! var -> ExprFigure 2.2 Syntax of the Core language



2.2. The Core language 9� function bindings are expressed by binding a variable to a lambda abstraction,although sometimes we write the arguments of function bindings to the left ofthe = sign.The main points to be noted about the Core language are:� The bindings in let expressions are all simple. That is, the left hand side of thebinding is always a variable. Similarly, the patterns in case expressions are allsimple; nested pattern matching has been compiled to nested case expressions.� Explicit type abstraction and application. Since type information is preservedin the Core language, program transformations done in the Core language mustpreserve the type correctness of the program. This is made easier through theuse of explicit type abstractions and applications, as we describe in Section2.2.1. Type information is desirable and sometimes essential to later stages ofcompilation: for example, a higher-order strictness analyser may need accuratetype information in order to construct correct �xed points.� Atomic Arguments. The arguments of an application or constructor are re-stricted to be atoms (variables or literals). This restriction allows us to havesmaller and simpler sets of transformations than we would if the argumentswere arbitrary expressions. An example of the bene�ts of this design decisionis presented in Section 3.1.� Applications of constructors and primitive operators are saturated. Partial ap-plications of constructors and primitive operators can still be obtained throughthe use of lambda abstractions, e.g.(:) a ==> \b -> (:) a b� Unboxed values. The Core language allows us to express boxed as well as un-boxed values, therefore allowing many transformations usually left for the codegenerator and handled in a completely ad-hoc way to be expressed as Core lan-guage program transformations [PL91a]. The de�nition of the + operation forexample is(+) = \ x -> \ y -> case x ofMkInt x# -> case y ofMkInt y# -> case (x# +# y#) ofr# -> MkInt r#



2.2. The Core language 10where we have the de�nition of a function that receives two (boxed) arguments,unboxes the �rst one (MkInt is the constructor for a boxed integer), then thesecond one, applies the unboxed operator +# to the two unboxed values and�nally returns a boxed result (using again the constructor MkInt). We will oftenappend the character # to primitive operators or unboxed variables.� Core language programs have a direct operational interpretation:{ all heap allocation is represented by lets;{ evaluation is always denoted by cases.Notice that cases in the Core language are always strict. This means that theyare not identical to cases in Haskell. Speci�cally, expressions such ascase e of v -> bin Haskell are equivalent tolet v = e in bbut not in Core. In Core the former denotes that e is evaluated and its valuethen bound to v, while the latter means that a closure is built for e (unevaluated)and bound to v.2.2.1 Preserving type informationTo illustrate the importance of the use of the second-order lambda calculus to preservetype information between transformations we will consider the following example from[PHH+93]: consider the function compose, whose type iscompose :: 8��:(� ! )! (�! �)! �! The function might be de�ned like this in an untyped Core language:compose = \f -> \g -> \x ->let y = g x in f yNow, suppose that we want to inline a particular call to the compose function, e.g.(compose show double v) where v is an Int, double doubles it, and show convertsthe result to a String. The result of inlining the call to compose is an instance ofthe body of compose, thus:



2.2. The Core language 11let y = double v in show yNow, we want to be able to identify the type of every variable and sub-expression, sowe must be able to calculate the type of y. In this case, it has type Int, but in anotherapplication of compose it may have a di�erent type. All this is because its type inthe body of compose itself is just a type variable, �. It is clear that, in a polymorphicworld, it is insu�cient merely to tag every variable of the original program withits type, because this information does not survive across program transformations.Indeed no other compiler known to us for a polymorphically-typed language preservestype information across arbitrary transformations.Clearly, the program must be decorated with type information in some way, and everyprogram transformation must be sure to preserve it.Using the second-order lambda calculus, the idea is that every polymorphic function,such as compose receives a type argument for each universally-quanti�ed polymorphicvariable in its type (�; �; and  in the case of compose). Whenever a polymorphicfunction is called, it is passed extra type arguments to indicate the types to whichits polymorphic type variables are to be instantiated. The de�nition of compose nowbecomes2:compose = /\a,b,c ->\f::(b->c) ->\g::(a->b) ->\x::a ->let y::b = g x in f yThe function takes three type arguments (a, b and c), as well as its value argumentsf, g and x. The types of the latter can now be given explicitly, as can the type of thelocal variable y. A call of compose is now given three extra type arguments, whichinstantiate a, b and c just as the \normal" arguments instantiate f, g and x. Forexample, the call of compose we looked at earlier is now written like this:compose Int Int String show double vIt is now simple to inline this call, by instantiating the body of compose with thesupplied arguments, to give the expressionlet y::Int = double v in show y2we take the liberty of presenting some types explicitly.



2.3. What is an optimisation? 12The let-bound variable y is now automatically attributed the correct type.In short, the second-order lambda calculus provides a well-founded notation in whichto express and transform polymorphically-typed programs. The type inference passproduces a translated program in which the \extra" type abstractions and applica-tions are made explicit.The propagation and use of type information is beyond the scope of this thesis, so wedo not discuss it further. In all subsequent example programs type abstractions andapplications are omitted when they are not relevant.2.3 What is an optimisation?The aim of any optimisation technique is to reduce either the time or the space needsof an executing program. In the functional language context the time and space costsof a program can be measured in the following ways:� Execution time. This is certainly one of the major goals of any optimisation,to make the program run in less time. Execution time unfortunately is not aneasy number to measure in modern multi-tasking multi-user computers. Thisis due to a number of factors:{ The computer is running various other processes: even when there is onlyone user, the machine is still running operating system tasks, like deal-ing with network tra�c. Even in single user mode, without any networkconnection, one has to repeatedly perform the measurements and aver-age them to have a reliable data execution time. These factors a�ect wallclock time (elapsed time) as well as the so called user time when performingmeasurements.{ Due to the large number of experiments we perform in this thesis it was notpractical to have dedicated a powerful non-networked machine to performthem. Also the necessity to run the experiments many times makes thetask even more time consuming.{ Even in ideal circumstances, just the behaviour of the computer cacheis enough to generate very di�erent results every time a program is run[HBH93].When one is looking for considerable changes in performance it is often reason-able to accept a small error margin in the measurements. In our case we will



2.3. What is an optimisation? 13sometimes be looking for small improvements caused by a small transformation,therefore we cannot easily get within an acceptable error margin. Due to thereasons above we have decided to measure the instructions executed by eachprogram instead of the time. This is our next item.� Total instructions executed. To measure the total instructions executed by aprogram instead of its execution time has the following advantages:{ it is a repeatable number.{ it is not a�ected by other programs or cache behaviour (or even pagingbehaviour).{ it does not need a standalone machine to be measured.{ it is a good predictor of run-time improvements. Although not all instruc-tions have the same execution time, and each program uses a di�erent mixof them, on a given program in which di�erent transformations are per-formed we have observed that the run-time improvement is very close tothe improvement on the total number of instructions executed.This same approach is used for example in [App92], for similar reasons.� Memory tra�c. One way of measuring the amount of memory tra�c is bycounting the number of instructions that access memory. In a RISC machine,this is usually made explicit by the use of load and store instructions, so itbasically amounts to counting those instructions.When performing our measurements we often measured the improvement inmemory tra�c, but since it was often very close to the improvements we get onthe total of instructions executed we decided only to present the latter.� Amount of heap allocation. The amount of heap allocated (measured in bytes)indicates the amount of memory used by the closures built on the heap. Thereare many costs involved in allocating each closure:{ a heap check, to verify if there is space available for the closure in the heap(otherwise the garbage collector must be called).{ initialising the �elds of the closure in the heap.{ possibly evaluating the closure, if it is ever demanded.{ if the closure is updatable, the cost of the update.



2.3. What is an optimisation? 14The amount of heap allocated by a program is also directly related to the numberof garbage collections performed. The more heap that is allocated, the moregarbage collections will be performed. When performing our measurementswe have observed that the amount of heap allocated is not directly correlatedto the run-time behaviour of a program, since we have seen sometimes majorvariations in heap allocation which had minor e�ects on execution time. Indeed,the allocation rate of the programs in our benchmarks (i.e. number of bytesallocated per second) varied a lot, from as little as 1.2Mb/s up to 11.2 Mb/s.� Number of updates. An updatable closure is expensive due to its cost in mem-ory accesses: it is written to memory (created) and (if entered) is read frommemory again and later updated with its result (another write operation tomemory). Usually a high proportion of the updated closures are never enteredagain [SP93], and therefore were unnecessary. In the Glasgow Haskell Compileritself has been measured that about 77% of the updates performed are unneces-sary [SP93]. Some optimisation techniques try to reduce the number of updatesperformed. This can be achieved by:{ early evaluation of strict (demanded) closures: we use strictness analysistogether with some transformations to achieve this result (Section 3.6).{ exposing weak head normal form closures: this is done by let oating(Section 3.4).{ �nding which closures will be entered only once, using update analysis[LGH+92, Mar93].� Heap residency. Heap residency is the amount of heap that is considered live(that is, not garbage) at a given time. Therefore the peak (maximum) heapresidency in a program run de�nes (approximately) the minimum amount ofheap which the program must have available to execute. Heap residency alsoa�ects the number of garbage collections by de�ning at each garbage collectionthe amount of live data and therefore the amount of free space. If the freespace is too small there will soon occur another garbage collection and so on.By reducing the peak heap residency one reduces the actual minimum amountof heap in which the program runs.� Code size. Some transformations may a�ect code size by duplicating code, e.g.inlining (Chapter 6).� Stack depth vs. heap allocation. Depending on the way a function is de�ned onecan use more heap or more stack. Let us take the following function de�nition



2.4. How we performed the measurements 15that takes the sum of a list:let sum l = case l of[] -> 0(x:xs) -> x + sum xsin sum [1..100000]It consumes very little heap because as the list is built, it is consumed by sumand can be garbage collected. But it uses a stack proportional to the length ofthe list, since we have to compute all the calls to sum before proceeding withthe additions. Another possible de�nition uses an accumulating parameter:let sum a l = case l of[] -> a(x:xs) -> sum (a+x) xsin sum 0 [1..100000]In this case an implementation based on graph reduction performs the evalua-tion in constant stack space (due to the fact that we are using tail recursion),although (usually) at the cost of increasing heap usage. Actually, by usingstrictness analysis one can perform the evaluation in constant heap and stack.2.4 How we performed the measurementsAll our measurements are performed on a SparcStation 10 with 80Mb of memory.The tool used to count the number of instructions executed was SpixTools from SunMicrosystems [Sun93]. All programs, unless stated otherwise, are run on a 50Mbheap, to minimise the e�ects of garbage collection on the instruction counting. Weuse the Glasgow Haskell Compiler version 0.233 for our measurements. We do notexclude the e�ects of garbage collection in our measurements, but by using a largeheap when running the programs the e�ect of garbage collection is minimised, withmany of the programs not performing any garbage collection4. One may be concernedthat a minor change in the amount of allocation in a program may have a majore�ect in instructions executed due to triggering (or eliminating) one or more garbagecollections. Although this is a real risk, we have not found any such cases.3With some improvements which will be incorporated in versions 0.24 and above.4The number of garbage collections typically performed by each program is presented in Table2.3 in the end of this chapter, together with the percentage of the run-time of the program spent ongarbage collection.



2.4. How we performed the measurements 16We also always perform the measurements with a Haskell prelude compiled with thesame compiler options that we are measuring. This has the advantage of extendingour testing (and measurements) to include the e�ects on the parts of the prelude usedby the programs.Sometimes we try to be even more precise and present measurements showing exactlywhere and how that time and or space is being saved. This is done using the pro�lingtools available in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler, which provide us with many �ne-grain measures, like number of updates, number of heap allocations (heap checks)etc. An example of the information given by such a tool is given in Figure 2.3.Heap residency is particularly hard to measure, since we are looking for the maximumamount of live data (i.e. data that cannot be garbage collected) at any one time. Itis not practical to perform a garbage collection after every heap object is allocated,therefore we have to rely on performing garbage collections after every n bytes areallocated, and rely on having enough samples to make the data reliable. For ourbenchmark programs, due to the amount of heap they allocate, we have decided(based on measuring residency for di�erent values for n) that measuring the residencyat every 1Mbytes allocated was a good compromise. Of course one is always riskingthat if a residency peak occurs within that 1Mbytes allocated it could possibly gounnoticed.When presenting the results our tables will often look like the following:Transformation NameResidencyoption option optionprogram 1 2 3queens 1.00 0.75 0.50hidden 1.00 0.80 0.90... ... ... ...n other programs 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.75 0.50Maximum - 1.00 1.05Geometric Mean - 0.96 0.92First we specify what transformation we are measuring and what we are measuring(e.g. residency, total instructions executed, total heap allocated). Then we list theoptions we tried, and start listing the programs. One of the columns is the baseline(always 1:00), and the other columns are normalised with respect to that column,e.g. if we were measuring the execution time the �rst program took 200 seconds torun with option 1, it would have taken 150 seconds with option 2 and 100 seconds



2.4. How we performed the measurements 17queens_b +RTS -H50m -rALLOCATIONS: 920057 (1980927 words total: 920065 admin,1060824 goods, 38 slop)total words: 2 3 4 5 6+34825 ( 3.8%) function values 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.070415 ( 7.7%) thunks 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0814809 ( 88.6%) data values 95.6 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.00 ( 0.0%) big tuples4 ( 0.0%) black holes 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.02 ( 0.0%) prim things 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.02 ( 0.0%) partial applications 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0Total storage-manager allocations: 1021812 (2325171 words)[344244 words lost to speculative heap-checks]STACK USAGE:A stack slots stubbed: 2043228A stack max. depth: 27 wordsB stack max. depth: 226 wordsENTERS: 6261977 of which 1546006 (24.7%) direct to the entry code[the rest indirected via Node's info ptr]70416 ( 1.1%) thunks4645510 ( 74.2%) data values1546041 ( 24.7%) function values[of which 1546004 (100.0%) bypassed arg-satisfaction chk]0 ( 0.0%) partial applications10 ( 0.0%) indirectionsRETURNS: 50293005029297 (100.0%) in registers [the rest in the heap]383790 ( 7.6%) from entering a new constructor[the rest from entering an existing constructor]1894132 ( 37.7%) vectored [the rest unvectored]UPDATE FRAMES: 70413 (3 omitted from thunks)70413 (100.0%) standard frames0 ( 0.0%) constructor frames[of which 0 (0.0%) were for black-holes]UPDATES: 7041335613 ( 50.6%) data values[35613 in place, 0 allocated new space, 0 with Node]5 ( 0.0%) partial applications[3 in place, 2 allocated new space]34795 ( 49.4%) updates to existing heap objects3 ( 0.0%) in-place updates copiedFigure 2.3 Pro�ling Output



2.5. The benchmark programs 18with option 3. The programs are usually sorted with respect to one of the columns.Programs that did not show any variation greater than 0:5% (as the numbers arerounded) are grouped in a separate row stating how many programs were omitted.Finally we summarise the best and worst results, and present the geometric mean foreach column (because we are using normalised results [FW86]).2.5 The benchmark programsMany papers present performance measurements that use very small programs tomeasure the e�ect of optimisations. These programs are sometimes specially de-signed to demonstrate the e�ect of a particular optimisation. Although these arerelevant measurements, they only present an upper bound on the e�ect of an opti-misation, giving no insight on its e�ect on real programs. In order to present morerealistic results, we measure the e�ect of transformations in many medium and largesize programs, most of them being real application programs written by di�erent peo-ple. These programs are grouped in the publically available no�b benchmark suite[Par92]. These programs are divided in 3 subsets5, which we describe below, togetherwith a short description of the programs in Table 2.1:� the real subset: programs that perform a useful task, not written for demon-stration or tutorial purposes;� the imaginary subset: small toy benchmarks;� the spectral subset: programs that don't meet the criteria of the real or theimaginary subset.Pieter Hartel's benchmark suite programs [HL93, Har94] are part the spectral subset,and a short description of his programs is in Table 2.2.In Table 2.3 we have a summary of the characteristics of the programs, compilingthem with full optimisation in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (ghc -O).
5Although we do not make distinctions between them when presenting our results.



2.5. The benchmark programs 19
Program Subset Description Originexp3_8 Imaginary 38, using Peano arithmetic {gen_regexps Imaginary expands regular expressions {primes Imaginary Calculate prime numbers {queens Imaginary n-queens {boyer2 Spectral Gabriel suite `boyer' benchmark {boyer Spectral Gabriel suite `boyer' benchmark Denis Howe (Imperial)cichelli Spectral Perfect hashing function Iain Checkland (York)clausify Spectral Propositions to clausal form Colin Runciman (York)fft2 Spectral Fourier Transformation Rex Page (Amoco)knights Spectral Knight's tour Jon Hill (QMW)mandel2 Spectral Mandelbrot sets David Hanleymandel Spectral Mandelbrot sets Jon Hill (QMW)minimax Spectral tic-tac-toe (0s and Xs) Iain Checkland (York)multiplier Spectral Binary-multiplier simulator John O'Donnell (Glasgow)pretty Spectral Pretty-printer John Hughes (Chalmers)primetest Spectral Primality testing David Lester (Manchester)rewrite Spectral Rewriting system Mike Spivey (Oxford)sorting Spectral Sorting algorithms Will Partain (Glasgow)treejoin Spectral Tree joining Kevin Hammond (Glasgow)compress Real Text compression Paul Sanders (BT)fluid Real Fluid-dynamics program Xiaoming Zhang (Swansea)gg Real Graphs from GRIP statistics Iain Checkland (York)hidden Real Hidden line removal Mark Ramaer/Stef Joostenhpg Real Haskell program generator Nick North (NPL)infer Real Hindley-Milner type inference Phil Wadler (Glasgow)lift Real Fully-lazy lambda lifter David Lester (Manchester) &Simon Peyton Jones (Glasgow)maillist Real Mailing-list generator Paul Hudak (Yale)parser Real Partial Haskell parser Julian Seward (Manchester)prolog Real \mini-Prolog" interpreter Mark Jones (Oxford)reptile Real Escher tiling program Sandra Foubister (York)rsa Real RSA encryption John Launchbury (Glasgow)veritas Real Theorem-prover Gareth Howells (Kent)Table 2.1 nofib benchmark programs



2.5. The benchmark programs 20

Program Descriptioncomp_lab_zift Image processing applicationevent Event driven simulation of a set-reset ipopfft Two fast fourier transformsgenfft generation of synthetic FFT programsida Solution of a particular con�guration of the n-puzzlelistcompr Compilation of list comprehensionslistcopy Compilation of list comprehensions(with extra list copying function for output)parstof Lexing and parsing based on Wadler's parsing methodsched Calculation of an optimum schedule of parallel jobswith a branch and bound algorithmsolid Point membership classi�cation algorithm from a solid modelinglibrary for computational geometrytransform Transformation of a number of programs represented as synchronousprocess networks into master/slave style parallel programstypecheck Polymorphic type checking of a set of function de�nitionswang Wang's algorithm for solving system of linear equationswave4main Calculation of the water heights in a square area of 8� 8 grid pointsof the North Sea over a long time periodTable 2.2 nofib benchmark: Hartel's benchmark programs



2.5. The benchmark programs 21program �les lines object bytes exec. total total % time alloc.ratesize allocated time instructions GC in GC (Mb/s)exp3_8 1 89 311,296 96,895,736 20.3 648,408,237 5 29.7% 6.19gen_regexps 1 30 335,872 2,840,152 0.3 11,492,926 0 - 6.60primes 1 14 303,104 14,107,180 6.8 216,594,440 0 - 2.08queens 1 14 303,104 9,300,792 2.6 109,540,247 0 - 3.59boyer 1 1,016 352,256 21,752,256 4.2 125,068,303 0 - 5.54boyer2 5 723 385,024 2,200,300 0.8 22,420,684 0 - 2.58cichelli 5 246 352,256 30,731,260 11.4 381,576,703 1 2.0% 2.46clausify 1 177 319,488 20,723,172 3.9 142,859,189 0 - 4.81fft2 3 215 475,136 24,499,984 6.0 167,581,876 0 - 4.26knights 5 716 352,256 708,264 0.5 20,103,715 0 - 1.22mandel 3 348 466,944 231,301,868 22.4 670,897,904 9 1.0% 10.62mandel2 1 222 491,520 10,617,812 1.6 47,373,219 0 - 6.63minimax 6 257 335,872 1,973,488 0.4 10,414,070 0 - 5.48multiplier 1 490 352,256 84,656,260 17.5 491,221,609 3 22.3% 6.01pretty 3 265 458,752 33,080 0.0 129,221 0 - 1.65primetest 4 276 360,448 124,957,516 93.5 5,512,615,356 5 0.1% 1.21rewrite 1 631 393,216 21,509,044 4.5 135,238,182 0 - 4.66sorting 2 160 327,680 413,376 0.1 2,723,426 0 - 4.59treejoin 1 125 327,680 67,027,492 18.2 490,363,774 3 31.5% 5.40compress 5 267 320,856 146,943,920 30.8 979,251,949 6 5.4% 4.77fluid 18 2,391 696,416 3,980,736 0.7 21,140,623 0 - 4.42gg 9 810 720,896 7,896,104 1.5 47,603,722 0 - 4.66hidden 15 509 589,824 463,808,832 80.1 2,322,693,507 18 0.3% 6.59hpg 8 2,059 630,784 63,307,176 12.0 320,360,709 2 3.9% 4.56infer 13 556 385,024 10,357,420 5.2 141,877,744 0 - 1.78lift 5 2,023 409,600 340,300 0.0 1,522,920 0 - 6.79maillist 1 177 335,872 3,929,240 2.2 20,336,178 0 - 2.25parser 1 1,383 607,368 12,324,460 3.1 104,298,216 0 - 3.64prolog 7 538 360,448 698,636 0.1 3,869,850 0 - 4.99reptile 13 1,519 484,440 5,345,360 0.8 26,316,368 0 - 5.99rsa 2 74 352,256 30,994,940 19.8 1,106,435,907 1 - 1.54veritas 32 11,147 1,114,112 377,368 0.0 1,719,029 0 - 4.07comp_lab_zift 1 880 344,064 113,224,012 20.0 591,986,205 4 12.4% 6.04event 1 447 311,296 42,368,948 7.8 269,719,168 1 4.6% 5.21fft 1 408 491,520 36,953,572 4.0 101,989,972 1 13.6% 11.19genfft 1 498 352,256 21,909,028 2.8 90,189,593 0 - 7.20ida 1 486 319,488 52,559,492 8.2 286,774,000 2 1.9% 5.51listcompr 1 518 319,488 71,743,480 12.8 402,726,723 3 24.6% 6.76listcopy 1 523 319,488 79,255,540 14.6 443,998,181 3 24.4% 7.22parstof 1 1,271 557,056 48,370,780 13.9 464,564,385 1 0.8% 3.12sched 1 551 311,296 21,103,752 2.3 73,752,139 0 - 7.48solid 1 1,240 581,632 67,183,572 16.0 424,638,256 2 6.4% 5.34transform 1 1,138 466,944 206,994,208 35.5 1,154,309,303 8 0.3% 5.72typecheck 1 654 344,064 130,980,872 27.5 882,766,418 5 2.1% 4.61wang 1 353 458,752 28,480,820 5.0 134,129,894 1 3.7% 5.80wave4main 1 595 466,944 221,120,860 68.2 2,134,551,209 10 8.7% 3.46Table 2.3 nofib benchmark programs compiled with ghc-0.23 -O



Chapter 3Local Transformations
In this chapter we describe a large set of local program transformations, all of whichare implemented in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler. The transformations are presentedas source-to-source transformations in a simple functional language. The idea is thatby composing these simple and small high level transformations one can achieve mostof the bene�ts of more complicated and specialised transformations, many of whichare often implemented as code generation optimisations.Many of these transformations manipulate expressions that a programmer is unlikelyto write, but that are often generated by desugaring Haskell to the Core language, orby other transformations.Many of these transformations were suggested by inspection of actual intermediatecode from the Glasgow Haskell Compiler. Most of them o�er very small improvementson their own, but they also have the purpose of enabling other transformations; whenthese transformations interact, the results achieved can be quite impressive, as weshow in Section 3.8.We classify the transformations into the following groups:� transformations that remove Core language constructs: �-reduction (removeslambdas), let elimination and case elimination transformations (Sections 3.2and 3.3);� transformations that move Core language constructs: let-oating and case-oating (Sections 3.4 and 3.5);� transformations that exploit strictness1 (Section 3.6);1Some other transformations in other sections also use strictness information.22



3.1. Beta-reduction 23� other transformations that do not �t in the above categories (Section 3.7).We also present some examples of how the transformations interact (Section 3.8) andbriey discuss conuence and termination of the transformation system (Section 3.9).In the next chapter we discuss the implementation of the transformations (Section4.1), and present results from using the transformations (Section 4.2). We ignore theissue of name capture during the presentation of the transformations; this is discussedin the next chapter.In Table 3 we summarise most of the transformations discussed in this chapter. Someof these transformations can only be applied when some side conditions are met.These side conditions are discussed in their respective sections.We also present results on the e�ect of some transformations in this chapter, oftento highlight the importance of a transformation or to compare the e�ect of di�erentstrategies that can be adopted for a given transformation.3.1 Beta-reductionAn application of a lambda abstraction is always reduced:(�x -> body) y =) body [y=x ]This applies equally to ordinary lambda abstractions and type abstractions:(�t -> body) ty =) body [ty=t ]The beta-reduction transformation is actually doing evaluation at compile time.The Core language syntactic restriction that arguments are always atoms allows usto replace all occurrences of x by y without any risk of duplicating work. If we hadallowed arbitrary expressions as arguments, the same transformation would have tobe done in stages: if x occurred more than once in body , we would have to let-bindthe argument expression to avoid duplicating it and thereby (possibly) evaluating itmany times. In this case, the transformation would have to be changed to:(�x -> body) e =) let x = e in body



3.1. Beta-reduction 24section transformation before after3.1 beta reduction (�v :e)x e[x=v ]3.2.1 dead code removal let v = ev in e e3.2.2 inlining let v = ev in e let v = ev in e[ev=v ]3.2.3 constructor reuse let v = C v1 : : : vnin let w = C v1 : : : vn in e let v = C v1 : : : vnin let w = v in e3.3.1 case reduction case Ci v1 : : : vn of: : : ;Ci w1 : : :wn -> ei ; : : : ei [v1=w1 : : : vn=wn ]3.3.2 case elimination case v1 of v2 -> e e[v1=v2]3.3.3 case merging case v ofalt1 -> e1: : :d -> case v ofaltm -> em: : : case v ofalt1 -> e1: : :altm -> em [v=d ]: : :3.3.5 default bindingelimination case v1 of: : : ; v2 -> e case v1 of: : : ; v2 -> e[v1=v2]3.4.1 let oat from app (let v = ev in e) x let v = ev in e x3.4.2 let oat from let let v =let w = ewin evin e let w = ewin let v = evin e3.4.3 let oat fromcase scrutinee case (let v = ev in e) of: : : let v = evin case e of : : :3.5.1 case oat from app 0BB@case ec ofalt1 -> e1: : :altn -> en1CCA v case ec ofalt1 -> e1 v: : :altn -> en v
3.5.2 case oat from case(case of case) case 0BB@case ec ofaltc1 -> ec1: : :altcm -> ecm1CCA ofalt1 -> e1: : :altn -> en

case ec ofaltc1 -> case ec1 ofalt1 -> e1: : :altn -> en: : :altcm ->case ecm ofalt1 -> e1: : :altn -> en3.5.3 case oat from let let v = case ec ofaltc1 -> ec1: : :altcm -> ecmin e case ec ofaltc1 -> let v = ec1 in e: : :altcm -> let v = ecm in e3.6.1 let to case let v = ev in e case ev of v -> e3.6.2 unboxinglet to case let v = ev in e case ev ofC v1 : : : vn -> let v = C v1 : : : vnin e3.7.2 eta expansion e �x :e xTable 3.1 Local Transformations



3.2. let elimination 25The beta-reduction transformation is always good, because2:X it moves the execution of the beta-reduction from run-time to compile-time.This will often reduce heap allocation and execution time, as the lambda ex-pression will not be allocated or evaluated;X it is particularly e�ective in exposing other transformations, since it turns alambda-bound variable (for which we have no information) into a let-boundvariable (for which we may obtain some information from its right hand side).For example, if the argument variable is bound to a constructor it may enablethe case reduction transformation (Section 3.3.1).3.2 let elimination3.2.1 Dead code removalA let binding that is not referred to in its body can be removed from the program:let x = e in body =) bodyx not used in bodyThe same happens for let recs in which none of its bindings occur in its body:bindings in body =) bodynone of the binders in bindings is used in bodyThe dead code removal transformation:X Saves the allocation of the closure for the let, therefore reducing heap alloca-tion.X Reduces code size.Notice that as we are performing this transformation in a side-e�ect-free languagethere is no danger of accidentally discarding a right hand side that performs a sidee�ect. side e�ects like SML.2Advantages are marked with X and disadvantages with �. 2 indicates the e�ect may be goodor bad.



3.2. let elimination 263.2.2 InliningInlining occurs when we replace some or all occurrences of a let-bound variable byits right hand side:let x = e in : : : x : : : =) let x = e in : : : e : : :Due to the Core syntax, inlining can only be performed if x occurs in a functionposition or on its own, i.e. it cannot be performed if x occurs in an argument position.The main advantages that come from inlining are:X it enables dead code elimination if all occurrences are inlined.X the de�nition is now available in the place of its use, allowing transformationssuch as �-reduction (Section 3.1) to occur.X better (local) context information, e.g. more things may be known to be evalu-ated in the place of use, allowing transformations such as case reduction (Sec-tion 3.3.1) to occur. For example, in the expressionlet v = case x of (a,b) -> ain case x of (c,d) -> ...v...if v is inlined we will be able to know in the (new) local context that x wasalready evaluated, and therefore avoid evaluating the identical cases twice.But inlining also has the following risks� code duplication, if expressions are inlined when they occur multiple times.� work duplication if the inlining is not done carefully (redex copying).All these points, including the key issue of choosing which expressions to inline arediscussed in detail in Chapter 6.



3.2. let elimination 273.2.3 Constructor reuseThe constructor reuse transformation avoids allocating a new object (constructor)when there is an identical object in scope. This may occur in two circumstances:1. There is an identical constructor expression bound by a let:let v = C v1 : : : vnin : : : C v1 : : : vn : : : =) let v = C v1 : : : vnin : : : v : : :2. There is an identical constructor expression \bound" by a variable case scruti-nee: case v of: : :C v1 : : : vn -> : : : C v1 : : : vn : : :: : : =) case v of: : :C v1 : : : vn -> : : : v : : :: : :The main characteristics of this transformation are:X It avoids the heap allocation of an object when an already existing object canbe used instead.2 It increases the lifetime of objects, possibly a�ecting heap residency.In the Glasgow Haskell Compiler, since we keep type information during compilation,we can only implement this transformation when it preserves type correctness. Inparticular, we are not able to reuse constructors in cases like this:data Either a b = Left a | Right bf :: Either String String -> Either String Intf x = case x ofLeft y -> Left y_ -> Right 5Although the value for x and the resulting expression (Left y) seem to be the same(and actually will have the same \form" when code is generated), they have di�erenttypes: x has type Either String String, while Left y on the right hand side ofthe case alternative has type Either String Int.



3.2. let elimination 28Depending on the position of the eliminated constructor, there are some other issuesinvolved:� let right hand side: this is where the biggest bene�t from reusing construc-tors comes from, according to our experiments, since we will actually end upeliminating a let.� case scrutinee: other transformations (Section 3.3.1) eliminate a case if it isscrutinising a constructor or a variable known to be bound to a constructor,therefore this case is not relevant.� case alternative, let body or lambda body: in these cases the cost of reusinga constructor may sometimes not be worthwhile. For a 0-arity constructor, forexample, there would be no space saved (since 0-arity constructors are allocatedstatically) and we are still introducing an extra indirection, which is less e�cientto execute:case y of case y ofTrue -> True =/=> True -> yFalse -> False False -> yNow considerf = \x -> case x of(y:ys) -> y:ys[] -> ...Is it a good idea to replace the right hand side y:ys with x? This actuallydepends on the speci�c compiler technology being used. In the STG machinewe believe not. Another reason not to do this occurs in the following codefragment (from a real program):max = \ x# y# -> let a = I#! x#in case (tagCmp x# y#) of_LT -> I#! y#_EQ -> a_GT -> aThe a is allocated regardless of which branch of the case is taken. We wouldbe better o� inlining it3.3Actually, as we will see later in this chapter, this particular let can be compiled very e�ciently(into a jump), and therefore the code isn't as bad as it looks.



3.2. let elimination 29The current strategy in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler is to inline all known-formconstructors, and only do the reverse (turn a constructor application back into avariable) when we know it is in a let right hand side. This decision was supportedalso by experiments in which we did reuse constructors more aggressively, and theresults were that the e�ects on heap usage were very small and more often than notthe number of instructions executed was increased with the more aggressive strategy,as can be seen in Table 3.2.
Constructor ReuseTotal Instructions Executedin letprogram never rhs alwaysparser 1.00 0.97 0.97solid 1.00 0.97 0.97wang 1.00 0.97 0.97event 1.00 0.99 1.00gen_regexps 1.00 0.99 0.99knights 1.00 0.99 0.99prolog 1.00 0.99 1.00sched 1.00 0.99 0.99boyer 1.00 1.00 1.01clausify 1.00 1.00 1.05fluid 1.00 1.00 1.01multiplier 1.00 1.00 1.04rewrite 1.00 1.00 1.02transform 1.00 1.00 1.01treejoin 1.00 1.00 1.01compress 1.00 1.01 1.0130 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.97 0.97Maximum - 1.01 1.05Geometric mean - 1.00 1.00

Constructor ReuseTotal Heap Allocatedin letprogram never rhs alwayscompress 1.00 0.64 0.64knights 1.00 0.77 0.77parser 1.00 0.78 0.77solid 1.00 0.81 0.81event 1.00 0.90 0.90sched 1.00 0.92 0.92wang 1.00 0.93 0.93boyer2 1.00 0.97 0.95pretty 1.00 0.97 0.97lift 1.00 0.98 0.98transform 1.00 0.98 0.98treejoin 1.00 0.98 0.98comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.99 0.99fluid 1.00 0.99 1.00gg 1.00 0.99 0.99hpg 1.00 0.99 0.99infer 1.00 0.99 0.99maillist 1.00 0.99 0.99minimax 1.00 0.99 0.99prolog 1.00 0.99 1.01rewrite 1.00 0.99 0.99typecheck 1.00 0.99 0.9924 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.64 0.64Maximum - 1.00 1.01Geometric mean - 0.96 0.96Table 3.2 Constructor Reuse: instructions executed and bytes allocatedThe e�ect of the constructor reuse transformation (in let right hand sides only) onresidency is presented in Table 3.3. We forced a garbage collection at every 1Mbytesallocated, and restricted our sample to programs that performed at least 5 garbagecollections (34 programs), so that we could have at least 5 samples.



3.3. case elimination 30The results showed that actually the residency was often reduced. This can be ex-plained by the fact that if two identical constructor expressions' lifetime overlap wewould be better o� with only one copy.Constructor ReuseResidencyprogram o� on ratioGCs residency GCs residencyhidden 463 358912 462 326848 0.91parser 15 939296 12 872480 0.93sched 22 2324 21 2204 0.95gg 7 383412 7 375264 0.98solid 83 533912 67 521760 0.98comp_lab_zift 112 1239712 111 1228664 0.99event 49 4052008 44 4010772 0.99genfft 21 3544 21 3496 0.99rewrite 21 17960 21 17700 0.99clausify 20 39748 20 39952 1.01multiplier 85 1804280 85 1813728 1.01infer 10 1972016 10 2010228 1.02typecheck 132 10284 131 10596 1.0321 other progs. - - - - 1.00Minimum - - - - 0.91Maximum - - - - 1.03Geometric Mean - - - - 0.99Table 3.3 Constructor Reuse: ResidencySometimes the code where this transformation is applied comes directly from thesource code, from places where the programmer could use @-patterns to achieve thesame e�ect, for example:f (a:as) = ... (a:as) ... a ... as ...could have been writtenf l@(a:as) = ... l ... a ... as ...3.3 case elimination3.3.1 case reductionThere are three instances of the case reduction transformation:



3.3. case elimination 311. If a case expression scrutinises a constructor application, it can be eliminated:case C v1 : : : vn of: : :C x1 : : : xn -> e: : : =) e[vi=xi ]ni=1
2. The case expression might be scrutinising a variable which has already beenscrutinised:case v of: : :C x1 : : : xn -> : : :0BB@case v of: : :C y1 : : : yn -> e: : : 1CCA: : : =) case v of: : :C x1 : : : xn -> : : : e[xi=yi ]ni=1: : :
3. It might be scrutinising a variable which is let-bound to a constructor appli-cation: let x = C x1 : : : xnin : : :0BB@ case x of: : :C y1 : : : yn -> e: : : 1CCA : : : =) let x = C x1 : : : xnin : : : e[xi=yi ]ni=1 : : :This third transformation is useful when x occurs many times in its scope, sothe let expression might not be inlined4.Again, since arguments to constructors are always atoms, no loss of sharing occurs. Aswith function arguments, if we allowed arbitrary expressions as constructor argumentswe would need to use let bindings instead of substitution to preserve the sharingproperties.The case reduction transformations are always good:X they eliminate redundant evaluations that would be done at run-time;4Since in Glasgow Haskell Compiler we always inline constructors, this version is not needed.



3.3. case elimination 32X they expose opportunities for other transformations. We will see how this occursin Sections 3.4.3 and 3.5.2.A related transformationIf the case scrutinee matches only the default alternative, we can eliminate the caseby let-binding the default variable to the constructor:case C v1 : : : vn ofw -> e =) let w = C v1 : : : vnin eThis is more e�cient because there would be no evaluation done by the case, as thecase scrutinee is in weak head normal form. Therefore:X we are saving the cost of entering an expression that is already in weak headnormal form;X w may be eliminated by the constructor reuse transformation.3.3.2 case eliminationIf a primitive case is scrutinising a variable, that variable is guaranteed to be al-ready evaluated (since it is an unboxed value). Therefore the following is a validtransformation: case v1 of v2 -> e =) e[v1=v2]As above, this transformation is eliminating a redundant evaluation. The transfor-mation is also valid if we know that the variable was already evaluated, or if we knowv2 is used strictly in e. This is another example of a transformation that is done inan obscure way in code generators (e.g. [Pey87], pp. 352).If we applied this transformation regardless of any conditions we could only improvetermination, that is, possibly transform a failing program into a non-failing one5.When this transformation is not applied, the default binding elimination transforma-tion (Section 3.3.5) may be applied instead.5The Glasgow Haskell Compiler provides a ag to enable this transformation.



3.3. case elimination 333.3.3 case mergingThe case merging transformation combines cases that scrutinise the same variableinto a single case expression:case x ofp1 -> e1: : :pn -> end -> case x ofpo -> eo: : :pq -> eq =) case x ofp1 -> e1: : :pn -> enpo -> eo[x=d ]: : :pq -> eq [x=d ]Consider the following code fragment:g :: Int -> Int -> Intg x y = f x + f yf 0 = 1f 1 = 2f 2 = 3As the type of f is not given, a Haskell compiler will assume it is an overloadedfunction, and therefore the code generated for f (with a standard compilation ofoverloading [WB89, HHaPW92, Aug93]) could be:f = \ dict -> \ x -> case eq dict x 0 ofTrue -> 1False -> case eq dict x 1 ofTrue -> 2False -> case eq dict x 2 ofTrue -> 3False -> failIf we knew that f had type Int -> Int, the code generated would be:f = \ x -> case x of0 -> 11 -> 22 -> 3_ -> fail



3.3. case elimination 34which is much more e�cient. But although we cannot transform the �rst versioninto the second directly, if we inline the call to f in g (or even decide to generate aspecialised version of f with type Int -> Int), we get the following:f = \ x -> case eqInt x 0 ofTrue -> 1False -> case eqInt x 1 ofTrue -> 2False -> case eqInt x 2 ofTrue -> 3False -> failwhich uses the eqInt function but still compares x very ine�ciently. What to do?1. Have the constant folder (Section 3.7.1) recognise the following identity:case v ofeqInt v k ==> k -> True_ -> Falsewhere v is a variable and k is an explicit constant (e.g. 1, 2, etc.). We will thenget three instances of the case of case transformation (Section 3.5.2), whicheventually will give us the following code:f = \ x -> case x of0 -> 1_ -> case x of1 -> 2_ -> case x of2 -> 3_ -> fail2. Apply the case merging transformation (twice). This will give us the e�cientversion of f we wanted:f = \ x -> case x of0 -> 11 -> 22 -> 3_ -> fail



3.3. case elimination 353.3.4 case of errorerror is a prede�ned function in Haskell, usually associated with pattern matchingfailures and other run-time errors. Its semantic value is the same as ?.Sometimes we may end up with error as a case scrutinee, to which we can applythe following transformationcase (error E ) of : : : =) error EThe case of error transformation is often exposed by the case of case transformation(Section 3.5.2). Considercase (hd xs) of {True -> E1; False -> E2}After inlining hd, we getcase (case xs of [] -> error "hd"; (x:_) -> x) of True -> E1False -> E2Now doing case of case we getlet e1 = E1 ; e2 = E2in case xs of[] -> case (error "hd") of { True -> e1; False -> e2 }(x:_) -> case x of { True -> e1; False -> e2 }Now the case of error transformation springs to life, after which we can inline e1and e2 to get the e�cient resultcase xs of [] -> error "hd"(x:_) -> case x of {True -> E1; False -> E2}The type of error in these two expressions is di�erent, because we are replacing case? of : : : by ?. This transformation not only reduces code size, but may enable othertransformations (e.g. inlining, as above).The Glasgow Haskell Compiler is clever enough to notice \disguised" forms of errorexpressions and handle them in the same way (e.g. let-bound error expressions,functions that always return errors and cases with all alternatives returning errors).



3.3. case elimination 363.3.5 Default binding eliminationcase v1 of: : : v2 -> e =) case v1 of: : : v2 -> e[v1=v2]The code generator can generate better code if the default variable is not used in itsright hand side (it does not need to bind the result of the case evaluation to thedefault variable).But there is a possible disadvantage of this transformation: it increases the number ofoccurrences of v1, and therefore may avoid some inlining from taking place. Actuallyas we always inline variables bound to constructors, there is no risk that we may missa case reduction due to this transformation.3.3.6 Dead alternative eliminationDead alternative elimination is similar to the case reduction transformation, butdeals with the case when all we know about a variable is that it is not bound to someconstructors. Assuming x is not bound to constructor Ck , we have:case x ofC1 : : : -> e1: : :Cl : : : -> el =) case x ofC1 : : : -> e1: : :Ck�1 : : : -> ek�1Ck+1 : : : -> ek+1: : :Cl : : : -> elWe might know that x is not bound to a particular constructor because of an enclosingcase: case x of C ... -> E1other -> E2Inside E1 we know that x is bound to C. However inside E2 all we know is that x isnot bound to C.This applies to unboxed cases also, in the obvious way.The importance of this transformation is that:



3.4. Floating lets outwards 37X it reduces code size;X it may enable inlining, as it reduces the number of occurrences of variables;X it may enable other case elimination transformations.This third possibility is less obvious, but usually occurs with relation to operationsthat check for invalid arguments (out of range arguments). Let us suppose we havean expression like(x `mod` y) + (x `div` y)the mod and div operations do not accept a second argument with value 0. Supposingthis check was performed before the actual operation takes place, we would end upwith a code fragment similar to... case y# of0# -> error "mod"m# -> ... case y# of0# -> error "div"n# -> ...Clearly if we know in the inner case that y# cannot have a value of 0 we can eventuallyeliminate this inner case completely.An example of the use of this transformation is presented in Section 3.8.3.3.4 Floating lets outwardsThe transformations in this section increase the scope of let-bindings in order toturn the expression into a more e�cient form, to increase the possibility of othertransformations becoming applicable, or both.3.4.1 let oating from applicationA let-binding can be oated out of an application to facilitate other transformations,without introducing (or removing) extra work:



3.4. Floating lets outwards 38(let (rec) v = ev in e) x =) let (rec) v = ev in e xAn example of how this transformation exposes other transformations occurs whenthe let body is a lambda expression:(let x = ... in \a -> body) yin this case an opportunity for �-reduction occurs if the transformation is applied:let x = ... in (\a -> body) y3.4.2 let oating from let right hand sidelet oating from a let right hand side is a transformation that moves bindingsde�ned in the right hand side of a let to outside the let:let x =let (rec) bindin exin b =) let (rec) bindin let x = exin blet rec x = let (rec) bindsin exin b =) let rec � bindsx = ex �in bTo illustrate our goal in oating out lets from let right hand sides consider thefollowing simple expression:let x = [1,2,3] in EA possible translation into the Core language, which makes explicit the three closures,is:let x = let v1 = let v2 = 3:[]in 2:v2in 1:v1in EIn this translation:



3.4. Floating lets outwards 39� x and v1 are not in weak head normal form, therefore they will be updated ifthey are evaluated, but v2 is in weak head normal form and therefore requiresno update;� if the closure x is entered (evaluated) the closure v1 is allocated, and if v1is entered then v2 is allocated. Although this strategy saves heap space (i.e.allocates fewer closures) if v1 is never entered (since v2 is never allocated), thecost of allocating each closure separately implies one heap check for each suchallocation.An alternative for the translation above is:let v2 = 3:[] ;v1 = 2:v2 ;x = 1:v1in EThis strategy | oating the internal lets to an outer level | has the followingadvantages:X A single heap check is done for the three allocations.X Weak head normal forms are exposed. All three closures are weak head normalforms and therefore no updates are required.X It may expose other transformations, e.g. case reduction:let x = let y = 1:[] let y = 1:[]in 2:y x = 2:y let y = 1:[]in case x of ==> in case x of ==> x = 2:y(a:as) -> as (a:as) -> as in y[] -> [] [] -> []==> let y = 1:[] ==> 1:[]in yUnfortunately it is not always good to oat lets:2 We may allocate more closures than are really needed. In our �rst example, ifwe do not need the value of x during the evaluation of the expression E, we would



3.4. Floating lets outwards 40only allocate the closure for x, instead of allocating three closures (x, v1 andv2). But if the value of x is demanded we would be better o� with the secondtranslation. As we cannot predict precisely which closures will be evaluated,we have to decide how to take advantage of let oating, while minimising therisks of extra heap allocation.There are three possible strategies for oating lets out of lets, which we discussbelow.Float out of strict letsFloating lets out of strict lets consists of using strictness information to decide if wewant to oat out of a particular let. If a let is used in a strict context we know thatit will be evaluated and therefore lets de�ned immediately within it are guaranteedto be allocated. Floating out of these lets we:X reduce the number of heap checks, since more closures will be allocated at thesame time;X do not increase heap allocation, since the let is guaranteed to be evaluated;X possibly expose weak head normal forms, reducing the number of updates;X possibly expose opportunities for transformations, as presented above;2 modify the number of free variables. In the STG machine, each free variablehas to be saved in the stack when entering a closure (see [Pey92]). More freevariables means more stack saves. In the example below, u is a free variable inv after being oated, therefore v has more free variables. But w has less freevariables after x is oated, as although x is now a free variable in w, y and zare not. Also, the number of free variables in a closure a�ects the size of theclosure in the heap.let v = let u = 1 let u = 1 ;in u + 1 ; v = u + 1 ;y = 2 ; y = 2z = 3 ; ==> z = 3 ;w = let x = y + z x = y + z ;in x + 1 w = x + 1in ... in ...



3.4. Floating lets outwards 41� may increase heap residency, due to the early allocation of closures that wouldonly be allocated later, or due to the change in the number of free variables.When the let-binding is guaranteed to be demanded (strict) a better result is achievedif the strictness information is used to implement the let-to-case transformation(Section 3.6.1), therefore this is not a very useful option.Float out of lets to expose weak head normal formsFloating lets out of lets to expose weak head normal forms takes advantage of thefact that weak head normal form lets (closures) are cheaper in the sense that they donot require updates, which are rather expensive. With this strategy we risk buildingunnecessary closures (if they are not demanded), but we bene�t from creating weakhead normal form closures, instead of updatable ones. An example of the risks of thisstrategy can be seen by looking again at our �rst example:let x = let v1 = let v2 = 3:[] let v2 = 3:[] ;in 2:v2 ==> v1 = 2:v2 ;in 1:v1 x = 1:v1in f x f xWith the standard translation, if f is the head function (which returns the �rstelement of a list), to get head x we would allocate x, enter it, allocate v1, update xwith 1:v1 and then we get the result (1). With the let oated version we allocatethe three closures v2, v1 and x together (one heap check) and we need no updates,as they are in weak head normal form. But as we are computing only the head ofthe list, we would not need to allocate v2. Therefore the let oated version wouldonly be good if the cost of the update and heap check was greater than the cost ofallocating v2. If f happens to be the last function (which returns the last element ofa list), we would need to enter the three closures, the oated version would certainlybe better. With this strategy we:X reduce the number of heap checks, since more closures will be allocated at thesame time;X expose weak head normal forms, reducing the number of updates;X possibly expose opportunities for transformations, e.g. case reduction and con-structor reuse;



3.4. Floating lets outwards 422 modify the number of free variables;� may increase heap allocation, depending on whether the closures will be de-manded or not;� may increase heap residency, due to the early allocation of closures that wouldonly be allocated later (or never), or due to the change in the number of freevariables.Always oat lets out of letsBy always oating lets out of lets we increase the risk of allocating unnecessaryclosures but expect that most of the closures will be entered and therefore we areminimising heap checks and still having the same advantages and disadvantages ofthe previous strategy:X possibly reduce number of heap checks even further, since more closures will beallocated at the same time;� may increase heap allocation, depending on whether the closures will be de-manded or not;X possibly expose weak head normal forms, reducing the number of updates;X possibly expose opportunities for transformations, e.g. case reduction, con-structor reuse and inlining;2 modify the number of free variables;� may increase heap residency, due to the early allocation of closures that wouldonly be allocated later (or never), or due to the change in the number of freevariables.We try to exploit not only the previously described cases when we are either sure toenter a closure, or we are trying to avoid building updatable closures, but also thesimple fact that if closures are entered at all, it would have been cheaper to allocatethem in groups (doing a single heap check) rather than one at a time.



3.4. Floating lets outwards 43Comparing the di�erent strategiesOf course we can never get an optimal decision, as the result will always depend onwhether the let will be actually used (in which case the transformation is a win) ornot (in which case the transformation will worsen the code). We know the bene�tsare bigger if we are exposing a weak head normal form (because we will be avoidingupdates) and much more modest otherwise (we are only saving heap checks).We have experimented with the three di�erent strategies for oating lets out oflet right hand sides (never oat, oat to expose weak head normal form, alwaysoat), as presented in Figure 3.4 (As we mentioned before, when the let-binding isstrict a better result is achieved with the let-to-case transformation (Section 3.6.1),therefore we did not experiment with this option). All these results include the e�ectof the let oating inwards transformation we present in Chapter 5, which actuallyincreases the number of lets occurring in let right hand sides. We have obtainedsimilar e�ects if that transformation is turned o�. We discuss the interaction of theseseemingly incompatible transformations in Chapter 5.As we expected, exposing weak head normal forms is a worthwhile improvement onnot doing any oating. Always oating, on the other hand, has mixed results, andtherefore has a higher risk of actually making programs worse. This lead us to adoptthe option of oating to expose weak head normal forms as a worthwhile optimisationin our compiler.The average closure size (measured during execution) of the programs was on average2% smaller when oating to expose weak head normal forms than with no oating atall. Only one of the programs increased its average closure size, by 1%.The e�ect on updates was much more dramatic, with some programs reducing thenumber of updates by up to 48%, and on average performing 11% fewer updates whenoating to expose weak head normal forms compared to not oating at all.3.4.3 let oating from case scrutineeThe bene�t of oating a let from a case scrutinee comes from exposing other trans-formations, and not directly from the transformation itself:case� let(rec) v = evin e � of alts =) let(rec) v = evin case e of alts



3.4. Floating lets outwards 44
let oating from letTotal Instructions Executednever expose alwaysprogram oat WHNF oatsched 1.00 0.87 0.87hidden 1.00 0.90 0.90infer 1.00 0.90 0.90prolog 1.00 0.90 0.89queens 1.00 0.91 0.91solid 1.00 0.91 0.90wang 1.00 0.91 0.88knights 1.00 0.92 0.92sorting 1.00 0.92 0.92pretty 1.00 0.94 0.94rewrite 1.00 0.94 0.93boyer 1.00 0.95 0.95cichelli 1.00 0.95 0.95lift 1.00 0.95 0.94boyer2 1.00 0.96 0.96compress 1.00 0.96 0.96fluid 1.00 0.96 0.97gg 1.00 0.96 0.96reptile 1.00 0.96 0.95genfft 1.00 0.97 0.96ida 1.00 0.97 0.97maillist 1.00 0.97 0.98comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.98 0.97fft 1.00 0.98 0.98hpg 1.00 0.98 0.98mandel 1.00 0.98 0.98parser 1.00 0.98 0.95transform 1.00 0.98 0.98event 1.00 0.99 0.98listcompr 1.00 0.99 0.99typecheck 1.00 0.99 0.93veritas 1.00 0.99 0.98clausify 1.00 1.00 1.02listcopy 1.00 1.00 0.99minimax 1.00 1.00 0.99parstof 1.00 1.00 0.95wave4main 1.00 1.00 1.07treejoin 1.00 1.09 1.048 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.87 0.87Maximum - 1.09 1.07Geometric mean - 0.97 0.96

let oating from letTotal Heap Allocatednever expose alwaysprogram oat WHNF oatwang 1.00 0.88 0.82compress 1.00 0.91 0.92infer 1.00 0.91 0.91prolog 1.00 0.92 0.96solid 1.00 0.92 0.89cichelli 1.00 0.93 0.93queens 1.00 0.93 0.93rewrite 1.00 0.93 0.93boyer 1.00 0.94 1.02hidden 1.00 0.96 0.96fluid 1.00 0.97 1.03lift 1.00 0.97 0.96parstof 1.00 0.98 1.00pretty 1.00 0.98 0.97hpg 1.00 0.99 1.02listcompr 1.00 0.99 1.00listcopy 1.00 0.99 1.00mandel 1.00 0.99 0.99parser 1.00 0.99 1.03clausify 1.00 1.00 1.22gen_regexps 1.00 1.00 1.04gg 1.00 1.00 1.01ida 1.00 1.00 0.99knights 1.00 1.00 1.02maillist 1.00 1.00 1.08minimax 1.00 1.00 0.99multiplier 1.00 1.00 1.01wave4main 1.00 1.00 1.83genfft 1.00 1.01 1.01reptile 1.00 1.01 1.00sched 1.00 1.01 1.01boyer2 1.00 1.02 1.02event 1.00 1.02 1.03typecheck 1.00 1.02 1.00fft 1.00 1.03 1.07transform 1.00 1.07 1.07comp_lab_zift 1.00 1.14 1.15treejoin 1.00 1.16 1.418 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.88 0.82Maximum - 1.16 1.83Geometric mean - 0.99 1.02Table 3.4 let oating: instructions executed and bytes allocated



3.4. Floating lets outwards 45An example of a transformation that is exposed by oating a let from a case scrutineeoccurs when the let body is an explicit constructor:case (let x = ... in C a b) of C c d -> body==> let x = ... in case C a b of C c d -> body==> let x = ... in body[a/c,b/d]In this case it exposed the case reduction transformation (Section 3.3.1).3.4.4 Other let oating transformationsThere are a few other constructors from which a let could be oated from, namely:� from lambdas: this is better done as a global transformation (full laziness),which we discuss in Section 5.2.� from case alternatives: If there are multiple alternatives there is a major prob-lem in doing that: We will be allocating the let regardless of which alternativewill be taken, instead of only if a particular one is taken. This will increase heapallocation, and therefore is not a good idea. If there is a single case alternativethen we might gain something if the let is going to join other lets and beallocated using a single heap check. On the other hand one may actually loseopportunities for transformations like case reduction if the let right hand sidehappens to scrutinise the same variable of the case it is being oated from.For more details on this issue see Section 5.1, where we present the oppositetransformation.� from let body: this amounts to swapping the order of allocation of the letsinvolved, and therefore usually brings no bene�ts. Also it is only possible ifthe inner let right hand side does not mention binders introduced by the outerone. One instance in which the ordering of the lets may be relevant occurs inthe following example:let a = case x of (c,d) -> cin let b = case x of (c,d) -> din e



3.5. Floating cases outwards 46If only b is used strictly in e, we would be able to use the let to case trans-formation (Section 3.6.1) to improve the code, but a would get no bene�t fromthat:let a = case x of (c,d) -> cin case x of (c,d) -> let b = d in eOn the other hand, if a was used strictly in e, the same transformation wouldallow us to eliminate the inner case, resulting in more e�cient code:case x of (c,d) -> let a = cin let b = d in eActually, the oating inwards transformation (described in Chapter 5) wouldeventually lead to the same improved program.3.5 Floating cases outwardscases have similar properties to lets except for being strict. But this should notforbid us from doing similar transformations for cases.3.5.1 case oating from applicationA case expression can be oated out past an application:0BB@ case e ofp1 -> e1: : :pn -> en 1CCA x =) case e ofp1 -> e1 x: : :pn -> en xThe main points about case oating from application are:X to try to expose other transformations, e.g. �-reduction if any ei is a �-expression.� it has only a small amount of code duplication, since x is always an atom.



3.5. Floating cases outwards 473.5.2 case of case (case oating from case scrutinee)The case of case transformation simpli�es expressions in which a case is the scru-tinee of another case expression:
case 0BB@case ec ofaltc1 -> ec1: : :altcm -> ecm1CCA ofalt1 -> e1: : :altn -> en =)

case ec ofaltc1 -> case ec1 ofalt1 -> e1: : :altn -> en: : :altcm -> case ecm ofalt1 -> e1: : :altn -> enA particular instance of the case of case transformation is described in [Aug87] and in[Kel89] (using ifs). They were concerned, among other things, with short-circuitingboolean conditionals. For example, consider the expression:if (b1 && b2) then e1 else e2where b1 and b2 are boolean expressions, and && is boolean conjunction. If b1 turnsout to be false there is no point in testing b2, because the result will be e2 in eithercase. The de�nition of && encapsulates this property:(&&) b1 b2 = case b1 ofTrue -> b2False -> FalseLet us now try some transformations. For a start, the if-then-else construct is justsyntactic sugar for a case expression, so the original expression is really just:case (b1 && b2) of True -> e1; False -> e2Inlining the de�nition of && gives:case (case b1 of True -> b2; False -> False) ofTrue -> e1False -> e2



3.5. Floating cases outwards 48Applying the case of case transformation we get:case b1 ofTrue -> case b2 of True -> e1; False -> e2False -> case False of True -> e1; False -> e2The second of the inner case expressions is scrutinising a known constructor, andhence can be simpli�ed:case b1 ofTrue -> case b2 of True -> e1; False -> e2False -> e2Operationally, we can read this expression as: \Evaluate b1; if the result is Falsereturn e2; otherwise evaluate b2 and return e1 if the result is True and e2 otherwise".The \short-circuiting" of the conditional is now expressed directly.The above example shows up a problem with the case of case transformation: e2appears twice in the transformed expression. It will be evaluated at most once, sincethe two occurrences are in di�erent branches of the case expression, but there is adanger of code explosion if we are not careful.Code duplicationAlthough there is a major risk of code duplication due to the case of case transfor-mation, there are some particular instances which do not have this problem:� if the inner case has a single alternative;� if the inner case has one non-error alternative. This instance deals with caseswhere all but one of the branches in the case are error branches, that is, theyare branches introduced by the compiler to handle pattern matching failuresand are semantically equivalent to bottom (?). In the Haskell code fragment:case e of (a:as) -> easthere will be a pattern match failure if the evaluation of e results in an emptylist []:case e of (a:as) -> eas[] -> error "Error: Pattern Match failure"



3.5. Floating cases outwards 49where error is a function that will print the error message and abort execution.If we have instances of the case of case transformation in which the inner caseonly has one non-error branch we have a situation similar to the one we describedabove, in which we have only a single branch:case (case e of(a:as) -> eas[] -> error "Error: Pattern Match failure") ofp1 -> a1p2 -> a2==>case e of (a:as) -> case eas of p1 -> a1p2 -> a2[] -> case error "Error: Pattern Match failure" ofp1 -> a1p2 -> a2==>case e of (a:as) -> case eas of p1 -> a1p2 -> a2[] -> error "Error: Pattern Match failure"where we use the case of error transformation (Section 3.3.4) in the last step.Using join pointsRecall the result of transforming the boolean short-circuiting example:case b1 ofTrue -> case b2 of True -> e1; False -> e2False -> e2Here e2 has been duplicated. What does a C compiler do when short-circuitingboolean expressions? It inserts jumps to share the code for e2. At �rst it looks asif this is hard to express in our present universe of discourse. Indeed, in [Aug87] thecase of case transformation is not implemented as a program transformation at all,it is implemented in the code generator so that it can be compiled into a jump. Wewould like to avoid this.



3.5. Floating cases outwards 50We cannot eliminate the code generator's involvement altogether, because we needto compile a jump, but we can reduce the complexity of its involvement. All we needto do is bind e2 to a common variable, $cont6, thus:let $cont = e2incase b1 ofTrue -> case b2 of True -> e1; False -> $contFalse -> $contNow, a na��ve compiler for a non-strict language would build a heap-allocated closurefor $cont. After all, it might not be evaluated (if e1 was returned), so it certainlyisn't safe to evaluate it before performing the case analysis on b1. This is a perfectlycorrect implementation, but it is rather ine�cient compared to compiling a jump.Why can references to $cont be compiled into a jump? Because $cont is only usedin a rather special way, as the continuation of one or more branches of the currentexecution path. So our solution is this:� Perform a simple analysis to discover which bindings cannot \escape" from thecurrent dynamic environment. Escape analysis is common in Lisp compilers(Orbit, for example [KKR+86]), but it is less successful in a non-strict lan-guage, because many more expressions escape. It is rare to �nd non-escapingcontinuations in untransformed code written by a programmer.� Identify them with some sort of annotation (we have used a $ sign for thispurpose).� Compile a jump (together, perhaps, with some adjustment of the stack pointer)for occurrences of the continuation.One advantage of this approach is that it allows the decision of whether to duplicatethe continuation (in our example, by substituting e2 for $cont throughout) or toshare it (by retaining the let expression binding $cont), to be taken subsequentlyto, and quite independently from, the case of case transformation itself. Indeed thequestion of whether or not to eliminate let-bindings by substitution is one whichapplies to all let expressions, not just those binding continuations.A second advantage to this approach to shared continuations is that it copes withother commonly-occurring situations as well. For example, another situation which is6Here we tag these lets (\continuations") with a $, but these are \normal" lets.



3.5. Floating cases outwards 51often handled in an ad hoc manner is pattern matching failure. Consider the followingHaskell function de�nition:f [] [] = e1f xs ys = e2The point about this example is that the pattern matching for the �rst equation canfail to match at two points: on the �rst empty list and on the second. In either case,e2 should be returned. In [Pey87] this is solved by extending the language with aspecial FAIL value, which is treated by yet another special case in the code generator.In contrast, here is a translation of f into the Core language which avoids inventingspecial constructs:f xs ys = let $fail = e2in case xs of[] -> case ys of [] -> e1; (y:ys) -> $fail(x:xs) -> $failLike $cont, $fail is a variable like any other, but it is detected as a non-escapingcontinuation, and so can be compiled into a jump. The question of whether toduplicate the continuation or share it is again handled by the general let eliminationtransformation (inlining).In concluding, we note that there is one further complication in the general case,which has not shown up so far. Consider the following expression:case (case e of True -> e1; False -> e2) of[] -> c1(x:xs) -> c2The case of case transformation would duplicate c1 and c2, but now we cannot bindc2 to a simple variable because it has free variables x and xs. The solution is to usea lambda abstraction to turn the free variables into arguments:let $cont1 = c1$cont2 = \x -> \xs -> c2in case e ofTrue -> case e1 of[] -> $cont1(x:xs) -> $cont2 x xsFalse -> case e2 of[] -> $cont1(x:xs) -> $cont2 x xs



3.5. Floating cases outwards 52E�ects of the case of case transformationIn Table 3.5 we see the e�ects the case of case transformation has on programs.The �rst column presents the results with case of case o�, the second one the e�ectof performing case of case only if we will not duplicate code (without using joinpoints), and the third column presents our case of case with join points, which letsus always perform the case of case transformation.The e�ect of the case of case transformation on the number of instructions executedis quite signi�cant, reducing the number of instructions executed on average by 8%,but the use of join points only gives us an extra 1%. The e�ects on heap usage aremixed, with some programs allocating more heap and others allocating less.We also expected the case of case transformation to expose opportunities for manyother transformations, specially the case reduction transformation. Indeed, the sim-ple version of the transformation increases the number of case reductions on averageby 35% (sometimes up to 300%!), although the version using join points has no majorextra e�ect (1% more, on average).The use of join points allowed us to perform on average 10% more case of casetransformations. As we said before, to use join points it is essential that the compilercan indeed optimise these \special" lets into jumps. If one does not do that, thenjoin points have actually a negative e�ect, as we can see in Table 3.6, in which wecompare the e�ect of turning o� this \special" compilation of non-escaping lets.We believe that the approach we use for the case of case transformation is not onlymore elegant, but generalises the previous descriptions of this transformations byallowing it to be always performed without code duplication.3.5.3 case oating from let right hand sidecases may be oated out of strict (demanded) lets:let v = case ev offCi vi1 : : : vik -> eigni=1in e =) case ev offCi vi1 : : : vik -> let v = ei in egni=1e is strict in v , v 62 fv ev and fvi1; : : : ; vikgT fv e = ;This transformation increases the scope of the case, and therefore it might exposetransformations, such as case reduction, in e. It is also good if ei is a weak head



3.5. Floating cases outwards 53case of caseTotal Instructions Executedwithout withprogram never join pts. join pts.queens 1.00 0.53 0.53mandel2 1.00 0.62 0.62sched 1.00 0.73 0.63parstof 1.00 0.83 0.82sorting 1.00 0.85 0.85solid 1.00 0.88 0.88infer 1.00 0.90 0.90boyer2 1.00 0.91 0.91fluid 1.00 0.91 0.91primes 1.00 0.91 0.89wave4main 1.00 0.91 0.87gen_regexps 1.00 0.92 0.92reptile 1.00 0.92 0.92prolog 1.00 0.93 0.92cichelli 1.00 0.94 0.92clausify 1.00 0.94 0.94compress 1.00 0.94 0.94event 1.00 0.94 0.94genfft 1.00 0.94 0.94hidden 1.00 0.94 0.94parser 1.00 0.94 0.94pretty 1.00 0.94 0.94treejoin 1.00 0.94 0.92typecheck 1.00 0.94 0.94wang 1.00 0.94 0.93gg 1.00 0.95 0.95hpg 1.00 0.95 0.95lift 1.00 0.95 0.95transform 1.00 0.95 0.95ida 1.00 0.96 0.96mandel 1.00 0.96 0.95rewrite 1.00 0.96 0.96comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.97 0.97listcompr 1.00 0.97 0.97listcopy 1.00 0.97 0.97maillist 1.00 0.97 0.96veritas 1.00 0.97 0.97fft 1.00 0.98 0.98fft2 1.00 0.98 0.98minimax 1.00 0.98 0.98multiplier 1.00 0.98 0.98knights 1.00 0.99 0.994 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.53 0.53Maximum - 1.00 1.00Geom. mean - 0.92 0.91

case of caseTotal Heap Allocatedwithout withprogram never join pts. join pts.sorting 1.00 0.77 0.77queens 1.00 0.84 0.84sched 1.00 0.86 0.84parser 1.00 0.88 0.89gen_regexps 1.00 0.91 0.91compress 1.00 0.92 0.92pretty 1.00 0.93 0.93gg 1.00 0.94 0.94listcompr 1.00 0.94 0.94listcopy 1.00 0.94 0.95reptile 1.00 0.94 0.94fluid 1.00 0.96 0.96lift 1.00 0.96 0.96comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.97 0.98veritas 1.00 0.97 0.97prolog 1.00 0.98 0.96hpg 1.00 0.99 0.99ida 1.00 0.99 0.99infer 1.00 0.99 0.99multiplier 1.00 0.99 0.99rewrite 1.00 0.99 1.00cichelli 1.00 1.00 0.93solid 1.00 1.00 1.03treejoin 1.00 1.01 1.01knights 1.00 1.02 1.02event 1.00 1.03 1.03genfft 1.00 1.03 1.03fft 1.00 1.04 1.04mandel2 1.00 1.04 1.04typecheck 1.00 1.06 1.06boyer2 1.00 1.07 1.09primetest 1.00 1.07 1.07rsa 1.00 1.07 1.07transform 1.00 1.09 1.09parstof 1.00 1.19 1.29clausify 1.00 1.20 1.2010 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.77 0.77Maximum - 1.20 1.29Geom. mean - 0.99 0.99
Table 3.5 case of case: instructions executed and bytes allocated



3.5. Floating cases outwards 54

detect non escaping letsTotal Instructions Executedprogram o� onprimes 1.00 0.80wave4main 1.00 0.93parser 1.00 0.96clausify 1.00 0.98maillist 1.00 0.98mandel2 1.00 0.98boyer2 1.00 0.99fft 1.00 0.99fluid 1.00 0.99hpg 1.00 0.99mandel 1.00 0.99prolog 1.00 0.99reptile 1.00 0.99rewrite 1.00 0.99wang 1.00 0.99treejoin 1.00 1.0530 other progs. 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.80Maximum - 1.05Geometric mean - 0.99

detect non escaping letsTotal Heap Allocatedprogram o� onprimes 1.00 0.50wave4main 1.00 0.55parser 1.00 0.81clausify 1.00 0.82treejoin 1.00 0.82maillist 1.00 0.87mandel2 1.00 0.88hpg 1.00 0.89boyer2 1.00 0.91fluid 1.00 0.91parstof 1.00 0.94mandel 1.00 0.95prolog 1.00 0.95event 1.00 0.97fft 1.00 0.97gg 1.00 0.97knights 1.00 0.97reptile 1.00 0.97typecheck 1.00 0.97wang 1.00 0.97comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.98genfft 1.00 0.98multiplier 1.00 0.98rewrite 1.00 0.98compress 1.00 0.99hidden 1.00 0.99listcompr 1.00 0.99listcopy 1.00 0.99primetest 1.00 0.99transform 1.00 0.99veritas 1.00 0.9915 other progs. 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.50Maximum - 1.00Geometric mean - 0.94Table 3.6 non-escaping lets: instructions executed and bytes allocated



3.5. Floating cases outwards 55normal form expression, since v will no longer be an updatable closure (i.e. a thunk),and therefore no updates will be performed on it.If the case has multiple branches we can still do the transformation, but we wouldhave some code duplication, since e would now occur in each of the branches. Thiscan be avoided using the same technique we used for the case of case transformation(Section 3.5.2), in which we create a new let-binding (a join point) for the code thatwould otherwise be duplicated:let v = case E1 of let j v = E4C1 a b -> E2 ===> in case E1 ofC2 a b -> E3 C1 a b -> let v = E2 in j vin E4 C2 a b -> let v = E3 in j vThis avoids duplicating E4 in each of the branches. The newly-created let can beimplemented very e�ciently (as discussed in Section 3.5.2) and therefore does notintroduce any major e�ciency or allocation costs. Although we lose the bene�t ofincreasing the scope of the case to include E4, we will still bene�t in the cases inwhich E2 or E3 are weak head normal form expressions (no updates then).Even if one is already using the let to case transformation, which would removemany of the opportunities for this transformation, this transformation is still usefulin cases when the let to case transformation cannot be applied, like when the letright hand side has a functional type.Often both transformations can be used, and we obtain the same result with eitherof them, as we can see in the following example:let v = case e of[] -> e1(a:as) -> e2in e3(a) ==> let to case + case-of-caselet f v = e3in case e of [] -> case e1 of v -> f v(a:as) -> case e2 of v -> f v(b) ==> case floating from letlet f v = e3in case e of [] -> let v = e1 in f v(a:as) -> let v = e2 in f v



3.5. Floating cases outwards 56As we do not (and should not) change the strictness information on v, we can get (b)to be further transformed to (a).But priority should be given to the let to case transformation, for a very subtlereason: if v is of a single constructor type (e.g. a pair) we will use the unboxinglet to case transformation, leading us to the following sequence:(c) ==> unboxing let to casecase (case e of [] -> e1; (a:as) -> e2) of(x,y) -> let v = (x,y) in e3==> case-of-caselet f x y = let v = (x,y) in e3 -- e3 "knows" shape of vin case e of[] -> case e1 of(x,y) -> f x y(a:as) -> case e2 of(x,y) -> f x ythe reason for this is that for a case of case we always abstract the join point withrespect to the outer case alternatives' binders. In (a) this was v, but in (c) we havex and y as free variables. The advantage of (c) is that e3 may be further simpli�ed,e.g. if it scrutinises v (which may well be the case, since v is strict in e3).Cheap eagernessThere is an interesting optimisation that uses the case oating from let transforma-tion, but without the restriction on the let being strict. But how can we keep thesame semantic meaning after the transformation if the let is not strict? First let ussee why the let must be strict, and then see in which circumstances the restrictioncan be relaxed.The restriction is needed to avoid problems like the following:let x = case y of(a,b) -> e1in e2If x does not get evaluated in e2, then y will not be evaluated either. If we oatthe case out of the let then y will get evaluated even if x is not. Also, if theevaluation of y fails or diverges (i.e. it is ?), the program will also fail or diverge if



3.5. Floating cases outwards 57the transformation is applied. Therefore the two problems of doing the transformationon lazy lets are:� unbounded extra evaluation may occur;� the program may fail or diverge when it did not before, therefore we will bechanging the semantics of the program.We cannot change the semantics of the program, therefore if we are going to do thistransformation for lazy lets we will have to guarantee that the expression the caseis scrutinising cannot fail.The cost of the extra evaluation is another problem. Actually if the cost is smallenough we might be willing to pay it, as the expression could end up being evaluatedanyway and we are also bene�ting from increasing the scope of the case expressionby exposing transformations. Therefore we actually do this transformation in somevery speci�c cases: for cheap non-failing cases. These are cases scrutinising someprimitive operations on unboxed values, like primitive Int addition, subtraction, mul-tiplication, and similar operations for Floats and Doubles.In this case we are doing an optimisation called cheap eagerness [Myc81, Aug87], inwhich we perform some (possibly unnecessary) small amount of work to take advan-tage of exposing other optimisations. This is another transformation that is oftenimplemented in the code generator of compilers, and not presented as a source-to-source transformation.The following is an example of the transformation:let v = \ a# -> let w = case a# +# 1# ofr# -> MkInt r#in f win ...==>let v = \ a# -> case a# +# 1# ofr# -> let w = MkInt r#in f win ...The cost of creating a closure for w and possibly updating it is certainly greater thanthat of evaluating a# +# 1#. We may also be exposing other transformations, as w isnow directly bound to a constructor.



3.6. Strictness based transformations 58A more aggressive version of this transformation could be used if we had a \cheapnessanalysis", that could select other (possibly bigger) cheap non-failing expressions tobe eagerly evaluated.Other case oating transformationsOther possible case oating transformations are:� Floating a case from a let body. This is precisely of the transformation ofpushing a let into case branches which we discuss in Section 5.1. These arejust di�erent ways of looking at the same transformation, either as pushing thelet into the case branch or oating the case out of the let body.� Floating a case from case alternatives. This is similar to swapping the orderof lets, which does not achieve much, and the same is true for swapping aninner case (in a branch) with an outer one. This would only be possible forcases with a single branch, otherwise it would not be correct.� Floating cases out of lambdas. This achieves a similar e�ect to full laziness(Section 5.2), by allowing the possibility of sharing the evaluation of the scru-tinee. We discuss this transformation in Section 5.3.3.6 Strictness based transformationsSome local transformations rely on strictness information. Strictness analysis [Myc81]is an analysis widely used in lazy functional languages that can give information onwhether a function argument is guaranteed to be evaluated in the function body ornot. If it is known that it is going to be evaluated one can safely transform call-by-need to call-by-value (i.e. evaluate the arguments before the call), which can beimplemented more e�ciently.The same analysis can be used to identify which let-bindings are sure to be evaluated(demanded) by its body. These lets can then be transformed to be evaluated earlierwith no change in the semantics of the expression.The transformations we describe in this section are also described in [PP93], togetherwith other transformations based on strictness information (e.g. the worker-wrappertransformation). In [PP93] experimental results are also presented, therefore we willnot present results on the e�ectiveness of these transformations in particular.



3.6. Strictness based transformations 593.6.1 let to caseThe let to case transformation can be done whenever we have a strict let (i.e. onewhose bound variable is guaranteed to be demanded during the evaluation of its body)whose right hand side is not already in weak head normal form:let v = ev in e =) case ev of v -> eif v is of a constructor type, e is strict in v and ev is not in weak head normal formIn the original expression we are allocating a closure for v in the heap which only laterwill be evaluated (as it is strict) and possibly updated (if v 's closure was updatable).After the transformation we evaluate ev �rst and bind it to v , therefore saving thecost of the update and some heap allocation if the update was not done originally inplace. Even if the closure was not updatable we would avoid allocating a closure thatwould be later entered, by evaluating it in advance.If ev is a weak head normal form we also do not perform this transformation, as thereis no evaluation to be done in ev . We would in this case prefer the let-bound form,and we actually do the opposite transformation (Section 3.3.1).In our compiler we introduce an extra restriction for doing this transformation: thetype of v must not be a function type or a type variable (which can be instantiatedto a function type). This restriction is due to implementation details of the STGmachine, as cases cannot scrutinise objects which have a function type.3.6.2 Unboxing let to caseThe unboxing let to case transformation is similar to the previous one, but it hasthe advantage of exposing the structure of the expression, by explicitly exposing itsconstructor. To avoid code duplication this is only used when the type of the let-binding is a single constructor data type, like n-tuples, boxed integers, etc.let v = evin e =) case ev ofCk vk1 : : : vkl -> let v = Ck vk1 : : : vkl in eif v is of a single constructor type, e is strict in v and ev is not in weak head normalformThe extra advantage here compared to the previous transformation is that, since thestructure is exposed, transformations like the case reduction may be exposed. Also,



3.7. Other transformations 60often the let-binding introduced by the transformation is eliminated later, as in thefollowing example:let v = f ain ... case v of(x,y) -> e==> case f a of(x',y') -> let v = (x',y')in ... case v of(x,y) -> e==> case f a of(x',y') -> ... e[x'/x,y'/y]3.7 Other transformations3.7.1 Constant foldingWe do constant folding exclusively on primitive operations on basic literals. Thismeans that we do the following transformation:3# +# 5# =) 8#but no simpli�cation is done for (overloaded) expressions:(Num.+) dict 3 5This is correct as it is possible to de�ne an instance of Num.+ in which the result ofthe above expression is not 8.Some problems arise from doing constant folding in a later phase of the compiler, assome expressions that could be simpli�ed are not easy to spot. The expression (a+ 1 + 2) (of type Int), for example, would be easily spotted if we did the secondaddition �rst, since it would be translated to:case 1# +# 2# of case 3# ofr# -> case a# +# r# of ==> r# -> case a# +# r# ofs# -> ... s# -> ...



3.7. Other transformations 61(which could be further simpli�ed). But doing the �rst addition �rst gives us:case a# +# 1# ofr# -> case r# +# 2# ofs# -> ...in which it is not so obvious that we could simplify the (1 + 2). Unfortunately it isnot easy to spot and use the associativity of +# at this level, and also the associativityof +# may not actually hold (e.g. (maxInt + (1 - 1)) may di�er from di�erent from((maxInt + 1) - 1)7, if the machine checks for Int overow). We therefore do nottry to exploit associativity or commutativity to increase opportunities for constantfolding.We do constant folding for many of the basic prede�ned operations on Ints, Chars,Floats, Doubles and Bools:� negation, addition, subtraction, multiplication, remainder and division on Ints,Floats and Doubles;� type conversion functions between Ints, Chars, Floats and Doubles;� comparison operators on Ints, Chars, Floats and Doubles;One should check for overows and/or invalid operations when constant folding. Al-though we do check for division by zero, we currently do not check, for example, thatthe addition of two Ints will be greater than the maxInt de�ned by Haskell. Sincethe compiler represents Ints internally as in�nite precision Integers it would be easyto check if the result of an operation is above a given maxInt.We also sometimes transform an expression into a similar one, which has roughly thesame cost, but exposes possibilities for transformations to occur. An example of thiswas presented in Section 3.3.3 on case merging, where we transformcase v ofeqInt v k ==> k -> True_ -> Falsewhere v is a variable and k is an explicit constant (e.g. 1, 2 etc.).7assuming we inline the constant maxInt.



3.7. Other transformations 623.7.2 Eta expansionWe perform general �-expansion when we have an expression with a functional typethat has arity greater than the number of lambdas enclosing it:v = \ a b -> f a b ===> v = \ a b c -> f a b c(assuming f has arity 3). This improves the e�ciency because instead of creatinga partial application of f when v is entered, (if it is being called with 3 arguments)f will be called directly. This also saves an argument satisfaction check (to check ifenough arguments are already available) in some implementations.The notion of arity in this case is a bit di�erent from the usual notion, as we donot intend to lose laziness by adding extra arguments to a function. We do not, forexample, perform the following transformation:v = \a b -> let x = e =/=> v = \a b c -> let x = ein f x b in f x b cAlthough v can receive 3 arguments (we assume that f receives 3 arguments), if it ispartially applied to two arguments, we would have a very di�erent behaviour for thetwo expressions:� in the �rst one a closure for x is allocated and would be shared by the partialapplication (if the partial application was applied many times), while� in the second one, as it only does any work after receiving the 3 arguments,the closure would be allocated and evaluated as many times as the partialapplication was applied, thus losing laziness.Therefore the concept of arity we use is not directly related to the maximum number ofarguments that a function may receive, but to the number of lambdas in its de�nition,i.e. the number of arguments that can be passed to the function before it performsany actual \work", like evaluate a case or a let expression.case �-expansionActually we sometimes do �-expansion when we have a case expression. Let usanalyse this case in more detail. Assuming e1 : : : en have a functional type:



3.7. Other transformations 63case e ofp1 -> e1: : :pn -> en =) �y :case e ofp1 -> e1 y: : :pn -> en y� It is a bad idea to do this if e is not a simple variable, because it pushes a redexe inside a lambda. Even if e is a variable, doing this transformation moves anevaluation inside a lambda, which loses a small amount of work for each call ofthe lambda.� If any of the ei are redexes, it would also probably be a bad idea, for the samereason.But if the two problems above do not occur, in particular if the scrutinee is a variableand therefore the (possible) work duplication is basically restricted to entering thevariable, it is sometimes a very useful transformation, e.g.:putChar (MkChar c#) = putC c# `thenIO_`returnIO ()ThenIO_ is then inlined, giving:putChar = \ c -> case c ofMkChar c# -> \ s -> ...The thenIO_ (which has arity 3) exposed an explicit lambda, but even if not, it wouldbe better to make a saturated call to thenIO_ than (the existing) unsaturated one.Therefore we would prefer to have the function in the form:putChar = \ c -> \ s -> case c ofMkChar c# -> ...although we may be reentering the closure for c multiple times (if putChar is partiallyapplied).So, the strategy is to do it if:� the right hand sides have functional type;� e is a variable;� all the right hand sides are manifestly weak head normal forms.



3.8. The Transformations interacting 64E�ects of �-expansionIn Table 3.7 we can see the e�ect of �-expansion on our benchmark programs. Thee�ects are clearly positive, with an average improvement of 5% on the total of in-structions executed, and of 6% on the total heap allocated.3.8 The Transformations interactingIn this section we will follow a few examples of how big e�ects can be achieved byusing the transformations we described in the previous sections. Many of these mo-tivating examples have shown up in real application programs. The e�ects usuallyinvolve a combination of many of the transformations and therefore give an idea ofhow the transformations interact with each other to improve the code generated.Some interesting examples of the transformations interacting have already been pre-sented in the previous sections, such as the use of case of case and case reductiontransformations to achieve the e�ect of short circuiting boolean expressions.3.8.1 Repeated evaluationsThe expression x+x (where x is of type Int) in the source code generates the followingcode in the compiler:case x ofMkInt x# -> case x ofMkInt y# -> case x# +# y# of r# -> MkInt r#due to the inlining of the (boxed) operator +, which unboxes its two arguments,applies the primitive (unboxed) operator +# to them and �nally boxes the resultingvalue. In this case it unboxes x twice, but the case reduction transformation caneliminate the second evaluation of x and generate the code we expect:case x of MkInt x# -> case x# +# x# of r# -> MkInt r#The transformations are using unboxed data types, as presented in [PL91a].



3.8. The Transformations interacting 65
�-expansionTotal Instructions Executedprogram o� onprolog 1.00 0.76parser 1.00 0.77gen_regexps 1.00 0.79pretty 1.00 0.79listcompr 1.00 0.82listcopy 1.00 0.83reptile 1.00 0.83maillist 1.00 0.86treejoin 1.00 0.86rewrite 1.00 0.87sorting 1.00 0.87fft 1.00 0.89knights 1.00 0.89lift 1.00 0.89mandel 1.00 0.89typecheck 1.00 0.89veritas 1.00 0.89gg 1.00 0.91hpg 1.00 0.92multiplier 1.00 0.92minimax 1.00 0.94mandel2 1.00 0.95fluid 1.00 0.96parstof 1.00 0.96genfft 1.00 0.98boyer 1.00 0.99compress 1.00 0.99fft2 1.00 0.99hidden 1.00 0.99infer 1.00 0.99solid 1.00 0.99wave4main 1.00 1.0314 other progs. 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.76Maximum - 1.03Geometric mean - 0.93

�-expansionTotal Heap Allocatedprogram o� ontreejoin 1.00 0.70gen_regexps 1.00 0.75pretty 1.00 0.77sorting 1.00 0.77maillist 1.00 0.78listcompr 1.00 0.80reptile 1.00 0.80listcopy 1.00 0.82parser 1.00 0.82lift 1.00 0.85prolog 1.00 0.86veritas 1.00 0.88hpg 1.00 0.89gg 1.00 0.91mandel2 1.00 0.93typecheck 1.00 0.93fluid 1.00 0.96multiplier 1.00 0.96knights 1.00 0.97rewrite 1.00 0.97compress 1.00 0.98fft 1.00 0.98rsa 1.00 0.98boyer 1.00 0.99mandel 1.00 0.99minimax 1.00 0.99boyer2 1.00 1.02wave4main 1.00 1.03parstof 1.00 1.0717 other progs. 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.70Maximum - 1.07Geometric mean - 0.93Table 3.7 �-expansion: instructions executed and bytes allocated



3.8. The Transformations interacting 663.8.2 Lazy pattern matchingLazy pattern matching is very ine�cient. Consider:let (x,y) = E in BThis desugars to:let t = Ex = case t of (x,y) -> xy = case t of (x,y) -> yin BIt allocates three thunks (updatable closures)! However, if B is strict in either x or y,then the strictness analyser will easily spot that the binding for t is strict, so we cando an unboxing let to case transformation:case E of (x,y) -> let t = (x,y) inlet x = case t of (x,y) -> xy = case t of (x,y) -> yin Bwhereupon the case reduction transformation eliminates the case expressions in theright hand side of x and y, and t is then spotted as being dead code, and we getcase E of (x,y) -> Bwhich is much more e�cient than the original version.3.8.3 Error tests eliminatedThe elimination of redundant alternatives, and then of redundant cases, arises whenwe inline functions which do error checking. A typical example is this:if (x `rem` y) == 0 then (x `div` y) else yHere, both rem and div do an error-check for y being zero. The second check iseliminated by the transformations. After transformation the code becomes:case y# of 0# -> error "rem: zero divisor"_ -> case x# rem# y# of0# -> case x# div# y# of r# -> MkInt r#_ -> y



3.8. The Transformations interacting 673.8.4 Compiling the factorial programIn this section we show how the transformations interact when generating a moree�cient version for the factorial program.A de�nition of the factorial function in the Core language is:fact :: Int -> Intfact = \ n -> case (n < (MkInt 1#)) ofTrue -> MkInt 1#False -> n * fact (n - (MkInt 1#))We initially inline the de�nition of -, * and < to make explicit the unboxing/boxingoperations on its arguments/results. These inlinings lead us to many cases where weare unboxing a value that has previously been unboxed or that has just been boxed,which are redundant operations.The �rst time the simpli�er is applied it transforms the code by:� inlining basic operations;� applying �-reductions where appropriate;� avoiding redundant boxing/unboxing of values;� doing case of case transformations where appropriate.By doing this the code is transformed tofact = \ n -> case n ofMkInt n# ->case (n# <# 1#) of0# -> case (fact (case (n# -# 1#) ofv# -> MkInt v#)) ofMkInt v'# -> case (n# *# v'#) ofv''# -> MkInt v''#_ -> MkInt 1#We are already avoiding many unnecessary boxing/unboxing operations, which isan improvement by itself. But it can do an even better job if we use a strictnessanalyser together with the worker/wrapper transformation [PP93], which will splitthe function into a worker/wrapper pair of functions. The transformation tries tosplit functions with strict arguments into two functions:



3.8. The Transformations interacting 68� the wrapper function that unboxes the strict arguments (when they have singleconstructor data types), and then calls� the worker function, which is the same original function, but which receives thestrict arguments already unboxed.Here we can see the code for fact after the transformation, which has split it intofact (the wrapper) and fact.wrk (the worker):fact :: Int -> Intfact = \n -> case n ofMkInt n# -> fact.wrk n#fact.wrk :: Int# -> Intfact.wrk = \ n# -> let n = MkInt n# -- could be needed in the bodyin case (n# <# 1#) of0# -> case (fact (case (n# -# 1#) ofv# -> MkInt v#)) ofMkInt v'# -> case (n# *# v'#) ofv''# -> MkInt v''#_ -> MkInt 1#)The idea of the worker/wrapper transformation as done in the Glasgow Haskell Com-piler is to make minimal changes from the original functions while splitting, and letthe simpli�er do the rest of the job. Therefore we get an ine�cient worker/wrapperpair which will become a more e�cient one through the transformations. Now thesimpli�er is called again to inline the wrapper (fact) into the worker (fact.wrk), toget the worker to call itself. By doing this we get more opportunities for removingextra boxing/unboxing operations, case of case transformations, �-reductions, etc.fact.wrk = \ n# -> case (n# <# 1#) of0# -> case (n# -# 1#) ofv# -> case fact.wrk v# ofMkInt v'# -> case (n# *# v'#) ofv''# -> MkInt v''#_ -> MkInt 1#This de�nition is a huge improvement on the initial one, by keeping the values unboxedduring most of the computation.



3.9. Conuence and termination 693.9 Conuence and terminationOur set of transformations can be seen as a set of term rewriting rules. We wouldlike the set of transformations we use to be:� correct: that is, the transformed code always has the same semantics as theoriginal code. We prove the correctness of some transformations in Chapter 9.� e�ciency improving: that is, the transformed code costs less to execute thanthe original. We return to this topic in Chapter 9.In addition it would be a considerable practical advantage if the set of transformationswas:� conuent: that is, we can apply the transformations in any order (when morethan one is applicable) and we still get the same result. This is importantto make sure that we are not losing transformations or generating worse codeby choosing to apply one transformation before another one, when both areapplicable.� terminating: that is, the process of simpli�cation terminates, meaning that wealways get to a point where no transformation is applicable. One has to beparticularly careful that one transformation cannot generate code that can betransformed back to the original code by other transformations, i.e. that notransformations undo the work of other transformations.Since the transformations are in a very simple left to right form with very few sideconditions they are good candidates to be treated as rewrite rules in a term rewritingsystem. In [Mat94] a proof of conuence and termination of a subset of the ruleswas obtained, using the order-sorted equational theorem proving system MERILL[Mat93], developed at Glasgow University. Initially the system was used to proveconuence and termination for the subset of the rules containing the let and caseoating rules. Later the set was extended to include the constructor reuse, betareduction and inlining, retaining the same properties.The full set of transformations is clearly non-conuent, as actually there are instancesin which we have to make a choice between rules that can be applied at a given pointthat do result in di�erent code, and therefore are not conuent (e.g. let to case vs.case oat from let, in Section 3.5.3).



3.10. Conclusions 703.10 ConclusionsWe have presented the complete set of local transformations performed by the sim-pli�er pass of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.This set of transformations, together with the overall design of the simpli�er and theCore language, allows complex transformations to be performed by composing simpletransformations.The combined e�ect of the transformations is discussed in the next chapter.



Chapter 4Local Transformations:Implementation and Results
In this chapter we present details on the implementation of the transformations pre-sented in the previous chapter (Section 4.1) and their e�ect on real programs (Section4.2).4.1 ImplementationThe transformations presented in the previous chapter are implemented in the sim-pli�er pass of the compiler, which consists of the following (sub-) passes:1. Analyse: perform occurrence analysis and dependency analysis.2. Simplify: apply as many transformations as possible.3. Iterate: repeat steps 1 and 2 above until no further transformations take place(or optionally when a prede�ned maximum number of iterations is reached).The occurrence analyser collects information about binders' occurrences, in particularthe number of occurrences and their location:� whether it occurs inside a lambda abstraction or not;� how many times it occurs;� whether it occurs as an argument to a function or a constructor.71



4.1. Implementation 72This information is used for inlining decisions, which are discussed in Chapter 6. Thisis \global" information, therefore it could not be gathered while the simpli�er pass isbeing run.Dependency analysis is needed because, while oating lets out of lets (Section 3.4.2),we may leave recursive bindings that are not necessarily recursive. Knowing preciselywhich lets are recursive is useful for some transformations and lets us generate moree�cient code. Since all the information needed for dependency analysis is alreadygathered by the occurrence analysis, we do them together.In step 2 we apply as many transformations as possible in one traversal of the inputprogram. To see the importance of performing as many transformations as possiblein one pass, consider a sequence of transformations in which each transformationenables the next. If each iteration of step 2 only performed one transformation, thenthe entire program would have to be re-analysed by step 1, and re-traversed by step2, for each transformation. Sometimes multiple iterations are unavoidable, but it isoften possible to do a sequence of transformations in a single pass.The compiler repeats steps 1 and 2 until a �xed point is reached or (optionally)until a supplied maximum number of iterations is reached. To reduce the number ofiterations the algorithm recursively simpli�es components of the language constructs(subexpressions) and then checks if any of the transformations for that constructorcan be applied, as we will see in Section 4.1.2. For all the benchmark programs thesimpli�er never has to iterate more than 4 times, typically needing only 2 iterations(i.e. 2 traversals of the code, where the second one did not perform any simpli�cation)to reach a point in which no transformations can be applied.The compiler applies the simpli�er both before and after each of the global transfor-mations. Simplifying before a global transformation makes the global transformationmore e�ective, and simplifying after a global transformation allows the simpli�er totake advantage of the changes made by the global transformation.4.1.1 RenamingEvery program-transformation system has to worry about name capture. For exam-ple, here is an erroneous transformation:let y = E =/=> let y = Ein (\x -> \y -> x + y) (y+3) in (\y -> (y+3) + y)



4.1. Implementation 73The transformation fails because the originally free-occurrence of y in the argumenty+3 has been \captured" by the \y-abstraction.There are various sophisticated solutions to this problem but we adopted a very simpleone: we uniquely rename every locally-bound identi�er on every pass of the simpli�er.Since we are producing an entirely new program anyway (rather than side-e�ectingan existing one), it costs very little extra to rename the identi�ers as we go.So our example would become:let y = E ===> let y1 = Ein (\x -> \y -> x + y) (y+3) in (\y2 -> (y1+3) + y2)The simpli�er accepts as input a program which has arbitraryly bound variable names,including \shadowing" (where a binding hides an outer binding for the same identi-�er), but it produces a program in which every bound identi�er has a distinct name.This is also useful for other passes of the compiler, but is also essential to keep thesimpli�cation process as simple as possible, as one does not have to worry about nameclash problems.Of course the simpli�er could be implemented without renaming, but this wouldintroduce extra work to avoid name clashes. Even so, renaming would still be neededin some circumstances (e.g. when performing �-reduction).4.1.2 The simpli�er functionThe key function used to simplify expressions has the following type:simplExpr :: SimplEnv -> InExpr -> [OutArg] -> SmplM OutExprThis type signature can be understood as:� The environment, of type SimplEnv, provides two kinds of information:{ a mapping from old identi�ers to new identi�ers, used for renaming;{ information about what is bound to an identi�er in the enclosing context,e.g. that a variable is bound to a constructor or information about itsright hand side that is used for inlining decisions (Chapter 6).� The second and third arguments together specify the expression to be simpli�ed(an expression and a list of its arguments, if it was being applied to any).



4.1. Implementation 74� The result is the simpli�ed expression, wrapped up by the SmplM monad. Themonad SmplM has only two purposes:{ It plumbs around a supply of unique names, so that the simpli�er caneasily invent new names for binders when renaming.{ It gathers together counts of how many of each kind of transformationhave been applied, for statistical purposes. These counts are also used instep 3 to decide when the simpli�cation process has reached a �x point.The simpli�er's invariant is this:simplExpr env expr [a1; : : : ; an ] = expr [env ] a1 : : : anThat is, the expression returned by simplExpr env expr [a1; : : : ; an ] is semanticallyequal to (although hopefully more e�cient than) expr , with the renamings in envapplied to it, applied to the arguments a1; : : : ; an .The arguments are carried \inwards" by simplExpr, as an accumulating parameter.This is a convenient way of implementing the transformations which oat lets andcases out of applications.The order in which each of the language constructs is simpli�ed is:� e v (applications): e is simpli�ed with v in its argument list. If e (after simpli-�cation) turns out to be a lambda expression we can apply beta reduction. Ifit turns out to be a let or a case we can oat the let or the case out of theapplication, and then simplify again still with v in the argument list.� �v :e (lambda expression): The body e is simpli�ed.� let v = ev in e (let expression): the right hand side of the let is simpli�ed�rst, since ev may turn out to be a let or a case, exposing \oating from let"transformations. If the ev turns out to be a constructor we record that informa-tion in the environment. One may also apply the let to case transformation, ifthis is a strict let. Finally the body is simpli�ed using an environment possiblyaugmented with information about the let right hand side.� case e of alts (case expressions): The expression e is simpli�ed, possibly ex-posing \oatings from case scrutinee" transformations. These may expose avariable or a constructor in the case scrutinee, leading to the case reductiontransformation, for example. After that the case alternatives are simpli�ed.



4.2. Results 754.2 ResultsTo verify the e�ectiveness of our set of transformations, we performed a series ofexperiments with the transformations enabled/disabled. All measurements use thenofib benchmark suite as described in Chapter 2.We will �rst discuss how often each transformation occurs during the compilation ofthe nofib programs, then what e�ect the simpli�er has in the overall performance ofthe programs.4.2.1 How often is each transformation used?Other passes in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler are aware of the existence of thesimpli�er, and therefore sometimes produce ine�cient code, knowing that the codewill be improved by the simpli�er. Therefore it would be unfair to compare directlya simpli�ed program with one that had no simpli�cation at all. To minimise thise�ect and still give an idea of the overall bene�t of the simpli�er, we present 5 setsof results in this section:(a) Completely unsimpli�ed program. As this leaves even trivial bindings in thecode (e.g. lets binding variables to variables), we also present a \minimallysimpli�ed" version, which is the next set.(b) \minimal simpli�cation", consisting of a single non-iterative run of the sim-pli�er, which has most of the transformations turned o�, except let and caseoating from application, beta reduction and inlining of trivial right hand sides,e.g. variables and literals.(c) a full run of the simpli�er (up to 4 iterations, although this limit was neverreached). This excludes the e�ects of strictness analysis information, and there-fore excludes the strictness-based transformations.(d) a full run of the simpli�er, followed by strictness analysis (which includes worker-wrapper transformation, see [PP93]), followed by a second full run of the sim-pli�er.(e) a fully optimised run of the compiler. This includes all the optimisations in thecompiler, including ones we describe in other chapters of this thesis.



4.2. Results 76In Tables 4.1 and 4.2 we present a raw count of the number of times each transfor-mation is applied in each of the programs in the nofib benchmark suite. Whenever atransformation is disabled or has not occurred at all during a particular run we haveomitted that column. The second column presents the number of tokens (counted bythe lexer) for each of the programs, giving a rough idea of their size.We have not measured a few transformations, either because their numbers wouldnot be very meaningful (e.g. many of its instances are explicitly created by othertransformations) or for purely practical reasons. They are:� dead code elimination;� dead alternative elimination;� default binding elimination;� constant folding.We also do not measure the e�ect of cheap eagerness, which is mixed with the otherforms of case oating from lets.There are many opportunities for transformations such as case reduction, althoughthey rarely occur explicitly in the source code. This is true for many of the trans-formations, i.e., they are generated by the compilation process after desugaring andinlining of expressions take place. Also, due to the way the transformations interact,if one transformation is turned o� the numbers for the other transformations will alsobe a�ected.Only 11 programs perform 4 iterations of the simpli�er (where the fourth iterationdid not perform any transformation), showing that the system (for these benchmarkprograms) always reaches a �xed point after at most 3 iterations. This is the maximumnumber of iterations for all runs of the simpli�er (6 runs in the fully optimised version).4.2.2 Overall e�ect of the transformationsIn Table 4.1 we can see the overall e�ect of the transformations on instructions exe-cuted and heap allocation for the benchmark programs.Since the compiler relies on the use of some of the transformations during the processof desugaring, we decided to present the results in relation to (b).
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4.2. Results 79Simpli�erTotal Instructions Executedprogram a b c d ecompress 1.22 1.00 0.68 0.67 0.53reptile 1.12 1.00 0.73 0.70 0.50sorting 1.13 1.00 0.74 0.77 0.51listcompr 1.07 1.00 0.75 0.78 0.64treejoin 1.20 1.00 0.75 0.57 0.26listcopy 1.07 1.00 0.77 0.81 0.66pretty 1.22 1.00 0.78 0.81 0.58solid 1.20 1.00 0.82 0.49 0.39ida 1.06 1.00 0.83 0.60 0.39gen_regexps 1.67 1.00 0.84 0.71 0.45hpg 1.20 1.00 0.84 0.84 0.43maillist 1.28 1.00 0.84 0.80 0.41gg 1.16 1.00 0.86 0.88 0.56parser 1.32 1.00 0.86 0.80 0.55parstof 1.43 1.00 0.86 0.57 0.45prolog 1.19 1.00 0.86 0.79 0.48genfft 1.06 1.00 0.88 0.79 0.53lift 1.16 1.00 0.88 0.89 0.56primes 1.17 1.00 0.88 0.68 0.29sched 1.14 1.00 0.88 0.71 0.36veritas 1.10 1.00 0.89 0.88 0.74fluid 1.15 1.00 0.90 0.82 0.44boyer2 1.25 1.00 0.91 0.83 0.59comp_lab_z 1.19 1.00 0.91 0.73 0.62fft2 1.06 1.00 0.91 0.83 0.30rewrite 1.15 1.00 0.91 0.80 0.46boyer 1.21 1.00 0.92 0.86 0.72event 1.31 1.00 0.92 0.94 0.49hidden 1.23 1.00 0.92 1.59 0.27multiplier 1.13 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.65typecheck 1.15 1.00 0.92 0.91 0.59fft 1.13 1.00 0.93 0.76 0.55mandel2 1.13 1.00 0.93 0.71 0.17infer 1.20 1.00 0.95 0.92 0.52transform 1.29 1.00 0.95 0.71 0.61wave4main 1.33 1.00 0.95 0.96 0.33mandel 1.19 1.00 0.96 1.11 0.36minimax 1.42 1.00 0.97 0.95 0.61cichelli 1.15 1.00 0.98 0.87 0.56knights 1.19 1.00 0.98 0.87 0.57wang 1.05 1.00 0.98 0.63 0.48clausify 1.33 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.57primetest 1.01 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98queens 1.19 1.00 0.99 0.77 0.17rsa 1.02 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98exp3_8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum 1.00 - 0.68 0.49 0.17Maximum 1.67 - 1.00 1.59 1.00Geom. mean 1.18 - 0.89 0.81 0.49

Simpli�erTotal Bytes Allocatedprogram a b c d ecompress 1.65 1.00 0.30 0.31 0.25sorting 1.30 1.00 0.73 0.80 0.42event 1.43 1.00 0.77 1.38 0.42gen_regexps 2.17 1.00 0.77 0.70 0.44solid 1.40 1.00 0.77 0.40 0.29sched 1.21 1.00 0.80 0.74 0.33pretty 1.42 1.00 0.81 0.82 0.53parser 1.67 1.00 0.82 0.76 0.31maillist 1.60 1.00 0.83 0.93 0.38minimax 1.60 1.00 0.83 0.82 0.51reptile 1.26 1.00 0.84 0.83 0.52treejoin 1.54 1.00 0.84 0.83 0.23gg 1.38 1.00 0.85 1.08 0.44listcompr 1.17 1.00 0.86 0.93 0.63listcopy 1.16 1.00 0.87 0.94 0.66prolog 1.52 1.00 0.87 0.82 0.44fluid 1.35 1.00 0.88 0.94 0.40hpg 1.47 1.00 0.88 1.01 0.40transform 1.42 1.00 0.88 0.54 0.53rsa 1.23 1.00 0.90 0.87 0.83wang 1.14 1.00 0.90 0.55 0.49lift 1.31 1.00 0.91 0.95 0.53primetest 1.21 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.85veritas 1.24 1.00 0.91 0.88 0.69clausify 1.26 1.00 0.92 0.67 0.43ida 1.12 1.00 0.92 0.58 0.40parstof 2.55 1.00 0.92 0.31 0.29boyer 1.19 1.00 0.94 0.81 0.44multiplier 1.18 1.00 0.94 0.93 0.55rewrite 1.44 1.00 0.94 0.80 0.38wave4main 1.89 1.00 0.94 1.45 0.23boyer2 2.07 1.00 0.96 0.75 0.32cichelli 1.62 1.00 0.96 0.62 0.28hidden 1.46 1.00 0.97 3.15 0.32knights 1.44 1.00 0.97 0.58 0.09fft 1.19 1.00 0.98 0.93 0.70infer 2.07 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.20mandel 1.40 1.00 0.98 1.43 0.46fft2 1.12 1.00 0.99 0.91 0.19exp3_8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00genfft 1.19 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.66mandel2 1.18 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.15primes 1.37 1.00 1.00 0.67 0.11queens 1.38 1.00 1.00 0.59 0.06typecheck 1.69 1.00 1.01 1.00 0.48comp_lab_z 1.63 1.00 1.05 0.81 0.67Minimum 1.00 - 0.30 0.31 0.06Maximum 2.55 - 1.05 3.15 1.00Geom. mean 1.41 - 0.88 0.82 0.38Table 4.1 Simpli�er: Instructions executed and bytes allocated



4.3. Conclusions 80The poor results of two programs using strictness analysis in column (d) are due tothe absence of the oating inwards transformation, which is presented in Chapter 5.We can see that these poor results disappear in column (e).It is clear that the transformations themselves account for an improvement of at least10% in both instructions executed and heap allocated. But as we mentioned before,they interact quite heavily with other transformations in the compiler, and we believethat their actual overall e�ect is greater than that.4.3 ConclusionsWe have presented details of the implementation of the simpli�er pass in the GlasgowHaskell Compiler, and measured the e�ects of using that set of local transformationsin the nofib benchmark suite.The results show that the transformations presented, although small and simple, canhave major e�ects in the performance of real programs, mostly due to the way theyinteract to achieve the e�ect of more complicated transformations.



Chapter 5Let Floating
This chapter presents a collection of transformations that we call \let oating" trans-formations, because they concern the exact placement of let or indings. It was a bigsurprise to us that let oating can make a very substantial di�erence to a program'sperformance.We distinguish between three forms of let oating: The �rst two are \long-distance"transformations (in that we may move the bindings very far from their original posi-tions), while the third is a local one:� The oating inwards moves bindings as far inwards as possible (Section 5.1).� The full laziness transformation oats selected bindings out of enclosing lambdaabstractions (Section 5.2)� Local oating \�ne-tunes" the location of bindings. The issues concerning localtransformations (local oating of lets) were discussed in Section 3.4; therefore,in this chapter, we will only discuss local oating when it seems to conict withother transformations, namely the oating inwards transformation.We will also briey discuss the oating of cases outside enclosing lambda abstractions(Section 5.3), which is related to the full laziness transformation.5.1 Floating lets inwardsThe oating-inward transformation is based on the following observation: other thingsbeing equal, the further inward a binding can be moved, the better. For example,consider the expression: 81



5.1. Floating lets inwards 82let x = y+1in case z of[] -> x*x(p:ps) -> 1Here, the binding for x is used in only one branch of the case, so it can be movedinto that branch:case z of[] -> let x = y+1in x*x(p:ps) -> 1This code is better than the original for two reasons:� Whenever z turns out to be of the form (p:ps) the closure for x is not allocated.Before the transformation a thunk (updatable closure) for x would be allocatedregardless of the value of z.� At the new position, the binding for x is guaranteed to be demanded (evaluated)in its body, since it is now used strictly in its body. This enables the let to betransformed into a case using the let to case transformation (Section 3.6.1),thereby allocating no thunks at all.We have suggested that a binding can be oated inward \as far as possible", that is,to a point where it can be oated no further while still keeping all the occurrencesof its bound variable in scope. There is an important exception to this rule: it ishighly dangerous to oat a binding into a lambda abstraction. The problem is that ifa let is moved into a lambda it will be allocated every time the lambda is entered!As we cannot usually anticipate how many times a lambda will be entered duringthe execution of a program, we must not take the risk of increasing the allocation byan unknown factor. This is a consequence of the fact that our evaluation strategy isnot fully lazy, as is often the case in recent implementations of functional languages.If our evaluation strategy was based on SK combinators [Tur79], for example, whichare fully lazy, we would not need this restriction.We are not aware of any work which suggests this transformation in the context oflazy functional languages, especially for improving strictness analysis. Like many ofthe transformations in this thesis, it was suggested by inspecting the actual codegenerated by the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.



5.1. Floating lets inwards 835.1.1 Bene�ts of oating inwardsLet us see which bene�ts this transformation is trying to achieve. Some closures mayinitially be de�ned in a scope much larger than needed. This is particularly harmfulin cases where, if they were de�ned in a more localised context, one could:X Reduce allocation by moving bindings into a single case branch:let a = E case x ofin case x of alt1 -> let a = E in a + aalt1 -> a + a ==> alt2 -> balt2 -> bBefore the transformation, the closure for a would be allocated regardless ofwhich branch was taken, although it would only be needed if alt1 was thebranch taken. After the transformation it is only allocated if the alt1 branchis taken.The same might happen when oating inwards into a let right hand side:let a = E let b = let a = Ein let b = a + a ==> in a + ain (b,b) in (b,b)The details on the advantages and disadvantages of each of the two forms (forlets) are discussed in Section 3.4.2, where exactly the opposite transformationis presented and discussed. We discuss the apparent incompatibility betweenthese two transformation in Section 5.1.4.X Increase opportunities for the let to case transformation (Section 3.6.1), bymoving the closure to a local context in which the closure may be used strictly(demanded). Using the same example above regarding cases, after being oatedinto the branch, a is guaranteed to be demanded in its new context (as + isstrict in its arguments). Before, it would not be demanded if alt2 was thebranch taken. As it is guaranteed to be demanded, we can use the let to casetransformation:case x of case x ofalt1 -> let a = E in a + a ==> alt1 -> case E of a -> a + aalt2 -> b alt2 -> b



5.1. Floating lets inwards 84The same might happen when oating inwards into a let right hand side:let b = let a = E let b = case E of a -> a + ain a + a ==> in (b,b)in (b,b)X Increase opportunities for the case reduction transformation. Another exam-ple of optimisations that can happen after oating lets inwards is the casereduction transformation (Section 3.3.1):let x = case y of (a,b) -> ain case y of(p,q) -> EIf the binding for x is moved into the case branch, we get:case y of(p,q) -> let x = case y of (a,b) -> ain ENow the compiler can spot that the inner case for y is in a branch of an enclosingcase which also scrutinises y. We can therefore eliminate the inner case (andthen inline x):case y of ==> case y of(p,q) -> let x = p in E (p,q) -> E[p/x]5.1.2 Risks of oating inwardsPossible disadvantages of oating inwards are:2 It may increase (or decrease) closure sizes (due to the change in the number offree variables of closures after oating) and consequently increase (or decrease)the total heap allocation. The \moving" let is una�ected, but the let intowhich it is moving will have the free variables of the \moving" let as new freevariables (if they weren't already free variables) less one, which is the variablebound by the \moving" let itself. We expect that it will often increase thenumber of free variables, since it will only reduce the number of free variables ifthe \moving" let has no free variables itself, or if its free variables are alreadyfree variables of the let right hand side it is being moved into.



5.1. Floating lets inwards 852 it may increase (or decrease) the number of heap checks, since lets that wouldoriginally be allocated together (and therefore perform a single heap check) maynow be split into separate groups demanding extra heap checks. But it is alsopossible that a let (due to oating) joins another group of lets, and thereforethe number of heap checks is reduced.2 it may hide (or present) opportunities for other transformations. The issuesrelated to this are discussed in Section 5.4.5.1.3 Implementing oating inwardsThe algorithm we use for oating lets inwards is presented in Figure 5.1.3.The oating inward function (FI[[]] ) takes as arguments an expression and a list ofbindings that are to be pushed into that expression, and returns a new expressionwith the bindings pushed into its subexpressions as far as possible. The algorithmkeeps the following invariant:FI[[E ]] � = let � in EThe algorithm works by collecting the bindings in an environment and, for eachexpression:� Drop the bindings just outside the expression, if the expression does not containsubexpressions (a, b, c, d in Figure 5.1.3) or is a lambda expression (e in Figure5.1.3).� Try to push at least some of the bindings into the subexpressions (which wewill call branches or \drop points") of the expression. This is done by thesepByDropPoint function, which checks which binders are used in only one ofthe branches (f , g , h, i , j , k in Figure 5.1.3). To know which bindings are usedin each of the branches we use the fv function, that returns the free variablesof an expression.For cases the possible \drop points" for the bindings are:{ in the case scrutinee;{ in the case alternatives.For lets, the possible \drop points" for the bindings are:{ in the body,



5.1. Floating lets inwards 86
FI[[ ]] :: Expr ! [Binding ] ! Expr(a) FI[[k ]] � = [[let � in k ]](b) FI[[v ]] � = [[let � in v ]](c) FI[[C v1 : : : vn ]] � = [[let � in C v1 : : : vn ]](d) FI[[op v1 : : : vn ]] � = [[let � in op v1 : : : vn ]](e) FI[[�v1 : : : vn :E ]] � = [[let � in �v1 : : : vn :FI[[E ]] ;]](f ) FI[[�t1 : : : tn :E ]] � = [[�t1 : : : tn :FI[[E ]] �]](g) FI[[E T ]] � = [[FI[[E ]] � T ]](h) FI[[E v1 : : : vn ]] � = [[let �0 �1 : : : �n in FI[[E ]] �0 v1 : : : vn ]]where[�0; : : : ; �n ; �0] = sepByDropPoint [fv E ; fv1g; : : : ; fvng] �(i) FI[[case E0 of falti -> Eigni=1]] �= [[let �0 in case (FI[[E0]] �0) of falti -> FI[[Ei ]] �i gni=1]]where[�0; : : : ; �n ; �0] = sepByDropPoint [fv E0; : : : ; fv En ] �(j ) FI[[let nonrec v = Ev in E0]] �= [[FI[[E0]] �0++[nonrec[(v ;FI[[Ev ]] �v )]]++�0 ]]where[�0; �v ; �0] = sepByDropPoint [fv E0; fv Ev ] �(k) FI[[let b fvi = Eigni=1 in E0]] �= [[FI[[E0]] �0++ [b[(v1;FI[[E1]] �1);:::;(vn ;FI[[En ]] �n )]]++�0 ]]where[�0; : : : ; �n ; �0] = sepByDropPoint [fv E0; : : : ; fv En ] �Figure 5.1 Algorithm for oating inwards



5.1. Floating lets inwards 87{ in the right hand side of a non-recursive binding,{ in each of the right hand sides of a� Drop the bindings that are used in more than one branch just outside theexpression.Notice what we do with let-bindings: consider:let w = ...in let v = ... w ...in ... w ...Look at the inner let. As w is used in both the right hand side and the body of theinner let, we could panic and leave w's binding where it is. But if v is oatable intoits body then w will also be oatable into the body.So rather than drop w's binding here, we add it onto the list of things to drop and letthe decision of where to drop it to be made later.It is important to keep the list of bindings to be dropped in a speci�c order, as thiswill help us during the partitioning of the list by drop points. Earlier bindings in thelist may use (i.e. refer to) later bindings in the list, but not the reverse.Improving the let rec ruleA possible improvement in the rule for recursive lets would be to break recursivegroups, by introducing local recursion if one or more binders are only used in one ofthe bindings. For example:let rec a = ...b... let rec a = let rec b = ...a...b = ...a... ==> in ...b...in ...a... in ...a...since b is only used in a's right hand side. We do not perform this optimisation, aswe believe this is a rare case, and it introduces extra complexity into the algorithm.



5.1. Floating lets inwards 88Separating the bindings by drop pointsThe function that separates the bindings by drop points (sepByDropPoint) is thecrucial function. The idea is: we have a list of bindings that we would like to distributeinside a collection of drop points; inside the alternatives of a case would be oneexample of some drop points; the right hand sides and body of a let-binding wouldbe another example.The algorithm proceeds as follows: we are given a list of sets of free variables, one perdrop point, and a list of oating-inwards bindings. Then we have three possibilities:(a) A binding is not used in any of the drop points: it is therefore dead code, andwe can remove it from the list.(b) If a binding can go into only one drop point, in it goes. But now its free variablesare also free variables of that drop point, therefore we should use a new version ofthe list of sets of free variables when looking for a drop point for other bindings,updated to take this fact into account.(c) if a binding is used inside multiple drop points, then it has to go in a \youmust drop it above all these drop points" point. This also means that its freevariables cannot go into a single drop point either, so we update the list of setsof free variables to take this fact into account. A simple way of doing it is bymaking its free variables part of the sets that contain that binding (or part ofall sets, as we do in Figure 5.2)Maintaining the order on the bindings' lists (with the ones occurring �rst havingreferences to the ones occurring later on the list) allows us to process the list in onetraversal.5.1.4 Relation to local let oatingSince this transformation and the ones that oat lets outwards (let oating fromlet in Section 3.4.2, let oating from application in Section 3.4.1, let oating fromcase scrutinee in Section 3.4.3) do opposite things, let us see how they can be usedtogether.Although initially one transformation seems to undo what the other ones do, in factthe objectives that we are trying to achieve by oating inwards are not a�ected



5.1. Floating lets inwards 89sepByDropPoint :: [[Var ]] ! [Binding ] ! [[Binding ]]sepByDropPoint [p1; : : : ; pn ] [ ]= [[ ]1; : : : ; [ ]n ; [ ]]sepByDropPoint [p1; : : : ; pn ] (bind:binds)j bind 62 Si=1n pi (a)= sepByDropPoint [p1; : : : ; pn ] bindsj 9!i :bind 2 pi (b)= [d1; : : : ; bind++di ; : : : ; dn ;multd ]where[d1; : : : ; dn ;multd ]= sepByDropPoint [p1; : : : ; (pi [ fvs bind); : : : ; pn ] bindsj otherwise (c)= [d1; : : : ; dn ; bind++multd ]where[d1; : : : ; dn ;multd ]= sepByDropPoint [(p1 [ fvs bind); : : : ; (pn [ fvs bind)] bindsFigure 5.2 sepByDropPoint functionby later oating outwards transformations, as we will see. Therefore we �rst oatinwards and then oat outwards, usually performing other transformations that takeadvantage of the new contexts exposed by oating inwards in between (e.g. strictnessanalysis and the let to case transformation). Then we allow local oating to decidewhere to place the remaining lets into other lets' right hand sides.Let us see why we are not losing the bene�ts of the oating inwards transformationby later oating outwards:� When lets are being pushed into other lets right hand sides, we are trying,by use of local strictness information, to increase the chances that the let be-ing pushed will be transformed into a case by the let to case transformation(3.6.1). We are therefore assuming that the strictness analyser and the transfor-mations related to it will be applied before we do any oating outwards. If thelet to case transformation does not happen, we leave the decision of whereto place the let to the transformations that oat lets out, as discussed inSection 3.4.2.� When lets are being pushed into case branches we expect:1. To increase the chances that the let being pushed will be transformedinto a case by the let to case transformation, just as discussed above.



5.1. Floating lets inwards 90FI[[E0 v1 : : : vn ]] � = [[let � in FI[[E0]] ; v1 : : : vn ]]FI[[case E0 of falti -> Eigni=1]] �= [[let �0 �0 in case (FI[[E0]] ;) of falti -> FI[[Ei ]] �igni=1]]where[�0; : : : ; �n ; �0] = sepByDropPoint [fv E0; fv E1; : : : ; fv En ] �Figure 5.3 Algorithm for oating inwards { Modi�ed RulesIf this transformation takes place we will no longer have a let-binding to(possibly) oat out again.2. To avoid closures being allocated regardless of which branch will be taken,therefore saving allocations. When performing local let oating outwardswe do not oat lets out of multi-branch cases exactly to avoid creatingthis problem, therefore the transformation will not be undone. Actuallythe full laziness transformation (Section 5.2) may still decide to oat letsout of multi-branch cases if the let is going to be oated past a lambda.In this case, some of the lets may be oated outwards again, hopingthat the increased possibility that it will be shared is more important thanavoiding the allocation when some branches are taken, that is, we prioritisefull laziness over oating inwards. We return to this point in Section 5.2.5.3. To expose more opportunities for the case reduction transformation. Ifthis happens the let will not be able to move out of the case branchanymore.The other transformations in the algorithm, namely oating inwards for applicationsand case scrutinees, do not have any e�ects unless this leads to oating into letsand/or case branches. In particular, if the oating lets out of case scrutinees(Section 3.4.3), oating lets out of applications (Section 3.4.1), oating case out ofapplications (Section 3.5.1) and case of case (Section 3.5.2) transformations havealready being applied to the code, there will not be cases or lets in case scrutineesor in the function position in applications. These rules could therefore be simpli�ed todrop all bindings immediately when �nding an application and to drop the bindingsthat would be oated into the case scrutinee outside the case. This would lead tothe two rules being modi�ed as presented in Figure 5.3.



5.1. Floating lets inwards 915.1.5 Improvements to the algorithmThere were some improvements to the algorithm that were not obvious when we�rst implemented the algorithm. They were often suggested by looking at a fewprograms that were actually getting worse after performing the transformation. Theseimprovements are described below.Dropping lets outside type lambdasDropping lets outside type lambdas (as we do for normal lambdas) if the let wouldotherwise be dropped just in between type lambdas and normal lambdas, e.g.let y = ... =/=> let f = /\t -> let y = ...in let f = /\t -> \x ->...y... in \x ->...y...let y = ... ===> let f = let y = ...in let f = /\t -> \x ->...y... in /\t -> \x ->...y...Both resulting expressions above are identical in performance (as the type lambdaswill eventually be removed), and both o�er the same opportunities for transformationsafter y is oated into f's right hand side. The reason for preferring the second formoccurs when nothing happens with the oated let, in which case we might want tomove it back to the original position using local let oating (and therefore turning fback into a weak head normal form, that is, into a non-updatable closure). It is noteasy to move the binding for y out again due to the type lambda, as oating lets outof type lambdas (and out of lambdas, as we will see in Section 5.2) is a much morecomplicated (global) transformation: we need to check that the type variable t is notused in y's right hand side to allow it to oat out of the type lambda. Although thisis certainly true in this case, we avoid the complication of (maybe) relying in anotherglobal transformation to �x this problem by dropping the let outside type lambdas.This is achieved by introducing the extra rule in Figure 5.4.This problem caused one of the programs (cichelli) to execute 10% more instruc-tions with oating inwards enabled.Duplicating lets into case branchesWe may want to duplicate lets which are used in more than one branch of a case,although this may generate some code duplication. By doing this there is no risk of



5.1. Floating lets inwards 92FI[[�t1 : : : tn :�v1 : : : vn :E ]] � = [[let � in �t1 : : : tn :�v1 : : : vn :FI[[E ]] ;]]Figure 5.4 Algorithm for oating inwards { extra rule for type lambdasduplicating work, and we may actually end up saving the allocation of the let if it isonly used in some of the case branches, e.g. if it is used in two out of three brancheswe would end up not allocating the let whenever the third branch is taken.We actually only perform this more aggressive version of oating in a speci�c circum-stance: when the let is binding a constructor. This has very minor e�ects in ourusual optimisation setup as can be seen in the table below (there was no e�ect on theother programs): object instructionsprogram size executed allocationparser 0.99 0.99 1.00boyer2 1.00 1.00 0.98comp_lab_zift 1.00 1.00 0.98treejoin 1.00 1.00 0.99ida 1.00 1.00 1.01prolog 1.00 1.00 1.02fluid 1.01 1.00 1.00gg 1.01 1.00 1.00veritas 1.01 1.00 1.00rewrite 1.02 1.00 1.00But when we tried more aggressive inlining strategies (Chapter 6) we found thatsome reboxing constructors created by the worker-wrapper transformation [PP93] werecausing a lot more allocation, since they now had less opportunities to be oatedinwards (due to the amount of code duplication caused by inlining). Let us look atone simple example:f x y = let pair = (x,y)in let g = ...pair...in case x of0 -> ...g...1 -> ...g...y -> ...



5.1. Floating lets inwards 93suppose g is a \join point" (therefore it does not cost anything in terms of allocation)and is not mentioned in the third case alternative. If g is not inlined we will pushpair into g's right hand side. But if g is inlined then pair would have to be leftout (as it will be used in two case alternatives) and we will always allocate it. Thiscaused sometimes an increase of up to 11% in instructions executed and 42% in heapallocated. The improvement from the use of this more aggressive oating inwardsstrategy in programs compiled with an aggressive inlining strategy is shown in thetable below. Normal AggressiveFloating In Floating Inobject instr. obj. instr.program size exec. alloc. size exec. alloc.treejoin 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.79wave4main 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.58maillist 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.86fft 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.96comp_lab_zift 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98fluid 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98hpg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98prolog 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98listcompr 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00veritas 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00ida 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01primetest 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.03rsa 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0333 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - - - 0.98 0.89 0.58Maximum - - - 1.00 1.00 1.03Geometric Mean - - - 1.00 0.99 0.98This change in the strategy for oating lets into case branches (when they are boundto constructors) is certainly worthwhile, and had no major impact in the programsize.Another possible solution would be only to push lets that occur in some branches.We tried this option, but sometimes, although used in all branches at an outer level,a let is used only in some branches of an inner case (in one or more of the outercase's branches). This was the case in one of our worst performing examples. Since,as we have shown, the overhead of always oating these lets is very small we decidedalways to oat them.



5.1. Floating lets inwards 945.1.6 ResultsIn this section we present the e�ect of the oating inwards transformation (includingthe modi�cations presented in the previous section) on programs in the no�b bench-mark suite. We will be looking at whether the transformation actually achieves thee�ects we presented in Section 5.1.1 and also if it is a�ected by any of the possibledrawbacks presented in Section 5.1.2.One of the �rst questions to be answered is how much allocation is saved as a result ofoating inwards? Moving the bindings inwards may increase or decrease the closuresize (due to the change in the free variables of the closure), therefore it would bepossible for example to reduce the number of objects allocated but nevertheless toincrease the heap allocation! Therefore we compare the total heap allocated whenprograms are run with and without oating inwards enabled, in Figure 5.1. Bothruns are with strictness analysis turned o�, so that we measure only the bene�tsfrom oating inwards, and not the additional bene�ts of let to case transformationsexposed by oating inwards. The improvement in total heap allocated, although beingas high as 45% for one of the programs was on average of about 3%. A few programshad their allocation increased, which is probably due to some closures having theirsize increased and the program not taking any of the bene�ts of oating inwards.Other measurements comparing these two setups gave the following results:� there was no e�ect (on average) on the average closure size, although the max-imum e�ects were an increase of 6% and a decrease of 7%.� heap checks were also una�ected on average, but there were extremes with upto 51% more heap checks and 27% less.� on instructions executed the maximum improvement was of up to 29%, althoughon average the improvement was only of 1%.� There were on average 3% more instances of the case reduction transformation.But this is not the only bene�t we are trying to get from oating inwards. Our nextquestion is how much is the strictness analyser helped by oating inwards? This timewe start by comparing the number of let to case and case oating from let trans-formations that occurred during compilation, since these are the main transformationswe will enable by strictness analysis. We got on average:� 10% more let to cases;



5.1. Floating lets inwards 95Float In - No Strictness AnalysisTotal Instructions ExecutedFloat Inprogram o� onsched 1.00 0.71boyer 1.00 0.92boyer2 1.00 0.97primes 1.00 0.97hpg 1.00 0.99maillist 1.00 0.99mandel 1.00 0.99parser 1.00 0.99parstof 1.00 0.99cichelli 1.00 1.01typecheck 1.00 1.01mandel2 1.00 1.03rewrite 1.00 1.05treejoin 1.00 1.0632 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum 1.00 0.71Maximum 1.00 1.06Geometric mean 1.00 0.99

Float In - No StrictnessTotal Heap AllocatedFloat Inprogram o� onsched 1.00 0.55boyer 1.00 0.75parstof 1.00 0.78boyer2 1.00 0.86parser 1.00 0.88cichelli 1.00 0.93mandel2 1.00 0.95comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.97maillist 1.00 0.98ida 1.00 0.99rewrite 1.00 0.99sorting 1.00 1.01treejoin 1.00 1.01solid 1.00 1.02wang 1.00 1.0331 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.55Maximum - 1.03Geometric mean - 0.97Table 5.1 Float In - No Strictness: instructions executed and bytes allocated� 5% more case oating from lets;� 2% more case reductions;� 3% less heap checks.The overall e�ect (this time including strictness analysis) on heap allocated and in-structions executed due to oating inwards is presented in Figure 5.2. More programsare a�ected than before, and we get even better results, with a peak of 56% reductionin heap allocation and an average improvement of 6%. Again a few programs get aslightly higher allocation, up to 4%. The average e�ect on instructions executed isrelatively small (2%), but some programs improved as much as 38%.Other important e�ects of the transformation were:� its reduction in the total number of updates performed, which is reduced by asmuch as 78% in one program (mandel2), but was on average of 6%.� on average no change in the average closure size, although it was increased byup to 16% and reduced by up to 22%.
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Float InTotal Instructions ExecutedFloat Inprogram o� onsched 1.00 0.62mandel2 1.00 0.70wave4main 1.00 0.91ida 1.00 0.96treejoin 1.00 0.97maillist 1.00 0.98boyer2 1.00 0.99cichelli 1.00 0.99comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.99compress 1.00 0.99event 1.00 0.99fft 1.00 0.99fluid 1.00 0.99parser 1.00 0.99parstof 1.00 0.99solid 1.00 1.01wang 1.00 1.0129 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.62Maximum - 1.01Geometric mean - 0.98

Float InTotal Heap AllocatedFloat Inprogram o� onsched 1.00 0.44wave4main 1.00 0.50mandel2 1.00 0.71parstof 1.00 0.79treejoin 1.00 0.79maillist 1.00 0.89cichelli 1.00 0.90parser 1.00 0.90boyer 1.00 0.93comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.94ida 1.00 0.95fft 1.00 0.97knights 1.00 0.97boyer2 1.00 0.98clausify 1.00 0.98event 1.00 0.98fluid 1.00 0.98hpg 1.00 0.98prolog 1.00 0.98compress 1.00 0.99gg 1.00 0.99lift 1.00 0.99rewrite 1.00 0.99solid 1.00 1.03wang 1.00 1.0421 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.44Maximum - 1.04Geometric mean - 0.94Table 5.2 Float In: instructions executed and bytes allocated



5.1. Floating lets inwards 975.1.7 Related workThe idea of pushing lets into (the equivalent of) case branches is used by Appelin his SML compiler [App92], where it is called hoisting down. As SML is a strictlanguage, this actually always saves the evaluation of the let if other branches aretaken, while we are only guaranteed to save the closure allocation (although we maybene�t from the new local context exposing other transformations). He does notpush lets into lets, as there is no bene�t from doing that, because SML is a strictlanguage and therefore the let would be evaluated anyway. The presence of sidee�ects in the language restrict the class of lets suitable for this transformation to\purely functional" ones (side-e�ect free).He also uses hoisting (up or down) to group lets together, in order to (possibly)share closures and therefore reduce allocation and code size. We do not have thisoptimisation, and the only possible bene�t of grouping lets would be to reduce heapchecks, as we discussed in Section 3.4.2.He implemented the transformation as a local transformation, and that seems to besuitable in his case because he does not push lets into lets, which (to be done inthe best way and in a single pass) accounts for our more complex algorithm.He did not get good results from this transformation (his best results were improve-ments of about 4%), but the experiments presented in [App92] are based on only sixprograms.5.1.8 ConclusionThe majority of the programs are una�ected by the transformation, which is reectedin the low average improvement. On the other hand the e�ect is reasonably big forthe programs it hits. Since there is very little overhead during the compilation processto perform this transformation and it has no major negative e�ects, we believe thisis a useful optimising transformation for a compiler.Another interesting fact is that, although some of the opportunities for applying thistransformation are introduced by desugaring or by other transformations, many ofthem are already present in the original program, as programmers tend to group alllocal de�nitions in a single let or where clause, instead of de�ning them in a nestedway or closer to the place where they are used (e.g. in the case branch where theyare used).



5.2. Full laziness 98Also, by knowing this transformation will be performed, the programmer may writehis code in a more readable style, without worrying about doing this sort of transfor-mation by hand.5.2 Full lazinessIn the previous section we concluded that oating a binding inwards is generally agood thing. But, if a binding can be oated out of an enclosing lambda abstraction,then its evaluation will become shared among all the applications of that abstraction,and even larger gains may accrue. For example, consider:f = \xs -> let rec g = \y -> let n = length xsin ...g...n...in ...g...Here, length xs will be allocated and recomputed on each recursive call to g. Thisrecomputation can be avoided by oating the binding for n outside the \y-abstraction:f = \xs -> let n = length xsin let rec g = \y -> ...g...n...in ...g...This transformation is called full laziness. It was originally invented by Hughes([Hug83],[Pey87]) who presented it as a variant of the supercombinator lambda-liftingalgorithm. [PL91b] subsequently showed how to decouple full laziness from lambdalifting by regarding it as an exercise in oating let (rec) bindings outwards. [Tak88]also presents full laziness as a separate transformation.The need for a full laziness transformation is due to our evaluation strategy not beingfully lazy. It is possible to implement fully lazy evaluation strategies (e.g. [Tur79],based on combinators) but these implementations are much less e�cient than currentimplementations based on graph reduction [Pey87].Despite being around for so long, the full laziness transformation has not made it intoany functional language compiler we know of. One possible reason for this is the riskof introducing space leaks, e.g. by sharing a big data structure that would be rebuiltin the original code. We will return to this point in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.Our contribution here is that we present results from actual use of the full lazinesstransformation, showing not only that its use may improve program performance



5.2. Full laziness 99quite substantially, but also that the risk of creating space leaks, although present,may not happen very often in real programs. We also present ways of reducing therisk of space leaks, while retaining some of the bene�ts of full laziness and improve thealgorithm presented in [PL91b] by preventing some unnecessary oating from takingplace (which could have some performance implications).5.2.1 Bene�ts of full lazinessThe full laziness transformation (as we will see in Section 5.2.4) can be regarded asoating lets out of lambdas, since the algorithm will let-bind any other expressionsthat can be oated out (and shared). Based on this, when discussing it we will oftenregard it as just oating lets out of lambdas.Full laziness has the following bene�ts:X The full laziness transformation can save a great deal of repeated work. Onemight object that in practice programmers don't write such programs, but itsometimes applies in non-obvious situations. One example we came acrossin practice is part of a program which performed the Fast Fourier Transform(FFT). The programmer wrote a list comprehension similar to the following:[xs_dot (map (do_cos k) (thetas n)) | k<-[0 .. n-1]]What he did not realise is that the expression (thetas n) was recomputed foreach value of k! The list comprehension syntactic sugar was translated intothe Core language, where the (thetas n) appeared inside a function body.The full laziness transformation lifted (thetas n) out past the lambda, so thatit was only allocated and computed once (this example was only discoveredbecause the programmer was trying to �nd the reason for the widely di�eringperformance of his program using di�erent Haskell compilers).It should now be clear why we remarked in previous sections that we shouldbeware of oating a binding inside a lambda abstraction: doing so is the ex-act reverse of the full laziness transformation, and can duplicate an arbitraryamount of work.Lifting things out from inside a lambda is particularly signi�cant for loops, i.e.for recursive functions. Consider:f = \ x -> let y = fib 20in case x of



5.2. Full laziness 1000 -> yn -> let z = n - 1 ;v = f zin y + vFloating y out of f will mean that it is allocated and computed once ratherthan at every call to f, saving an unbounded number of recomputations andallocations.However it is not enough to consider only recursive functions: even if f is non-recursive, it might be called from another recursive function, or passed as anargument to a higher-order function; hence even non-recursive functions maybe called an unbounded number of times.Notice that the objective achieved is a generalisation of the idea of removing aninvariant from a loop in an imperative language [ASU87].X If the right hand side of the let being oated is a weak head normal form,no recomputation work is saved by sharing it among many invocations of thesame function, but some allocation may nevertheless be saved by avoiding thereallocation of the object multiple times.X The full laziness transformation also interacts with other transformations, ex-posing opportunities for their use. Some examples are{ inlining:f a = let g x = x + 1 ==> g x = x + 1in h g a f a = h g af's right hand side becomes very simple, which allows f to be inlined.{ eta expansion: using the same example, supposing we would not inline f,if h has arity 3, after g is oated f can be eta abstracted, but not before,as laziness would be lost. The expression then becomesg x = x + 1f a b = h g a b5.2.2 Risks of full lazinessThe risks of performing full laziness are:



5.2. Full laziness 101� If the lambda from which a let is being oated is never entered, we risk allocat-ing an object (the let) that would never be allocated in the original program.2 Full laziness gives no gain at all if the lambda abstraction is applied no morethan once. There are program analyses which detect when a lambda abstractionis applied only once, but we do not make use of such analyses, since they havejust recently become available [Mar93, MTW95].2 The full laziness transformation may modify the number of free variables ofclosures, thereby increasing or decreasing their size. The let being oateditself is not modi�ed, but other bindings' free variables may be decreased dueto the oating (since the \oating" binding's free variables may no longer befree variables of the binding it is being moved from, although the variable boundby that binding will now be a free variable) or increased (if the only e�ect inthe free variables is the extra free variable for the binding being oated). Thishas the e�ect of increasing or decreasing closure sizes and therefore increasingor decreasing heap allocation.� There is a �nal disadvantage to the full laziness which is much more di�cult toquantify: it may cause a space leak. Consider the expression:f = \x -> let a = [1..n] in <body>where [1..n] returns the list of integers between 1 and n. Is it a good ideato oat the binding for a outside the \x-abstraction? Doing so would avoidrecomputing a on each call to f. On the other hand, a is reasonably cheap torecompute and, if n is large, the list might take up a lot of heap, which will bealive as long as f is alive. It might even turn a constant-space algorithm intoa linear-space one, or even worse. We discuss how to deal with this problemnext, in Section 5.2.3.Full laziness and parallelismWhen compiling parallel code, full laziness might be an undesirable transformationdue to the fact that it increases the sharing of the code.The following fragment of code was found to run 6 times slower on a 10 processorGRIP ([PCSH87]) parallel machine than the code without full laziness being per-formed:



5.2. Full laziness 102gen n board = gen' n boardwhere gen' :: Int -> Board -> Boardgen' 0 board = []gen' r board = new `par` rest `seq` new : restwhere new = row' (n-r)rest = gen' (r-1)row' :: Int -> Rowrow' r = forcelist (row ((shift (copy n 0) board) !! r))The problem in this case was that the expression (shift (copy n 0) board) wasbeing oated out of the row' function, as it did not depend on r, and being sharedfor all calls to row'. But for the parallelism to be fully exploited, each call to row'(i.e. each thread) should create its own private copy of the data generated by (shift(copy n 0) board). By sharing the expression a bottleneck is created, as all theprocesses will depend on a single copy of it.5.2.3 Reducing the risk of space leaksUp to now we have discussed let oating uniformly, without distinguishing top-leveland local lets. But this is a very important distinction, because one of the majorsources of space leaks when oating lets is precisely when we oat them to the toplevel, more speci�cally when we oat constant expressions to the top level. These toplevel constants are called Constant Applicative Forms (CAFs).Depending on the strategy of the garbage collector, CAFs may be garbage collectableor not. If they are garbage collectable (as in the Chalmers LML/HBC Compiler)there is no greater risk of oating to the top level than with local let oating. Butif the garbage collector does not collect CAFs (as is the case in the Glasgow HaskellCompiler), we might not want to oat some expressions to the top level, as they maycreate large data structures that will be kept in the heap during the entire executionof the program, even after it is not needed anymore.Possible solutions are:X Garbage collect CAFs properly, just like \normal" local closures. This is theideal solution.� Let the garbage collector reverse the updatability of CAFs. Allow the garbagecollector revert CAFs to their unevaluated form, if they start taking up too much



5.2. Full laziness 103space. This raises problems such as which CAFs to revert to their unevaluatedform (some CAFs might be expensive to recompute and should not be reverted).� CAFs oated to the top level are set as non-updatable. This is an extremeversion of the previous solution, but again the cost of recomputing the CAFmight be too large to make discarding it a reasonable approach.� Do not oat to top level. This would stop the oating just before letting thepotential CAFs oat to the top level. This is too conservative, as could keepsome trivial closures (e.g. constants) being reallocated and reevaluated multipletimes when they could be allocated once and be shared. We will discuss thisoption again later in this chapter.X Only oat to top level CAFs that cannot generate a space leak. This is similar tothe previous one, but selects based on static information about closures whichare safe to be oated. This includes, for example, expression of types that canonly use a (small) bounded amount of heap:{ data types that are not recursive and do not themselves contain recursivedata types as subcomponents, including for example �xed size arrays andall basic types, e.g. Int, Float or Char.{ Literal constants, e.g. (small) constant lists/strings and all 0-arity con-structors (like [] (Nil)).This is the approach currently used in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.This same solution can be used to select lets to be oated in general, and thereforeavoid any risk of space leaks, even when not oating to the top level. We currentlyonly use this strategy for lets being oated to the top level.Although for implementation reasons (which will become clear later) we perform thisdecision in the full laziness pass, one may argue that this is actually an issue relatedto local let oating. Indeed it is important to notice that the problems of generatingCAFs are not restricted to when one oats past lambdas (full laziness), but even withsimple let oating the problems may arise, e.g.v = let w = [1..100000]in last wIf we oat w out it will become a CAF.



5.2. Full laziness 1045.2.4 Implementing the full laziness transformationThe algorithm we present in this section is an extended version of the algorithmpresented in [PL91b]. The extensions deal essentially with the issues of oating tothe top level and selection of which maximal free expressions are worth oating. Thisversion also handles type abstraction and application.The full laziness transformation is done in two passes:1. the �rst pass annotates each let (rec) binder with its \level number". Ingeneral, a level number is the number of lambdas that will enclose the expressionafter being oated.2. the second pass uses the level numbers on let(rec)s to oat each bindingoutward to just outside the lambda which has a level number one greater thanthat on the binding. We in fact don't leave it just outside the lambda whenit can be oated to the top level, or when it can go past some type lambdasjust outside that lambda, for similar reasons to the ones that lead us to stopoating lets inwards sometimes when we hit a type lambda as discussed inSection 5.1.4.The \set level" algorithmThe basic algorithm for tagging the lets with their level numbers (SL, for Set Level)is presented in Figure 5.5.The function SL is given an expression, the current level (a tuple containing a lambdalevel and a type-lambda/case level1, initially set to (0; 0)) and an environment map-ping variables (including type variables) to their level number. The need for theminor level numbers will become clear in Section 5.2.4, but it is essentially related totwo issues:1. oating lets to the top level: case alternatives can introduce binders, and inexpressions of the formf = case E of(w:ws) -> E1_ -> E21We also sometimes refer to the lambda level as major level number and the type-lambda/caselevel as minor level number.



5.2. Full laziness 105SL[[ ]] :: Expr ! Level ! Env ! Expr(a) SL[[k ]] l � = [[k ]](b) SL[[v ]] l � = [[v ]](c) SL[[C v1 : : : vn ]] l � = [[C v1 : : : vn ]](d) SL[[op v1 : : : vn ]] l � = [[op v1 : : : vn ]](e) SL[[�v1 : : : vn :E ]] (l ; t) � = [[�v1 : : : vn :SL0[[E ]] (l 0; 0) �0]]wherel 0 = l + 1�0 = � � fvi 7! (l 0; 0)gni=1(f ) SL[[�t1 : : : tn :E ]] (l ; t) � = [[�t1 : : : tn :SL[[E ]] (l ; t 0) �]]wheret 0 = t + 1�0 = � � fti 7! (l ; t 0)gni=1(g) SL[[E v1 : : : vn ]] l � = [[(SL[[E ]] l �) v1 : : : vn ]](h) SL[[E T ]] l � = [[(SL[[E ]] l �) T ]](i) SL[[case E of falti -> Eigni=1]] (l ; t) �= �� case (SL0[[E ]] (l ; t) �) offalti -> SL0[[Ei ]] (l ; t 0) �igni=1 ��where�i = � � fvi 7! (l ; t 0)jvi  vars altigt 0 = t + 1(j ) SL[[let fvi = Eigni=1 in E ]] (l ; t) �= �� let fvi (l 0;t 0) = SL[[Ei ]] (l 0; t 0) �0gni=1in SL0[[E ]] (l ; t) �0 ��where(l 0; t 0) = maxLvl � ((Sfallfvs Eigni=1) n fvigni=1)�0 = � � fvi 7! (l 0; t 0)gni=1SL0[[E ]] (l ; t) � = if (maxMajorLvl � (allfvs E ) < l)and (not isWHNF E )then [[let v?(l 0;t 0) = SL[[E ]] (l 0; t 0) � in v?]]else [[SL[[E ]] (l ; t) �]]where(l 0; t 0) = maxLvl � (fvars E )Figure 5.5 Algorithm for Setting Levels (Full Laziness)



5.2. Full laziness 106we might want to let lets coming from E1 to be oated to the top level if theycan. Therefore we need a way of knowing which of those lets can oat pastthe binders introduced by the case alternative, and which ones can't.2. oating past type abstractions: type abstractions (and type applications) areremoved in later stages of the compilation process, as they are used just to keeptype information correct during transformations. We do not want, therefore, tostop lets from being oated due to type abstractions, and one way of knowingwhen this might happen is by keeping the level numbers for lambda variablesand type variables separate.We use a single minor number for these two purposes, but one could as well haveseparate level numbers for type variables and case alternative binders.The important rules in the Set Level algorithm are:� (e) The lambda level number is incremented at each set of lambdas, and thatis the level of those lambda variables.� (f ) The type-lambda/case level number is incremented at each set of typelambdas, and that is the level of those type lambda variables.� (g ; h) We could actually try to let-bind partial applications if they could beoated further than the full application, but we avoid that as more often thannot sharing partial applications is not worthwhile. We discuss this issue againlater in this section.� (i) The type-lambda/case level number is incremented at each case, and thatis the level of variables bound by case alternatives.� (j ) The level number of a let is the maximum level number of the free variables(including type variables) of the let (excluding the variables bound by that letitself). The level with which the let right hand side is analysed is the samelevel assigned to the let. This di�ers from the algorithm presented in [PL91b],in which the \current" level is used to analyse the let right hand side. Thiscould cause some unnecessary oating to occur as the levels of binders in theright hand side would be bigger than they needed to be2:2For simplicity we assume we assign di�erent level numbers for each variable in a lambda.



5.2. Full laziness 107f = �a(1;0) b(2;0) :let v(1;0) =case a of(c:d) ->let w(1;0) = a + ain w + c[] -> 5in v + vThe question here is what the level numbers should be for the c and d variablesin the �rst case alternative. If we analyse v's right hand side using v's levelnumber, we will assign them level (1,1). When we try to oat the binding forw out, we will leave it where it is, as we know it will not go past any lambdasif we oat it out of the case alternative (since its major level number (1) isnot less than the case alternative binder major level number (1)). But if weanalysed the right hand side using the \current" level number, c and d wouldbe assigned level numbers (2,1), and this would make us think that w shouldbe oated out of the case alternative, when in fact it would not eventually gopast a lambda by doing that.The ordering used to compute maxLvl is as follows:(maj ;min) � (maj 0;min 0) if maj � maj 0or (maj = maj 0 and min � min 0)The SL0 function is needed so that expressions that can be oated out of a lambdabut are not let bound are oated. Let us look at an example:f = \x -> case x of[] -> g y(p:ps) -> ...Here, the subexpression (g y) is free in the \x-abstraction, and might be an expensivecomputation which could potentially be shared among all applications of f. It issimple enough, in principle, to address this shortcoming, by simply let-binding (gy) thus:f = \x -> case x of[] -> let a = g yin a(p:ps) -> ...Now the binding for a can by oated out like any other binding. Therefore the SL0function checks if the expression's lambda level number indicates that it can be oated



5.2. Full laziness 108and, if so, let-binds the expression. We actually also avoid let-binding if the righthand side is already a weak head normal form expression. If we had used SL instead,we would only be able to oat expressions that were already let bound in the originalprogram. A possible alternative would be to always let-bind expressions scrutinisedby cases, let bodies and case alternative right hand sides, so that every potentiallyoatable expression would be let-bound. But the use of the SL0 function will beuseful when we discuss possible variations of this algorithm.Variations of the algorithmA few things can be improved in the above algorithm:� Abstracting type variables. Type variables sometimes get in the way and preventsome oating from taking place. For example, suppose f and k are boundoutside the \x-abstraction:\x -> /\t -> let v = f t k in ...We would like to oat out the v = f t k, but we can't, because the typevariable t would be out of scope. The rules we presented above give t the samemajor level number as x which will ensure that the binding isn't oated outof x's scope. Still, there are other particularly painful cases, notably pattern-matching failure bindings, such as:... let fail = error ty "Pattern fail" in ...We really would like this to get lifted to the top level, despite its free typevariable ty. There are two approaches: ignore the problem of out-of-scopetype variables, or �x it up somehow. We take the latter approach, using thefollowing procedure. If a binding v = e has free type variables whose maximumlevel number is strictly greater than the one we would get by using only theordinary variables (that is without the type variables), then we abstract overthe o�ending type variables that are keeping it from oating further, t1..tn,thus: v = let v' = /\t1..tn -> ein v' t1 ... tnNow v is given the usual level number (taking type variables into account), whilev' is given the maximum level number of the ordinary free variables only (since



5.2. Full laziness 109the type variables t1..tn are not free in v'). So v' can be oated, leaving atype application in its place.This modi�cation is achieved by modifying SL0 and the (j ) rule to detect theconditions and abstract the type variables when necessary.The reason our strategy is not perfect is that some subsequent binding mightmention v. In theory it too could be oated out, but it will get pinned insidethe binding for v (it is the binding for v' which oats). But we believe ourstrategy catches the common cases.� Split lambdas. Another possible variation of the algorithm is to assign di�erentlevel numbers to each lambda. This would allow lets to be oated to places inbetween lambdas that were originally together, e.g.f = \a -> \b -> let v = a + 1 in b + vwould becomef = \a -> let v = a + 1 in \b -> in b + vThis would be helpful only in the cases where f was partially applied to oneargument and the partial application was shared in applications to a secondargument. If this was the case, v would be allocated and evaluated only onceand shared by the other applications. But if this was not the case, then thesecond form will be less e�cient as it will trigger multiple argument satisfactionchecks, among other reasons. This modi�cation can be done by a simple modi-�cation to the (e) rule. We have measured the e�ect of splitting lambdas in ourbenchmark programs and indeed it has major negative e�ect on performancewhen compared with our non-splitting version, as shown in Table 5.3, thereforewe do not split lambdas.� let-bind partial applications to be oated out. This would allow partial appli-cations to be let bound if they can be oated out, e.g.:f = \a -> let v = a + 1 in \b -> g v bwould becomef = \a -> let v = a + 1; w = g v in \b -> w b
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Full LazinessTotal Instructions Executedsplitprogram normal �'smultiplier 1.00 0.93gg 1.00 0.95boyer 1.00 1.01clausify 1.00 1.01event 1.00 1.01veritas 1.00 1.01ida 1.00 1.02transform 1.00 1.02fluid 1.00 1.03mandel2 1.00 1.03lift 1.00 1.04maillist 1.00 1.04mandel 1.00 1.04treejoin 1.00 1.04fft 1.00 1.05prolog 1.00 1.05comp_lab_zift 1.00 1.06rewrite 1.00 1.06hpg 1.00 1.08solid 1.00 1.08genfft 1.00 1.10hidden 1.00 1.11typecheck 1.00 1.11parser 1.00 1.13reptile 1.00 1.13primes 1.00 1.14sched 1.00 1.17boyer2 1.00 1.19wave4main 1.00 1.3117 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.93Maximum - 1.31Geometric mean - 1.04

Full LazinessTotal Heap Allocated splitprogram normal �'smultiplier 1.00 0.93minimax 1.00 0.99boyer 1.00 1.01fft2 1.00 1.01gg 1.00 1.01listcompr 1.00 1.01listcopy 1.00 1.01veritas 1.00 1.01clausify 1.00 1.02infer 1.00 1.02pretty 1.00 1.02event 1.00 1.03mandel 1.00 1.03parstof 1.00 1.03ida 1.00 1.05primetest 1.00 1.06transform 1.00 1.06knights 1.00 1.07rsa 1.00 1.08fft 1.00 1.09mandel2 1.00 1.10prolog 1.00 1.11comp_lab_zift 1.00 1.12rewrite 1.00 1.15fluid 1.00 1.17maillist 1.00 1.18genfft 1.00 1.19lift 1.00 1.23hpg 1.00 1.27reptile 1.00 1.28hidden 1.00 1.36solid 1.00 1.43treejoin 1.00 1.49sched 1.00 1.56typecheck 1.00 1.57primes 1.00 1.65boyer2 1.00 2.30parser 1.00 2.71wave4main 1.00 2.867 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.93Maximum - 2.86Geometric mean - 1.18Table 5.3 Full Laziness (splitting �'s): instructions executed and bytes allocated



5.2. Full laziness 111This is only useful if g actually will perform any work when given one argumentand f is partially applied and this partial application is shared in applicationsto a second argument. Again the second form is less e�cient if these conditionsare not met. We believe this is often the case, therefore we do not implementthis modi�cation. It could be implemented by modifying the (g) rule to useSL0 on partial applications of the expression to some of the arguments.� We are very careful about giving bindings a level number (0; x ), because thatwill mean they will be oated out of all enclosing lambdas, and possibly createa space leak, even if they don't get to the top level, e.g.f = \ g -> let x = [1..1000] ==> f = let x = [1..1000]in map g x in \ g -> map g xis just as bad as oating x to the top level (assuming f is a top level function) asit will never be garbage collected. Options of what we could do with lets thatwould normally get a level number (0; x ) are directly related to the problems(and solutions) we discussed in Section 5.2.3. We proceed with the followingalgorithm for such lets:{ if the let cannot create a space leak (according to the criteria presentedin Section 5.2.3), we will give it a level number (0; x ), allowing it to beoated past all lambdas (x might be greater than 0 due to case alternativevariables for example). If the level is actually (0; 0) we will allow it to beoated to the top level. This can be achieved in the algorithm we presentedby giving it a level Top, which is de�ned as lower than (0; 0). This willallow the binding to go past top level lets.{ if it may create a space leak we choose one of the following options, whichare ordered from the safest to the most risky:(a) we give it a level number (1; 0), so that it won't go past the outermostlambda, unless of course its current major level is already less than 1,in which case we leave it where it is.(b) we leave it with its (0; x ) level.(c) we treat it just like the non-leaky lets, that is, we allow it to be oatedto the top level if its level is (0; 0).We performed measurements with the three options above, as shown in Tables5.4 and 5.5. Option (c) indeed caused one major space leak, and therefore wecurrently use option (b) in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.



5.2. Full laziness 112Full Laziness StrategyTotal Instructions Executedprogram (a) (b) (c)solid 1.00 0.85 0.85minimax 1.00 0.94 0.92cichelli 1.00 0.95 0.94lift 1.00 0.98 0.97boyer 1.00 1.00 1.01parstof 1.00 1.00 0.88rewrite 1.00 1.00 0.95parser 1.00 1.03 0.90gen_regexps 1.00 1.56 1.0037 other programs 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.85 0.85Maximum - 1.56 1.01Geometric mean - 1.00 0.99

Full Laziness StrategyTotal Heap Allocatedprogram (a) (b) (c)cichelli 1.00 0.82 0.82solid 1.00 0.83 0.83minimax 1.00 0.90 0.89knights 1.00 0.96 0.96lift 1.00 0.96 0.96rewrite 1.00 0.98 0.98gg 1.00 0.99 1.00veritas 1.00 1.00 0.99parser 1.00 1.03 0.97gen_regexps 1.00 1.32 0.8936 other programs 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.82 0.82Maximum - 1.32 1.00Geometric mean - 0.99 0.98Table 5.4 Full laziness strategy: instructions executed and bytes allocatedNotice that these numbers are relative to a program that already had full lazi-ness applied to it (a), therefore even gen_regexps in the (b) column (whichis far worse than with the other setups) still shows an improvement over theversion without full laziness, as we will see later in this chapter. The rea-son for the odd behaviour of gen_regexps is due to a let-binding being leftjust inside a function de�nition, and thus avoiding other transformations (e.g.worker-wrapper transformations) from occurring:(a) f = \x -> let v = [1..100]in ...(b) f = let v = [1..100]in \x -> ...(c) v = [1..100]f = \x -> ...The oat out algorithmThe oat out algorithm is presented in Figure 5.6.It receives an annotated expression and a level number l and returns an expressionpaired with a list of bindings that are being oated outwards. We then drop themjust outside the lambda with their level number (unless it can go past enclosing typelambdas just outside that lambda, in which case we allow it to oat past them). The
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Full Laziness StrategyResidency(a) (b) (c)program GCs bytes ratio GCs bytes ratio GCs bytes ratiocichelli 37 1,345,424 1.00 30 1,333,408 0.99 30 1,334,880 0.99clausify 20 39,952 1.00 20 39,952 1.00 20 40,516 1.01event 44 4,010,772 1.00 44 4,010,772 1.00 44 4,155,820 1.04exp3_8 98 26,660 1.00 98 26,660 1.00 98 51,088 1.92fft2 25 871,364 1.00 25 874,764 1.00 25 967,456 1.11mandel2 10 468 1.00 10 468 1.00 10 79,056 168.92parstof 47 562,276 1.00 47 562,276 1.00 47 554,648 0.99sched 21 2,204 1.00 21 2,204 1.00 21 2,180 0.99typecheck 131 10,596 1.00 131 10,596 1.00 131 15,940 1.50genfft 21 3,464 1.00 21 3,496 1.01 21 3,440 0.99mandel 220 12,648 1.00 220 12,820 1.01 220 12,624 1.00parser 11 866,040 1.00 12 872,480 1.01 11 857,132 0.99boyer 21 95,512 1.00 21 97,240 1.02 21 97,096 1.02infer 10 1,978,136 1.00 10 2,010,228 1.02 10 2,012,396 1.02ida 51 380,468 1.00 51 391,356 1.03 51 391,316 1.03rewrite 21 17,208 1.00 21 17,700 1.03 21 31,000 1.80gg 7 355,160 1.00 7 375,264 1.06 7 375,400 1.06hpg 61 569,444 1.00 61 610,432 1.07 61 610,624 1.07multiplier 85 1,662,412 1.00 85 1,813,728 1.09 85 1,866,436 1.12rsa 31 3,676 1.00 31 4,148 1.13 31 3,744 1.0214 other progs. - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - 1.00Minimum - - 1.00 - - 0.99 - - 0.99Maximum - - 1.00 - - 1.13 - - 168.92Geom. mean - - 1.00 - - 1.01 - - 1.24Table 5.5 Full Laziness Strategy: Residency
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FL[[ ]] :: Expr ! Level ! (Expr ; [Binding ])(a) FL[[k ]] l = ([[k ]]; ;)(b) FL[[v ]] l = ([[v ]]; ;)(c) FL[[C v1 : : : vn ]] l = ([[C v1 : : : vn ]]; ;)(d) FL[[op v1 : : : vn ]] l = ([[op v1 : : : vn ]]; ;)(e) FL[[�v :E ]] (l ; t) = ([[�v :let �h in E 0]]; �0)where(E 0; �) = FL[[E ]] (l 0; 0)l 0 = l + 1(�h ; �0) = partitionByMajorLvl � (l 0; 0)(f ) FL[[�t1 : : : tn :E ]] (l ; t) = ([[�t1 : : : tn :let �h in E 0]]; �0)where(E 0; �) = FL[[E ]] (l ; t 0)t 0 = t + 1(�h ; �0) = partitionByMinorLvl � (l ; t 0)(g) FL[[E v1 : : : vn ]] l = ([[E 0 v1 : : : vn ]]; �)where(E 0; �) = FL[[E ]] l(h) FL[[E T ]] l = ([[E 0 T ]]; �)where(E 0; �) = FL[[E ]] l(i) FL[[case E of falti -> Eigni=1]] (l ; t)= ([[case E 0 of falti -> let �00i in Eigni=1]]; �)where(E 0; �0) = FL[[E ]] (l ; t)(Ei ; �i ) = FL[[Ei ]] (l ; t 0)(�00i ; �0i ) = partitionByMajorLvl �i (l ; t 0)t 0 = t + 1� = �0 [Sf�0igni=1Figure 5.6 Algorithm for Floating lets Out (Full Laziness)



5.2. Full laziness 115(j ) FL[[let fvi (l 0;t 0) = Eigni=1 in E ]] (l ; t) �= if l 0 < lthen ([[E 0]]; �0 [ fvi 7! let �00i in Eigni=1 [Sf�0igni=1)else ([[let fvi = let �00i in E 0igni=1 in E 0]]; �0 [Sf�0igni=1)where(E 0; �0) = FL[[E ]] (l ; t)(E 0i ; �i ) = FL[[Ei ]] (l 0; t 0)(�00i ; �0i ) = partitionByMajorLvl �i (l 0; t 0)Figure 5.7 Algorithm for Floating lets Out (Full Laziness)function partitionByLvl splits the list of bindings in two sets, one for bindings thatshould be dropped immediately (cannot go any further) and the other for bindingsthat are to be oated out further.A binding is oated out just far enough to escape all the lambdas which it can escape,and no further. This is consistent with the idea that bindings should be as far in aspossible (oating inwards, Section 5.1). In the actual implementation there is oneexception to this: bindings with level Top are oated right to the top level. Thisis also a di�erence between this algorithm and the one presented in [PL91b], whichimplicitly always oats lets out of lets, since it does no partitioning when a let isreached.A binding is not moved at all unless it will de�nitely escape a lambda.5.2.5 Floating inwards and full lazinessOne might think that if we know we will perform the full laziness transformationafter oating inwards, we could relax the restriction of not oating inwards past alambda, since the expression could be oated outwards again by the full lazinesstransformation.This is not true, and actually very risky! After the expression is inside the lambda, itmay be simpli�ed and then become impossible to be pulled out again. Let us followan example to show how this happens:let v = case w ofI w# -> fib w#in let f = \x -> case v ofI v# -> case x of



5.2. Full laziness 116I x# -> case v# +# x# ofr# -> r#in (f,f)If v is oated into f (and its lambda) it will be used strictly, and therefore alet to case and other transformations can take place. After that the code will be-comelet f = \x -> case w ofI# w# -> case fib w# ofv -> case v ofI# v# -> case x ofI# x# -> case v# +# x# ofr# -> r#in (f,f)Now the expression fib w# cannot be oated out of the lambda because w# is boundinside the lambda. Therefore fib w# will be computed as many time as the lambdaexpression is entered!Actually, as we will see in Section 5.3, the case scrutinising w could be oated outof the lambda, but there are cases when this is not possible (e.g. if there was amulti-branch case between the lambda and the case we want to oat out).This same discussion applies to inlining inside lambdas, that is, we cannot inlinearbitrary expressions inside lambdas (as discussed in Chapter 6) relying on full lazinessto undo the work (if necessary), because expressions might become (due to othertransformations) impossible to be taken back out of the lambda.5.2.6 ResultsWe can measure the overall e�ect of full laziness in many di�erent ways, but we willconcentrate on its e�ect on total heap allocated, number of updates, residency andnumber of instructions executed. We expect the heap allocated, instructions executedand number of updates to show improvements due to the increase in sharing, and wehope that the residency is not increased signi�cantly.In Figure 5.6 we have the overall e�ect on the total heap allocated and instructionsexecuted. The �rst column has full laziness turned o�, the second one only oatsbindings that we select as \non-leaky" (not only to the top level, but also in a local



5.2. Full laziness 117context), and the third column presents our normal full laziness setup, which onlyoats to the top level \non-leaky" bindings. We can see that some of the programsare signi�cantly a�ected by full laziness, sometimes allocating 3 times more heap andrunning in twice the time if full laziness is turned o�. The average improvement was13% on heap allocation and 8% on instructions executed, which is a surprisingly goodresult.The e�ect on heap residency (Figure 5.7) has some mixed results, with some signi�cantincrease on some of the programs, although some of the programs have a very smallresidency and therefore can easily be a�ected by any transformation.It was quite surprising to �nd that the residency can actually be reduced by the fulllaziness transformation. This can be explained by the following example:let l = [1..100000]in let f = \a -> let n = length lin a + nin ...after full laziness becomeslet l = [1..100000]in let n = length lin let f = \a -> a + nin ...In the �rst expression l is alive until f can be garbage collected, while in the secondone it can be garbage collected after f is evaluated for the �rst time (that is, after nis evaluated).5.2.7 ConclusionAgain many programs are una�ected by the transformation, but the few that area�ected show a signi�cant improvement. The impact on compile time is again negli-gible.We believe these results justify the presence of full laziness in optimising compilersin at least two forms:� always performed when the lets cannot create a space leak;
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Full LazinessTotal Instructions Executedprogram o� safe onmandel2 1.00 0.48 0.48fft2 1.00 0.88 0.50queens 1.00 0.99 0.56hidden 1.00 0.58 0.58sched 1.00 0.77 0.77solid 1.00 1.01 0.86minimax 1.00 0.98 0.92boyer 1.00 0.94 0.94cichelli 1.00 0.99 0.94fft 1.00 0.94 0.94gen_regexps 1.00 1.00 0.94parser 1.00 0.92 0.95mandel 1.00 0.98 0.96clausify 1.00 0.97 0.97genfft 1.00 0.97 0.97maillist 1.00 0.97 0.97reptile 1.00 0.97 0.97hpg 1.00 0.99 0.98lift 1.00 1.00 0.98typecheck 1.00 0.98 0.98fluid 1.00 1.00 0.99gg 1.00 0.99 0.99infer 1.00 0.99 0.99knights 1.00 1.00 0.99rewrite 1.00 0.99 0.99wang 1.00 0.99 0.99wave4main 1.00 0.99 0.99comp_lab_zift 1.00 1.01 1.01event 1.00 1.01 1.01pretty 1.00 1.01 1.0116 other programs 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.48 0.48Maximum - 1.01 1.01Geometric mean - 0.96 0.92

Full LazinessTotal Heap Allocatedprogram o� safe onfft2 1.00 0.73 0.28mandel2 1.00 0.30 0.30queens 1.00 1.01 0.39hidden 1.00 0.57 0.60boyer 1.00 0.67 0.67sched 1.00 0.78 0.78cichelli 1.00 1.00 0.81solid 1.00 0.98 0.81gen_regexps 1.00 1.00 0.82knights 1.00 0.90 0.87minimax 1.00 0.98 0.88fft 1.00 0.89 0.89gg 1.00 0.91 0.89maillist 1.00 0.91 0.91lift 1.00 0.96 0.92rewrite 1.00 0.95 0.93hpg 1.00 0.96 0.94parser 1.00 0.91 0.94fluid 1.00 0.95 0.95typecheck 1.00 0.95 0.95reptile 1.00 0.96 0.96boyer2 1.00 0.97 0.97clausify 1.00 0.97 0.97genfft 1.00 0.97 0.97listcompr 1.00 0.97 0.97listcopy 1.00 0.97 0.97wave4main 1.00 0.97 0.97mandel 1.00 0.99 0.98parstof 1.00 0.98 0.98multiplier 1.00 0.99 0.99pretty 1.00 0.99 0.99prolog 1.00 0.99 0.99veritas 1.00 0.99 0.99comp_lab_zift 1.00 1.03 1.03transform 1.00 1.03 1.0311 other programs 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.30 0.28Maximum - 1.03 1.03Geometric mean - 0.92 0.87Table 5.6 Full Laziness: instructions executed and bytes allocated
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Full LazinessResidencyo� safe onprogram GCs bytes ratio GCs bytes ratio GCs bytes ratioclausify 21 106,956 1.00 20 39,952 0.37 20 39,952 0.37boyer 32 162,524 1.00 21 93,232 0.57 21 97,240 0.60sched 26 2,932 1.00 21 2,204 0.75 21 2,204 0.75mandel2 34 608 1.00 10 468 0.77 10 468 0.77queens 23 1,204 1.00 23 1,280 1.06 9 992 0.82typecheck 138 11,592 1.00 131 10,596 0.91 131 10,596 0.91fft 41 1,868,252 1.00 36 1,722,508 0.92 36 1,722,536 0.92fft2 86 909,320 1.00 63 898,872 0.99 25 874,764 0.96parser 13 900,264 1.00 11 866,040 0.96 12 872,480 0.97transform 201 146,744 1.00 206 142,792 0.97 206 142,856 0.97compress 146 169,288 1.00 146 167,084 0.99 146 167,084 0.99listcompr 74 7,505,292 1.00 71 7,434,184 0.99 71 7,434,184 0.99cichelli 37 1,333,724 1.00 37 1,345,424 1.01 30 1,333,408 1.00genfft 22 3,508 1.00 21 3,464 0.99 21 3,496 1.00parstof 48 555,436 1.00 47 562,276 1.01 47 562,276 1.01comp_lab_zift 107 1,208,156 1.00 111 1,228,620 1.02 111 1,228,664 1.02ida 51 379,380 1.00 51 380,372 1.00 51 391,356 1.03infer 10 1,959,180 1.00 10 1,978,836 1.01 10 2,010,228 1.03hpg 65 578,816 1.00 62 569,060 0.98 61 610,432 1.05rewrite 23 16,864 1.00 21 17,216 1.02 21 17,700 1.05gg 8 347,044 1.00 7 354,496 1.02 7 375,264 1.08multiplier 86 1,603,752 1.00 85 1,662,420 1.04 85 1,813,728 1.13rsa 31 3,172 1.00 31 3,744 1.18 31 4,148 1.31mandel 224 6,104 1.00 222 6,220 1.02 220 12,820 2.1010 other progs. - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - 1.00Minimum - - - - - 0.37 - - 0.37Maximum - - - - - 1.18 - - 2.10Geom. Mean - - - - - 0.94 - - 0.97Table 5.7 Full Laziness: Residency



5.3. Floating cases out of lambdas 120� as an (optional) compiler optimisation for possibly leaky lets.As we presented, even the second option is reasonably safe, specially when oatinglets out in a local context, i.e. not to the top level.5.3 Floating cases out of lambdasSuppose we have the following function de�nition:f = \x -> \y -> case z of1 -> (x,y)_ -> case y of1 -> (y,x)_ -> f (x+y) (y-1)where z is a free variable. Since the case is scrutinising a variable that is not boundby the enclosing lambdas it could possibly be oated out past the lambdas, and wewould get the following de�nition:f = case z of1 -> \x -> \y -> (x,y)_ -> \x -> \y -> case y of1 -> (y,x)_ -> f (x+y) (y-1)this particular change has the following e�ect:� f is now an updatable closure { previously it was not, as it was a weak headnormal form.� as the lambdas are further down the expression we miss some optimisationsthat are based on the arity information, e.g. worker-wrapper transformations.X z will only be scrutinised once, while in the original de�nition it was evaluatedevery time f was entered.We are actually interested in the bene�t of not rescrutinising z after the transforma-tion. If f is entered many times this might save quite a lot, even taking into accountthe two disadvantages.



5.3. Floating cases out of lambdas 121Floating cases out of lambdas achieves a similar e�ect to full laziness, by allowingthe possibility of sharing the evaluation of the scrutinee.One should notice that the expression has a slightly di�erent semantics after thetransformation. If the value of the scrutinee is bottom, before the transformation theexpression is isomorphic to �x :? and after it is isomorphic to ?. This di�erence is notrelevant for practical or even theoretical purposes as it will only a�ect the semanticvalue of a program that fails. The language itself never distinguishes between �x :?and ?.Sometimes there is no disadvantage in performing this transformation: if f was a localde�nition and was used strictly (demanded), we would be able now to oat the casefurther out (using the case oating from let transformation) (Section 3.5.3), andtherefore eliminate the disadvantages above. In the following example the resultingexpression is certainly better than the original one:f = \ a -> let rec g = \ c -> case a of(e,f) -> let v = c - 1 ;w = g vin e + win g 100=)f = \ a -> case a of(e,f) -> let rec g = \ c -> let v = c - 1 ;w = g vin e + win g 100The idea of oating cases past a lambda is similar to sharing the evaluation of controlconstructs presented in [Hol90], though we believe that expressing it as oating thecontrol construct itself (in our case the case constructor) is simpler and more elegant.Although [Hol90] presents examples in which this transformation can provide sub-stantial improvements, in our experiments this transformation did not substantiallyimprove any of the benchmark programs, as shown in Table 5.8. We currently do notperform this transformation in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.



5.4. Ordering the let oating transformations 122case FloatingTotal Instructions Executedprogram o� onparser 1.00 0.9945 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.99Maximum - 1.00Geometric mean - 1.00
case FloatingTotal Heap Allocatedprogram o� onboyer2 1.00 0.98prolog 1.00 1.0244 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum 1.00 0.98Maximum 1.00 1.02Geometric mean 1.00 1.00Table 5.8 case oating: instructions executed and bytes allocated5.4 Ordering the let oating transformationsAt �rst one might think that the ordering in which the transformations are applied isirrelevant, as each one of them is achieving di�erent objectives. Actually this is nottrue, as some transformations may expose opportunities for other transformations,and therefore should be done before them. In other cases they may actually hidethese opportunities, and therefore should be done after them.In this section we present some of the issues that lead us to choose a speci�c sequencefor performing the let oating transformations. We cannot be 100% sure this isthe best possible order, but it was obtained by close inspection of the code of thebenchmark programs.Basically the ordering of the transformations has to follow a set of constraints, whichare described in the next sections.5.4.1 Float inwards before strictness analysisFloating inwards moves de�nitions inwards to a site at which a binding might becomestrict, as presented in Section 5.1.1.5.4.2 Full laziness after strictness analysisWhen generating worker-wrapper pairs it may be the case that an argument is notused by the worker, e.g. in\z -> let x = f (a,z) in ...



5.4. Ordering the let oating transformations 123it might be the case that f actually only needs a, and therefore after a worker/wrapperpair is generated we get===> (absence analysis + inline wrapper of f)\z -> let x = f.wrk a in ...===> (full laziness)let x= f.wrk a in \z -> ...and as we can see f can now be oated past the enclosing lambda. Therefore strictnessanalysis (actually absence analysis) may allow something to be oated out whichwould not otherwise be.Another possibility is that inlining exposes some extra opportunities for the full lazi-ness transformation, for example:f = \z -> let x = g z 20 in ...g = \a -> \b -> fib b + fib a===> (inlining) f = \z -> let x = fib 20 + fib z in ...At this point we could oat fib 20 to the top level.As we will see there are also reasons to perform full laziness very early in the com-pilation process. We performed experiments in which we run full laziness twice, �rstearly in the compilation process and later again. Experimental evidence suggests thatthe cases described above actually do not happen very often, and therefore runningfull laziness twice does not improve the code in the great majority of the programs,as shown in Table 5.9. The Glasgow Haskell Compiler currently does not run fulllaziness twice.5.4.3 Simplify after oating inwardsThis is due to the following (that happens with dictionaries):let a1 = case v of (a,b) -> ain let m1 = \ c -> case c of I# c# -> case c# of 1 -> a1 52 -> 6in let m2 = \ c -> case c of I# c# ->case c# +# 1# of cc# -> let cc = I# cc#in m1 ccin (m1,m2)



5.4. Ordering the let oating transformations 124Full LazinessTotal Instructions Executedprogram once twicegenfft 1.00 0.99lift 1.00 0.99mandel 1.00 0.99parstof 1.00 0.99sorting 1.00 0.99hpg 1.00 1.01mandel2 1.00 1.0139 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.99Maximum - 1.01Geometric mean - 1.00

Full LazinessTotal Heap Allocatedprogram once twicegenfft 1.00 0.98boyer 1.00 0.99lift 1.00 0.99fluid 1.00 1.01gg 1.00 1.01hpg 1.00 1.02parser 1.00 1.02mandel2 1.00 1.0438 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum 1.00 0.98Maximum 1.00 1.04Geometric mean 1.00 1.00Table 5.9 Full Laziness twice: instructions executed and bytes allocatedoating inwards will push the de�nition of a1 into m1 (supposing it is only used there):in let m1 = let a1 = case v of (a,b) -> ain \ c -> case c of I# c# -> case c# of 1 -> a1 52 -> 6in let m2 = \ c -> case c of I# c# ->case c# +# 1# of cc# -> let cc = I# cc#in m1 ccin (m1,m2)if we do strictness analysis now we will not get a worker-wrapper for m1, because ofthe let for a1.Not having this worker wrapper might be very bad, because it might mean that wewill have to rebox arguments to m1 if they are already unboxed, generating extraallocations, as occurs when it is called from m2 (cc) above.To solve this problem we run the simpli�er after oating inwards, so that lets whosebody is a weak head normal form are oated out, undoing the oating inwards trans-formation in these cases. We are then back to the original code, which would have aworker-wrapper for m1 after strictness analysis and would avoid the extra let in m2.What we lose in this case are the opportunities for let to case (or case oating) thatcould be presented if, for example, a1 would be demanded (strict) after the oatinginwards.



5.4. Ordering the let oating transformations 125The only way of having the best of both is if we make the worker-wrapper passexplicit, and then we could do with:1 { oat-in2 { strictness analysis3 { simplify4 { strictness analysis5 { worker-wrapper generationas we would:� be able to detect the strictness of a1 after the �rst call to the strictness analyser,and exploit it with the simpli�er (in case it was strict);� after the call to the simpli�er (if a1 was not demanded) it would be oated outjust like we currently do, before strictness analysis II and worker-wrapperisation.We currently simplify after oating inwards.5.4.4 Float inwards again after strictness analysisWhen workers are generated after strictness analysis (worker-wrapper), we generatethem with \reboxing" lets, that simply rebox the unboxed arguments, as it may bethe case that the worker will need the original boxed value:f x y = case x of(a,b) -> case y of(c,d) -> case a == c ofTrue -> (x,x)False -> ((1,1),(2,2))==> (worker/wrapper)f x y = case x of(a,b) -> case y of(c,d) -> f.wrk a b c df.wrk a b c d = let x = (a,b)y = (c,d)in case a == c of



5.4. Ordering the let oating transformations 126True -> (x,x)False -> ((1,1),(2,2))in this case the simpli�er will remove the binding for y, since it is not used (weexpected this to happen very often, but we do not know how many \reboxers" areeventually removed and how many are kept), and will keep the binding for x. But xis only used in one of the branches in the case, but is always being allocated! Theoating inwards pass would push its de�nition into the True branch. A similar bene�toccurs if it is only used inside a let de�nition. These are basically the advantagesof oating inwards, but they are only exposed after the Strictness Analysis/worker-wrapperisation of the code! As we also have reasons to oat inwards before StrictnessAnalysis, we have to run it twice.Another compelling example of the need to oat inwards again after strictness analysisis the following:f = \ a -> let x = case a of(c,d) -> c ;y = case a of(w,z) -> zin case y of0 -> (x,y)n -> (y,x)==>f = \ a -> let x = case a of(c,d) -> cin case a of(w,z) -> case z of0 -> (x,z)n -> (z,x)y is demanded, therefore we can oat the case out and do other simpli�cations. Butwe are still left with the closure for x (if the order of x and y's de�nition was swappedwe would not have this problem!). But if we now oat x de�nition into the �rst caseit will be simpli�ed by the case reduction transformation, as we would expect.In Table 5.10 we see the e�ect that oating inwards twice, as opposed to oatinginwards once (early), has on our benchmark programs.



5.4. Ordering the let oating transformations 127
Float In twiceTotal Instructions ExecutedFloat Inprogram once twicewave4main 1.00 0.91mandel2 1.00 0.97treejoin 1.00 0.97fft 1.00 0.99fluid 1.00 0.99maillist 1.00 0.9940 other programs 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.91Maximum - 1.00Geometric mean - 1.00

Float In twiceTotal Heap AllocatedFloat Inprogram once twicewave4main 1.00 0.50treejoin 1.00 0.79maillist 1.00 0.91fft 1.00 0.97knights 1.00 0.97clausify 1.00 0.98fluid 1.00 0.98hpg 1.00 0.98compress 1.00 0.99prolog 1.00 0.99Minimum - 0.50-Maximum - 1.00Geometric mean - 0.97Table 5.10 Float In twice: instructions executed and bytes allocated5.4.5 Full laziness before any inliningWhen experimenting with more aggressive inlining strategies (Chapter 6), we foundthat sometimes if inlining is performed before full laziness some opportunities for fulllaziness may be lost. This is related to the same issues we discussed in Section 5.2.5,in which we explain that we cannot rely on full laziness to oat lets out again if weallow lets to be oated into lambdas. The same may happen due to inlining, as someexpressions may end up with unboxed types, which we cannot let-bind and oat out:f x = case (fromIntegral Int Float dict1 dict2 m) ofF# v -> ...Without inlining fromIntegral nothing happens and eventually we oat the casescrutinee to the top level. But if fromIntegral is inlined we eventually getf x = case int2Integer m ofJ# u1# u2# u3# -> case encodeFloat#! u1# u2# u3# 0# ofv -> ...and as encodeFloat#! returns an unboxed oat we cannot let-bind it and oat itto the top level. The only thing we get to oat is (int2Integer m), and thereforewe end up evaluating encodeFloat over and over again. This caused a program torun 50% slower with more aggressive inlining!



5.5. Conclusions 128Another good reason to have the full laziness transformation early during the com-pilation is that it avoids some possible bad interactions with the \join points" weuse for the case of case and case oating from let transformations (Sections 3.5.2and 3.5.3). As we know, join points are a special kind of let, which the compilercan later optimise to a jump, therefore incurring no cost for its \allocation". Theproblem is that as we abstract some variables during the creation of the join point,some expressions might be spotted as being suitable for full laziness. But join pointsare linear, in the sense that they will not be entered multiple times, therefore there isno advantage in moving expressions out of them. Actually that may introduce extralets that will be allocated unnecessarily. Let us look at an example:let v = case E1 of let j = \v -> E4C1 a b -> E2 ===> in case E1 ofC2 a b -> E3 C1 a b -> let v = E2 in j vin E4 C2 a b -> let v = E3 in j vIn this case, the full laziness transformation may oat some subexpression of E4 whichdoes not depend on v from the right hand side of j, creating a new let-bindingunnecessarily.5.4.6 The ordering we useThe following ordering obeys all the constraints above, except 5.4.2.1 { full laziness2 { oat-in3 { simplify4 { strictness5 { worker-wrapper generation6 { simplify7 { oat-in8 { simplify5.5 ConclusionsWe have presented the let oating inwards transformation which produced goodresults for some programs. This transformation was suggested by inspecting theintermediate code generated by the compiler.



5.5. Conclusions 129Code inspection again suggested the use of the full laziness transformation, which isoften regarded as too dangerous (due to the risks of space leaks) to be integrated intocompilers. We have suggested improvements to reduce and/or eliminate the risk ofspace leaks, and we advocate that the transformation should be available at least asan option in optimising compilers, since the actual creation of a space leak by thetransformation in real programs might occur far less often than is generally believed.



Chapter 6Inlining
Procedure inlining is an optimisation often used in imperative languages' compilers[ASU87]. It consists of heuristically selecting some (usually small) procedures to beinlined, that is, every call to the procedure is replaced by the actual code of theprocedure. Inlining aims to save time by eliminating the overhead of these procedurecalls and increasing the opportunity for other optimisations, since the procedure codeis now exposed to local context information and therefore to more optimisations. Butinlining must be done carefully, since excessive inlining can easily lead to a largeincrease in code size as one is in fact duplicating code. In imperative languages'compilers inlining has been reported to improve programs' execution time by 18%[RG89], 12% [DH88] and 10% [Cho83]. [DH92] presents a comprehensive analysis onthe e�ect of inlining in imperative languages.In the functional framework, function de�nitions can also be inlined at their call sites.There is the same risk of code explosion due to excessive code duplication, but, donein a controlled way, similar bene�ts can be obtained, since opportunities for localoptimisation often appear.6.1 Inlining and lazy functional languagesIn lazy functional languages it is always safe to substitute equals for equals, i.e. onecannot change the semantics of a program by inlining.The process of inlining in a functional language can be described as:let x = e in body =) let x = e in body [e=x ]130



6.1. Inlining and lazy functional languages 131
which means we are replacing some (or all) occurrences of x by the expression e.If eventually all occurrences of x are inlined one can apply the dead code removaltransformation to eliminate the let-binding.Notice that the let-binding that we are inlining may be binding a function or sim-ply an expression: many of the issues involved in deciding what lets to inline applyequally well to both functions and non-functions, therefore we make no distinctionbetween them at this point. This way we also separate the inlining of functions fromthe beta-reduction that usually immediately follows it, although these two transfor-mations in conjunction are closer to the concept of inlining in imperative languages.The main advantages that come from inlining are:X the de�nition is available in the place of use, allowing some transformations like�-reduction (section 3.1) to occur;X more things may be evaluated at the call site, allowing transformations likecase reduction (section 3.3.1) to occur.But it also has the following risks:� code duplication, if expressions are inlined when they occur multiple times;� work duplication if the inlining is not carefully done (redex copying).An example of work duplication due to a bad inlining decision would occur if wedecide to inline the variable v in the following expression:let v = fib 20 ==> fib 20 + fib 20in v + vAlthough the two expressions are semantically equivalent (both give the same result),the latter is much more expensive to evaluate, as fib 20 is evaluated twice insteadof once.Therefore although the semantics of lazy functional languages allows us to inlinewithout major concerns, e�ciency issues impose some restrictions on what we caninline without increasing the costs of evaluation. These basic restrictions are relatedto updatable closures, that can have their evaluation shared, i.e. these restrictionsdo not apply to non-updatable closures (notably functions and constructors). Theserestrictions are:



6.1. Inlining and lazy functional languages 132� do not inline updatable closures if they occur more than once. This is the casein the example above. If the closure is non-updatable (e.g. a function) there isno risk of work duplication by inlining it multiple times:let f = \ x -> fib 20 + xin f 5 + f 6==> (\ x -> fib 20 + x) 5 + (\ x -> fib 20 + x) 6==> fib 20 + 5 + fib 20 + 6This restriction can be relaxed a bit more if the multiple occurrences are (singleoccurrences) in di�erent case branches. Since only one of the branches can betaken at a particular time, the expression cannot be evaluated more than once,although code has been duplicated:let v = fib 20 case e ofin case e of ==> True -> fib 20 + 2True -> v + 2 False -> fib 20 * 2False -> v * 2� do not inline updatable closures past lambda abstractions. The problem here isthat if the expression is inlined past the lambda abstraction it will be evaluatedas many times as the lambda abstraction is entered, and not only once as it wasbefore:let v = fib 20 let f = \ x -> x + fib 20in let f = \ x -> x + v ==> in f 3 + f 4in f 3 + f 4The evaluation of fib 20 is shared in the �rst expression, and therefore occursonly once, while in the second one it occurs twice, one for each call to f.Notice that the tagging of closures as being update or not is supplying us with infor-mation about which closures, if inlined indiscriminately, may cause work duplication(updatable closures) and which won't (non-updatable closures). The compiler can beregarded as performing an extremely simple form of \update analysis", by taggingfunctions and other weak head normal forms as non-updatable closures, and all otherclosures as updatable. More elaborate update analysis techniques can improve thisby �nding out some of the updatable closures that do not actually need to be updated[LGH+92, Mar93, MTW95, MOTW95]. Some of these analyses will detect lambdaabstractions which are guaranteed to be entered only once, and therefore inlining non



6.2. Basic inlining 133weak head normal forms into them cannot duplicate work, allowing some of thoseclosures to be tagged as non-updatable.These analyses have only recently become available [MTW95], and we do not makeuse of them in the work presented in this thesis.In summary, the major advantage of inlining comes from increasing the possibilityof other transformations being applied. But due to its possible code duplication(whenever the expression to be inlined occurs more than once) the decision to inlineshould be done only when there is a good chance that the transformations will actuallyoccur.In the next sections we will discuss some methods for taking this decision.6.2 Basic inliningAccording to the restrictions for inlining we discussed in the previous section, one cansee that there are a few basic cases in which inlining can be done safely, dependingon the form of the right hand sides of the bindings:� variables: let x = v in body =) body [v=x ]The transformation basically removes one level of indirection to the variable (vin this case):X saves the allocation of the closure for x , as we will not have to keep theoriginal de�nition.X saves the update to x if it is ever entered.X saves one enter, since if x was entered it would then enter the variable v ,but after inlining the variable is entered directly.One may also refer to this form of inlining as \copy propagation".� constructors:let x = MkInt 5 in body =) let x = MkInt 5 in body [(MkInt 5)=x ]The transformation basically removes one level of indirection to the constructor(MkInt 5 in this case). It also saves the allocation of the closure for x , if alloccurrences are inlined.



6.2. Basic inlining 134� expressions that occur only once (not inside a lambda), or functions that occuronly once: let x = �b 20 in x =) let x = �b 20 in �b 20ThisX saves the allocation of the closure for x ;X saves the update to x if it is ever entered;X may expose transformations, due to the new local context.Due to the syntax of the Core language, one can only inline these lets if theyoccur in a position where an expression is allowed, that is, we cannot inline ifthe variable occurs as an argument to a function, a constructor or a primitiveoperator:h y = let f = fib 20in g ff cannot be inlined, as the Core language does not allow for an expression tooccur as an argument. This does not cause any problems, since the only possibleadvantage of such an inlining would be to avoid allocating the closure too early,e.g. if it was used in only one branch of a case and was being allocated outsidethe case:h y = let f = fib 20in case y of1 -> g fn -> let v = y - 1in h vf would be allocated regardless of which branch is taken, although it wouldonly (possibly) be needed if the �rst branch was taken. We already deal withthis possibility with the oating inwards transformation in Chapter 5, thereforethere is no disadvantage in losing these possible inlining opportunities.Most compilers perform these simple forms of inlining, e.g. [KKR+86, Aug87, App92].



6.3. Inlining strategy 1356.3 Inlining strategyBy inlining function de�nitions with multiple occurrences we do not risk duplicatingwork, but we do risk duplicating code. Inlining functions often exposes not onlybeta-reductions, but many other transformations, especially case reduction (Section3.3.1). On the other hand we do not want to inline big functions many times just to�nd out that we only did a few beta-reductions, and therefore we are only saving thecosts of the function call.Every compiler uses its own method to assess which functions are worth inlining[App92], often based in some notion of \size" of the function being inlined, whichamounts to a way of counting the language constructs in the function. Then a notionof \discount" is introduced, which gives discounts to the size of the function on aoccurrence by occurrence basis [App92], according to a relation between its size andnumber of occurrences [Bee93] or other criteria. Finally if the discounted size issmaller than a given threshold, the function is inlined.The Glasgow Haskell Compiler, during occurrence analysis, records information aboutthe right hand side of functions regarding its size and whether the function scrutinisesany of its arguments (using a case, in its right hand side), and if so which ones. Thissupplies us with a rough estimate of how many case reductions we will get if in theplace the function is used it is given a constructor (or variable known to be bound toa constructor) as an argument:f x y z = case x of(a,b) -> case z of[] -> g b a y(v:vs) -> g vs b yIn this case we will record that we will get case reductions if, when f is inlined, weknow the constructor form of its �rst and third argument.Supplied with this information, the compiler then chooses, for each occurrence ofthe function in the program, whether inlining the function in that place will beworthwhile. This is done, given the size of the function, by discounting its sizefor each argument that is a constructor (or is known to be bound to a constructor)and which is scrutinised by the function. We then decide to inline it at that site if the\discounted" size is smaller than a given threshold. Therefore the cost of a particularinlining is calculated using the following formula:cost = size of function body � discounts from call site



6.3. Inlining strategy 136We will �rst describe how we calculate the cost of a function, in Figure 6.1.The only unusual de�nitions are the ones for cases:� if a case is scrutinising a variable we do not charge for that variable ((i) and(k)); this allows us to keep low the cost of such cases, which are particularlylikely to bene�t from any information we may get on that variable if we inlinethe expression.� primitive cases add no extra costs, just add the cost of its subexpressions ((i)and (j ));� algebraic cases add to the cost of its subexpressions a cost equal to the numberof constructors of the data type (confamilysize) it is scrutinising ((i) and (j )),e.g. it would add 1 for tuples and 2 for lists. This decision will become clearafter we describe the \discounting" system below.We then, at each call site, apply the following discounts:� number of arguments: we discount 1 for each argument the function is appliedto; this accounts for the beta-reductions we will get due to inlining.� we discount confamilysize, for each argument we know is bound to a constructorand we know we scrutinise; this accounts for the case reductions we know weare going to get from inlining the function, and the more case alternatives weeliminate by such a reduction the better, therefore the use of the confamilysize.We then proceed to compare the discounted size against a given inlining threshold,which can be set by a command line ag. If the discounted size is smaller than thethreshold we inline the function.The use of confamilysize when dealing with cases allows us to make the followingsort of distinction:f x y z = case x of(a,b) -> case z ofalt_1 -> E_1...alt_10 -> E_10
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C[[ ]] :: Expr ! Int(a) C[[k ]] = 1(b) C[[v ]] = 1(c) C[[C v1 : : : vn ]] = 1 + n(d) C[[op v1 : : : vn ]] = 1 + n(e) C[[�v1 : : : vn :E ]] = n + C[[E ]](f ) C[[�t1 : : : tn :E ]] = C[[E ]](g) C[[E v1 : : : vn ]] = n + C[[E ]](h) C[[E T ]] = C[[E ]](i) C[[case v of fprimalti -> Eigni=1]]= Pni=1 C[[Ei ]](j ) C[[case E of fprimalti -> Eigni=1]]= Pni=1 C[[Ei ]] + C[[E ]](k) C[[case v of falgalti -> Eigni=1]]= Pni=1 C[[Ei ]] + confamilysize(l) C[[case E of falgalti -> Eigni=1]]= Pni=1 C[[Ei ]] + C[[E ]] + confamilysize(m) C[[let fvi = Eigni=1 in E ]]= 1 +Pni=1 C[[Ei ]] + C[[E ]]Figure 6.1 Inlining: cost of an expression



6.4. Inlining recursive lets 138At a given call site, we would like to give a bigger discount if we have informationabout the constructor for the third argument (z) than if we know information aboutthe �rst argument (x). The fact that when calculating the cost of a case expressionwe also add confamilysize allows us to be sure that with a inlining threshold 0 we willnot get any inlining happening due to the inlining strategy1.These notions of \size" and \discounts" are rather arbitrary, but by varying theinlining threshold we can e�ectively increase the aggressiveness of the inlining strategy.The main advantage of our criteria as opposed to the usual strategy of deciding to\inline all functions of up to size n" is that this sort of criteria does not take intoaccount the possible increase of opportunities for other transformations, therefore oneoften ends up with inlinings that only save the function call overhead, but nothingelse. We also make our decision for each occurrence, rather than having one decisionfor all occurrences made beforehand.Our approach is more similar to the one used in [App92], where he also uses thenotions of cost of a function and discounts at each occurrence. His costs and discountfunctions, though, are much more elaborate than ours.The Glasgow Haskell Compiler also allows \inlinings" to be exported across modules,by including (pre-processed) function de�nitions in interface �les. This means that weare not limited to inlining within a module boundary. To avoid gratuitous exportingof all exported functions in a module, we impose the following limit on the discountedsize of a function being exported: supposing it gets all the discounts it can (i.e. it isapplied to all arguments it expects and we know the constructors of all arguments),if it still has size greater than 3 we do not export it. This limit was set based onthe default inlining threshold in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler, which is 3, and itprobably should vary together with the supplied inlining threshold, although we havenot experimented with varying it.6.4 Inlining recursive letsSelecting recursive lets for inlining must be done even more carefully, since we mayrisk non-termination by inlining them. For this reason, none of the implementationswe know of inline recursive lets. The optimisation we try to get from recursivelets is to reduce the number of bindings, by combining mutually recursive functions1The basic forms of inlining described in Section 6.2 may still happen, as the decision for theirinlining is not dependent on the notion of costs described in this section.



6.4. Inlining recursive lets 139whenever possible. The idea is that if a particular binding does not occur in its ownright hand side (that is, it is not self-recursive) it can be safely inlined, e.g.:let rec odd x = case x of1 -> True_ -> even (x-1)even y = case y of1 -> False_ -> odd (y-1)in ... odd ...===>let rec odd x = case x of1 -> True_ -> case (x-1) of1 -> False_ -> odd (y-1)in ... odd ...The criteria for selecting a particular function to be inlined, after knowing that itis not self-recursive, may be similar to the one adopted for non-recursive bindings,which we presented in previous sections.Notice that even without explicit recursion it is possible to obtain an in�nite sequenceof possible inlinings. Look at this example:data T = C (T -> T)f x = let g x = case x ofC f -> f xin g (C g)Here g (which is not recursive) can be inlined, but after inlining, beta-reduction andcase reduction give back the original expression! This is an example that indeedcauses the simpli�er to keep iterating (since we are always performing some simpli�-cations), and the only way of guaranteeing termination is by having a �xed maximumnumber of iterations.



6.5. Interaction with other transformations 1406.5 Interaction with other transformationsWe did not expect initially that increasing the inlining threshold would have anynegative e�ect in any program, except for increasing the code size.Actually, when increasing the threshold we were surprised twice by the inlining in-teracting with other transformations:� Floating inwards. This interaction was described in Chapter 5 (Section 5.1.5).Due to code duplication that occurs when inlining, some lets which originallywere being oated into other lets are now being left in an outer context (becausethey now occur in more places).� Full laziness. This interaction was described in Chapter 5 (Section 5.4.5). Theinlining and simpli�cations meant that some expressions that were being com-puted only once and shared were now being left inside lambdas, due to beingsimpli�ed to unboxed expressions.6.6 ResultsIn the following tables we have measured the e�ects of increasing the inlining thresholdwhen compiling our benchmark programs.Table 6.1 shows the e�ect on instructions executed as the inlining threshold is varied.The column labelled \o�" has inlining of functions turned o�, although inlining ofvariables and constructors still happens (but not expressions or functions that occuronly once). The column labelled \one occ." has the results for inlining expressions orfunctions that occur only once. It is clear that we start having diminishing returnsfor thresholds greater than 4, and that inlining expressions or functions that occuronly once is very important. The same is true for total heap allocation, presented inTable 6.2. Only for threshold 32 we have used our more aggressive oating inwardsstrategy, and this was the threshold that had the major increase in heap allocationdescribed in Chapter 5 (Section 5.1.5).Table 6.3 presents the e�ect of inlining on the object code sizes, which quite surpris-ingly does not go up signi�cantly with larger inlining thresholds. Compilation time(Table 6.6), on the other hand, is heavily a�ect by increasing the inlining threshold.The number of functions inlined (Table 6.4) and the number of case reductions (Table6.5) are also presented. When comparing the number of functions inlined and the



6.7. Conclusions 141number of case reductions the base column (from which the other ones are relativeto) is shown with the actual number of occurrences of each transformation. Noticethat inlining of constructors and variables are not included in these numbers.The results obtained by [App92] (from 6 programs) were of about 25% improvementfrom what we call \basic inlining", without a major increase in the object code size.After that he still gets up to 9% improvement, but with up to 25% increase in theobject code size. He does not mention the e�ect on compilation time.Our results are quite similar for \basic inlining", in which we get about 20% improve-ment, but we get another 20% with our inlining strategy, without major e�ects onthe object code size.6.7 ConclusionsTo our surprise we did not get code explosion when we incremented the inliningthreshold. On the other hand it seems that there is not much to be gained frominlining large functions, as can be seen by the increase in the number of functionsinlined with larger thresholds not being reected in a reduction in the number ofinstructions executed. Even though it is clear that there is some improvement (bylooking at the number of case reductions that occur), it is not enough to cause a majore�ect in the overall number of instructions executed. The increase in compilation timeseems to be too high to make it worthwhile to increase the threshold much more thanwe did.Currently the inlining threshold used by the Glasgow Haskell Compiler is 3, and itseems that this is a good compromise between compilation time and reduction ininstructions executed.It would be interesting in the future to investigate the e�ect of having the inter-module inlining limit set to the same level as the inlining threshold. This would allowmore inter-module inlining, although the possible increase in the interface �les' sizecould possibly have major e�ects in compilation time.



6.7. Conclusions 142InliningTotal Instructions Executedo� one thresholdprogram occ. 0 1 2 3 4 8 16 32mandel2 1.00 0.88 0.76 0.27 0.24 0.22 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19queens 1.00 0.67 0.51 0.44 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25primes 1.00 0.48 0.34 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30wave4main 1.00 0.46 0.43 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.26treejoin 1.00 0.61 0.47 0.41 0.39 0.37 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.32ida 1.00 0.79 0.63 0.48 0.44 0.43 0.44 0.42 0.37 0.39parstof 1.00 0.70 0.56 0.56 0.47 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.42 0.42sched 1.00 0.92 0.72 0.70 0.70 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.48maillist 1.00 0.58 0.54 0.53 0.53 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.46solid 1.00 0.95 0.85 0.50 0.55 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.50hpg 1.00 0.69 0.60 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.52 0.52 0.51 0.50mandel 1.00 0.81 0.73 0.60 0.56 0.54 0.54 0.53 0.51 0.49event 1.00 0.85 0.73 0.56 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55fluid 1.00 0.74 0.63 0.58 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.54 0.53 0.50reptile 1.00 0.69 0.65 0.63 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58rewrite 1.00 0.75 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.58 0.58 0.53 0.52 0.52hidden 1.00 0.83 0.64 0.62 0.60 0.59 0.59 0.54 0.54 0.54sorting 1.00 0.73 0.63 0.63 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59genfft 1.00 0.83 0.80 0.66 0.63 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61prolog 1.00 0.75 0.64 0.62 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60compress 1.00 0.75 0.72 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.62 0.63fft 1.00 0.86 0.85 0.68 0.65 0.63 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.57gen_regexps 1.00 0.73 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63wang 1.00 0.94 0.91 0.82 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63infer 1.00 0.74 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65lift 1.00 0.71 0.68 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.65cichelli 1.00 0.85 0.74 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.67 0.67gg 1.00 0.81 0.76 0.73 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.66 0.65knights 1.00 0.72 0.78 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.56transform 1.00 0.97 0.84 0.77 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.68pretty 1.00 0.77 0.77 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70boyer2 1.00 0.80 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.70 0.66 0.66 0.66typecheck 1.00 0.80 0.74 0.73 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.68 0.68comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.91 0.81 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73parser 1.00 0.80 0.75 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.71 0.71multiplier 1.00 0.89 0.84 0.81 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73clausify 1.00 0.82 0.82 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.71 0.71 0.71fft2 1.00 0.92 0.91 0.87 0.78 0.77 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76minimax 1.00 0.90 0.88 0.87 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78listcompr 1.00 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82listcopy 1.00 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83veritas 1.00 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.83 0.83boyer 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.92rsa 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98primetest 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99exp3_8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.46 0.34 0.27 0.24 0.22 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19Maximum - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Geometric mean - 0.79 0.72 0.65 0.62 0.60 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.58Table 6.1 Inlining: instructions executed



6.7. Conclusions 143InliningTotal Heap Allocatedo� one thresholdprogram occ. 0 1 2 3 4 8 16 32queens 1.00 0.32 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12wave4main 1.00 0.23 0.23 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.21primes 1.00 0.23 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14knights 1.00 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.15mandel2 1.00 1.02 0.88 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.20treejoin 1.00 0.37 0.34 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.34solid 1.00 0.94 0.82 0.39 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34ida 1.00 0.79 0.73 0.46 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.36infer 1.00 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35maillist 1.00 0.44 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.42 0.43cichelli 1.00 0.57 0.57 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.42parstof 1.00 0.97 0.44 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.38 0.38compress 1.00 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.51hpg 1.00 0.61 0.56 0.53 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50event 1.00 0.75 0.70 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52fluid 1.00 0.62 0.61 0.56 0.54 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.54 0.54sorting 1.00 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52boyer2 1.00 0.51 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.45 0.45 0.44gg 1.00 0.73 0.69 0.66 0.62 0.58 0.58 0.60 0.63 0.63reptile 1.00 0.59 0.61 0.61 0.56 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.59rewrite 1.00 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.60 0.60 0.51 0.50 0.50wang 1.00 0.89 0.88 0.78 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60parser 1.00 0.63 0.65 0.66 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61hidden 1.00 0.78 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.60 0.60 0.60prolog 1.00 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.62 0.61 0.63lift 1.00 0.67 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.65typecheck 1.00 0.64 0.64 0.62 0.61 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.63fft2 1.00 0.88 0.87 0.83 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66genfft 1.00 0.79 0.81 0.66 0.63 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.65sched 1.00 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66mandel 1.00 0.82 0.78 0.70 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.66pretty 1.00 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68clausify 1.00 0.59 0.59 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71minimax 1.00 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73gen_regexps 1.00 0.56 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74listcompr 1.00 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73multiplier 1.00 0.84 0.82 0.79 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.71 0.71comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.89 0.80 0.76 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.73fft 1.00 0.86 0.87 0.78 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74listcopy 1.00 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75transform 1.00 0.96 0.91 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75rsa 1.00 0.79 0.78 0.82 0.81 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.80veritas 1.00 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80primetest 1.00 0.79 0.79 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.83boyer 1.00 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91exp3_8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.18 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12Maximum - 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Geometric mean - 0.65 0.61 0.55 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.51 0.51 0.52Table 6.2 Inlining: heap allocated



6.7. Conclusions 144InliningBinary Sizeo� one thresholdprogram occ. 0 1 2 3 4 8 16 32compress 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.83fluid 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.87 0.91 0.94wave4main 1.00 0.94 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.87 0.90mandel2 1.00 0.63 0.60 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.58 0.59 0.59 0.62pretty 1.00 0.93 0.88 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.93wang 1.00 0.93 0.88 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.88 0.91boyer2 1.00 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.89comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.92fft 1.00 0.94 0.89 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.94fft2 1.00 0.94 0.89 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.89 0.91knights 1.00 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.90mandel 1.00 0.94 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.91rewrite 1.00 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.95clausify 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.91event 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.91exp3_8 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.89gg 1.00 0.95 0.90 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.93 0.98hidden 1.00 0.94 0.90 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.93 0.95ida 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.91listcompr 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.89listcopy 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.91minimax 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.90 0.92primes 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.89queens 1.00 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.89sched 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.89solid 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.92treejoin 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.91cichelli 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.92genfft 1.00 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.92infer 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.93maillist 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.90multiplier 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.90 0.94primetest 1.00 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.92prolog 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.92typecheck 1.00 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.92reptile 1.00 0.94 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.97sorting 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.91boyer 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.92gen_regexps 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.90 0.90 0.92hpg 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.98lift 1.00 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.90 0.91 0.95rsa 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.94transform 1.00 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.97parser 1.00 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.96parstof 1.00 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.97 1.01veritas 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.96 1.03Minimum - 0.63 0.60 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.58 0.59 0.59 0.62Maximum - 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.97 1.03Geometric mean - 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.92Table 6.3 Inlining: binary size



6.7. Conclusions 145InliningTotal Functions Inlinedo� one thresholdprogram occ. 0 1 2 3 4 8 16 32boyer 0.00 17 1.00 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.12 2.18 2.41 2.41prolog 0.00 157 1.09 1.19 1.23 1.24 1.27 1.27 1.30 1.34boyer2 0.00 83 1.24 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.40 1.89 1.94 2.00parstof 0.00 309 1.07 1.22 1.36 1.36 1.37 1.38 1.97 2.35hidden 0.00 390 1.10 1.31 1.34 1.39 1.40 1.48 1.54 1.56clausify 0.00 36 1.28 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.50 1.50 1.97infer 0.00 210 1.19 1.31 1.40 1.49 1.52 1.55 1.84 1.87minimax 0.00 49 1.27 1.45 1.45 1.49 1.49 1.90 2.00 1.96sorting 0.00 41 1.12 1.46 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.68hpg 0.00 484 1.14 1.25 1.39 1.51 1.62 1.65 1.71 1.78veritas 0.00 943 1.16 1.31 1.43 1.51 1.56 1.69 1.79 1.79fft2 0.00 81 1.12 1.28 1.48 1.54 1.57 1.62 1.64 1.69lift 0.00 135 1.18 1.41 1.48 1.56 1.68 1.74 1.87 1.89ida 0.00 105 1.25 1.43 1.51 1.63 1.75 1.80 1.97 2.58event 0.00 41 1.22 1.56 1.59 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.76 1.90comp_lab_zift 0.00 129 1.22 1.38 1.50 1.67 1.68 1.78 2.09 2.24genfft 0.00 69 0.96 1.23 1.43 1.68 1.68 1.72 2.01 2.30typecheck 0.00 48 1.00 1.40 1.65 1.69 2.02 2.25 3.08 3.25cichelli 0.00 89 1.24 1.52 1.60 1.71 1.72 1.82 1.83 1.94treejoin 0.00 45 1.27 1.53 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73queens 0.00 12 1.17 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75gen_regexps 0.00 22 1.14 1.32 1.55 1.77 1.86 1.86 1.86 1.86rewrite 0.00 133 1.31 1.53 1.58 1.78 2.02 2.57 2.84 3.10mandel 0.00 70 1.13 1.49 1.57 1.79 1.81 1.83 1.89 1.90multiplier 0.00 96 1.31 1.50 1.76 1.81 2.09 2.17 2.40 2.48fft 0.00 99 1.10 1.26 1.51 1.84 2.23 2.40 2.48 3.06listcompr 0.00 18 1.28 1.56 2.00 1.89 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17listcopy 0.00 18 1.28 1.56 2.00 1.89 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17gg 0.00 433 1.28 1.55 1.70 1.94 2.00 2.07 2.16 2.19transform 0.00 184 1.32 1.46 1.87 1.96 2.01 2.03 2.17 3.05parser 0.00 351 1.62 1.79 1.94 1.98 2.04 2.10 2.16 2.18knights 0.00 129 1.36 1.64 1.90 1.99 2.06 2.08 2.13 2.28reptile 0.00 325 1.15 1.50 1.86 2.04 2.04 2.21 2.33 2.62rsa 0.00 46 1.33 1.37 1.63 2.17 2.54 2.54 2.54 2.65primes 0.00 3 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.33 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67mandel2 0.00 58 1.22 1.57 2.12 2.38 2.90 2.86 3.19 3.07primetest 0.00 79 1.43 1.65 1.95 2.54 2.70 2.71 2.71 3.01fluid 0.00 507 1.40 1.85 2.27 2.55 2.63 2.82 3.00 3.07wave4main 0.00 134 1.08 1.75 2.24 2.59 2.74 2.78 3.14 2.88sched 0.00 36 1.86 1.86 2.08 2.78 2.83 2.83 3.08 3.17pretty 0.00 37 1.14 1.92 2.89 3.16 3.16 3.19 3.24 3.49exp3_8 0.00 6 2.17 2.50 3.00 3.67 4.00 4.33 4.33 4.00wang 0.00 29 1.21 1.48 2.48 4.07 4.48 4.52 4.97 4.97solid 0.00 61 2.33 3.05 3.69 4.44 4.92 5.13 5.16 6.08maillist 0.00 18 4.17 4.44 4.50 4.56 4.56 4.56 4.56 4.56compress 0.00 36 6.31 6.72 6.67 6.81 6.81 6.83 6.92 6.97Minimum 0.00 - 0.96 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.12 1.27 1.30 1.34Maximum 0.00 - 6.31 6.72 6.67 6.81 6.81 6.83 6.92 6.97Geometric mean - - 1.34 1.60 1.82 1.98 2.09 2.21 2.34 2.47Table 6.4 Inlining: Total Functions Inlined



6.7. Conclusions 146Inliningcase reductionso� one thresholdprogram occ. 0 1 2 3 4 8 16 32boyer 0.67 6 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00sorting 0.76 25 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.16 1.16 1.56clausify 0.36 14 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.79 2.14 5.50hidden 0.37 248 1.07 1.27 1.29 1.26 1.25 1.33 1.66 1.80lift 0.47 77 1.23 1.21 1.26 1.26 1.16 1.21 1.23 1.18minimax 0.47 34 1.29 1.35 1.35 1.35 1.35 2.59 2.94 3.44infer 0.51 41 1.29 1.17 1.20 1.39 1.39 1.44 2.07 2.10typecheck 0.59 27 1.00 1.41 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.63 1.63boyer2 0.17 53 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.70 2.45 2.45 2.79rewrite 0.51 81 1.47 1.48 1.48 1.58 1.58 1.86 1.93 2.35ida 0.37 78 1.21 1.47 1.59 1.62 1.68 1.71 1.94 3.21cichelli 0.33 30 1.43 1.90 1.97 1.70 1.70 1.67 1.87 1.90prolog 0.43 42 1.38 1.50 1.79 1.76 1.79 1.79 1.93 1.95parstof 0.13 138 1.28 1.42 1.91 1.91 1.91 1.91 3.14 3.37veritas 0.38 395 1.51 1.75 1.93 1.93 1.95 2.24 2.57 3.70primes 0.00 3 1.33 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00event 0.27 30 1.23 2.07 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.17 2.50fft 0.22 67 1.27 1.88 2.25 2.15 2.39 2.69 2.75 3.88listcompr 0.41 17 1.24 1.06 2.24 2.18 2.18 2.18 2.18 2.18listcopy 0.41 17 1.24 1.06 2.24 2.18 2.18 2.18 2.18 2.18fluid 0.30 419 1.41 1.76 2.26 2.20 2.25 2.29 2.43 2.61comp_lab_zift 0.57 63 1.49 1.75 2.13 2.22 2.24 2.17 2.17 3.22treejoin 0.47 17 1.47 1.94 2.24 2.24 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29multiplier 0.58 81 1.43 1.83 2.26 2.26 2.28 2.28 2.42 2.54gg 0.41 192 1.52 2.13 2.33 2.29 2.42 2.67 2.95 3.20mandel2 0.15 86 1.23 1.63 2.37 2.35 2.57 2.57 2.71 2.85hpg 0.34 100 1.19 1.38 2.14 2.39 2.58 3.01 3.23 3.42knights 0.28 89 1.62 2.16 2.42 2.40 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.92gen_regexps 0.73 11 1.55 2.18 2.82 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55wave4main 0.10 142 1.13 2.62 2.85 2.63 2.67 2.79 2.93 2.87fft2 0.00 19 1.89 1.89 3.00 2.74 2.84 3.11 3.11 3.16parser 0.25 112 2.12 2.41 2.79 2.77 2.85 3.12 3.43 3.79pretty 0.73 15 1.40 2.40 2.93 2.87 2.87 2.87 2.87 3.27primetest 0.26 61 1.59 2.36 2.89 3.11 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.52sched 0.50 42 2.26 2.55 2.67 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.24 3.88wang 0.58 19 1.16 2.26 4.32 3.32 3.32 3.32 3.16 3.16exp3_8 0.71 7 1.71 2.14 2.29 3.43 4.00 4.57 4.57 5.71mandel 0.14 7 1.43 3.00 4.14 3.43 3.43 3.43 3.86 4.86transform 0.51 53 2.25 2.53 3.40 3.43 3.43 3.47 3.47 11.72solid 0.59 63 1.41 3.02 3.71 3.49 3.67 4.43 4.37 5.79reptile 0.27 165 1.46 2.95 3.72 3.52 3.52 3.78 4.10 4.65compress 0.57 7 2.43 3.71 3.43 3.57 3.57 3.57 6.29 5.14queens 0.25 4 1.75 2.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75genfft 0.10 21 1.67 3.76 4.33 4.14 4.14 4.24 4.29 5.05rsa 0.21 14 2.21 2.43 4.00 4.71 4.14 4.14 4.14 4.71maillist 0.00 4 3.75 6.75 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75Minimum 0.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.16 1.16 1.18Maximum 0.76 - 3.75 6.75 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 11.72Geometric mean - - 1.46 1.89 2.28 2.29 2.31 2.51 2.69 3.12Table 6.5 Inlining: case reductions



6.7. Conclusions 147InliningCompilation timeo� one thresholdprogram occ. 0 1 2 3 4 8 16 32sched 1.00 0.86 0.77 0.75 0.77 0.80 0.77 0.76 0.79 0.80ida 1.00 0.92 0.87 0.80 0.84 0.86 0.91 0.92 1.02 2.34comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.83 0.77 0.78 0.75 0.87 0.88 0.89 1.14 1.83wave4main 1.00 0.89 0.89 0.76 0.75 0.87 0.81 0.86 1.04 1.24compress 1.00 0.91 0.76 0.83 0.83 0.89 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.96solid 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.88 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.93maillist 1.00 0.90 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.93 0.86 0.89 1.03 1.02fft 1.00 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.98 1.76genfft 1.00 1.01 0.95 0.98 1.00 0.97 0.97 1.05 1.13 1.52listcompr 1.00 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.94 1.00 0.95 0.97 0.99 1.02clausify 1.00 0.99 0.97 1.02 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.05 1.16 1.40mandel2 1.00 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.92 1.01 1.04 1.15 1.35 1.41event 1.00 1.02 0.98 0.96 0.98 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.05 1.26multiplier 1.00 1.08 1.03 1.11 1.02 1.03 1.12 1.16 1.25 1.34typecheck 1.00 0.93 1.02 1.06 0.94 1.03 1.03 1.15 1.20 1.19infer 1.00 0.92 0.95 1.05 1.02 1.04 1.05 1.10 1.21 1.28rewrite 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.08 1.04 1.04 1.08 1.16 1.68 1.89fluid 1.00 0.93 0.97 1.00 0.88 1.05 1.00 1.06 1.01 1.23sorting 1.00 0.89 0.94 1.07 1.04 1.07 1.04 1.07 1.09 1.23treejoin 1.00 0.91 0.94 1.09 1.06 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.08 1.16gg 1.00 0.94 0.94 1.01 0.99 1.08 1.04 1.11 1.21 1.29listcopy 1.00 0.94 0.94 0.99 1.01 1.08 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.08reptile 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.07 1.06 1.08 1.05 1.11 1.21 1.35wang 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.03 0.99 1.08 1.08 1.18 1.24 1.31hidden 1.00 0.94 0.98 1.08 1.07 1.09 1.08 1.23 1.31 1.36hpg 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.09 1.10 1.17 1.22 1.31lift 1.00 0.93 0.96 1.02 1.04 1.09 1.09 1.19 1.27 1.31mandel 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.03 1.02 1.09 1.12 1.15 1.22 1.36gen_regexps 1.00 0.98 1.07 1.05 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.14 1.49knights 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.09 1.06 1.10 1.10 1.16 1.23 1.37prolog 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.07 1.04 1.10 1.12 1.12 1.26 1.28boyer2 1.00 0.97 1.02 1.09 1.05 1.11 1.08 1.18 1.21 1.29boyer 1.00 0.97 1.04 1.07 1.04 1.12 1.07 1.13 1.16 1.18cichelli 1.00 0.97 0.98 1.06 1.05 1.12 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.42pretty 1.00 0.97 1.04 1.08 1.08 1.12 1.10 1.14 1.27 1.32minimax 1.00 0.94 1.02 1.09 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.20 1.27 1.45exp3_8 1.00 1.08 1.05 1.09 1.09 1.14 1.14 1.27 1.28 1.41fft2 1.00 0.99 1.03 1.16 1.10 1.14 1.13 1.18 1.23 1.47queens 1.00 0.99 1.13 1.08 1.11 1.14 1.14 1.18 1.25 1.37primes 1.00 0.97 0.99 1.13 1.10 1.16 1.24 1.16 1.28 1.43primetest 1.00 0.93 1.01 1.09 1.11 1.16 1.22 1.23 1.29 1.45veritas 1.00 0.99 1.10 1.14 1.14 1.16 1.12 1.14 1.21 1.18parstof 1.00 1.59 1.26 1.24 1.17 1.19 1.17 1.27 1.38 1.34rsa 1.00 1.02 1.01 1.11 1.08 1.22 1.25 1.37 1.42 1.49parser 1.00 1.04 1.19 1.25 1.41 1.36 1.47 1.50 1.81 1.11transform 1.00 1.07 1.43 1.42 1.29 1.61 1.50 1.57 1.55 1.24Minimum - 0.83 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.77 0.76 0.79 0.80Maximum - 1.59 1.43 1.42 1.41 1.61 1.50 1.57 1.81 2.34Geometric mean - 0.97 0.98 1.02 1.01 1.06 1.06 1.11 1.19 1.31Table 6.6 Inlining: compilation time



Chapter 7The static argumenttransformation and lambda lifting
In this chapter we present two transformations that are almost the inverse of eachother:� the static argument transformation tries to remove redundant arguments torecursive function calls, turning them into free variables in those calls;� the lambda lifting transformation adds extra arguments to function de�nitions,i.e. it turns free variables into extra arguments so that the function can thenbe lifted to the top level.As we will see, each of them has its advantages and disadvantages, and we will tryto get the bene�ts from both by allowing these two seemingly incompatible transfor-mations to work together.7.1 The Static argument transformationSome recursive functions receive arguments that are always passed unchanged in therecursive calls. One example of such a function is foldr:foldr f z l = case l of[] -> z(a:as) -> let v = foldr f z asin f a v148



7.1. The Static argument transformation 149The f and z arguments are used in the recursive call unmodi�ed and in the sameposition. They are what we call static arguments. A simple transformation couldmodify the above de�nition to avoid passing the static arguments in the recursive call,by de�ning a local function that does the same recursion with the static argumentsas free variables:foldr f z l = let foldr' l' = case l' of[] -> z(a:as) -> let v = foldr' asin f a vin foldr' lThis version has the following properties:X It reduces the number of arguments passed in the recursive calls. This meansthat less arguments are pushed in the stack at each recursive function call.X It exposes the possibility of inlining the function, as it is not recursive anymore(although it contains a recursive function in its body).X It decreases the number of free variables of the v closure from 3 (f, z and as)to 2 (foldr' and as). In implementations like the STG machine this decreasesthe closure size, which is related to the number of free variables. Before thetransformation any closure with a recursive call has the static arguments as freevariables. After the transformation the static arguments are not free variables ofthe closure anymore, but the new local recursive function is a new free variable.For one static argument the number of free variables is reduced by one (thestatic argument) and increased by one (the new recursive function), thereforethe number of free variables is unchanged. For two or more static argumentsthe number of free variables removed (the static arguments) is greater than thenumber of free variables introduced (always one, the new recursive function).This only applies if the recursive call occurs in a closure, not if it occurs as atail call.X if we had subexpressions that only referred to f and z we could, by using thefull laziness transformation, lift those subexpressions out of the recursive loop,therefore avoiding recalculating its value at each iteration.� It introduces an extra closure for the local recursive function.



7.1. The Static argument transformation 150Actually some abstract machines used for the implementation of functional languagesneed lambda lifting (Section 7.2), which will undo the static argument transformation,and therefore only the advantage of increasing inlining opportunities would apply.The G machine [Joh83], for example, needs lambda lifting, as it cannot handle localfunction de�nitions. We will return to this point later in the chapter, and for themoment we will assume this is not the case (as in the STG machine).The reduction in the number of free variables in the closures inside the functionde�nition may have a much greater impact in heap usage than one may initiallysuspect in implementations in which the size of a closure is related to the number offree variables, like the STG. Let us analyse our example in more detail. v's closure inthe example has {f,z,as} as free variables, but after the transformation it has only{foldr',as}. The extra closure after the transformation (foldr'), will be allocatedfor every call to foldr (foldr', has {f,z,foldr'} as free variables). But in therecursive calls we use less heap, as v's closure is smaller.Let us compare two di�erent patterns of calls to the foldr function:� If we called foldr 100 times with a list of 5000 elements one might think itwould use less heap without the local de�nition, since there was 1 less closurein its de�nition (foldr'). It indeed performs 100 less heap allocations becauseof that. But as the size of v's closure is 4 bytes bigger (in the Glasgow HaskellCompiler) due to the extra free variable, the original version allocates 2Mb ofextra heap (100 calls � 5000 elements � 4 bytes), although doing a smallernumber of allocations (100 less).� now suppose we make 500000 calls to foldr, but the list happens to be emptyfor all these calls. In this case we will be paying the cost for the allocation offoldr' 500000 times, which gives us 500000 more heap allocations, increasingthe heap consumed by 500000 � size of foldr' closure. Since no recursive callsoccur (due to the lists being empty), we are paying all this cost and savingnothing. Actually there is even the cost for the extra call to foldr'.The advantages of the transformation as one can notice by the above example arevery dubious, as they will vary from program to program. We will discuss this againwhen we present our measurements of the transformations' e�ect in section 7.1.2.A few other important observations are:� the heap usage change does not happen when we have one static argument (likein map) as the closures will have the same number of free variables (assumingthe transformation occurs in the top level):



7.1. The Static argument transformation 151map f bs = case bs of(a:as) -> let v = f aw = map f asin v : w==>map f bs = let map' bs = case bs of(a:as) -> let v = f aw = map' asin v : win map' bsThe closure for w had f and as as free variables (as top level de�nitions like mapare not counted as free variables) and after the transformation the closure forw contains map' and as as free variables.If the de�nition of map was a local de�nition (and therefore map would be countedas a free variable) we would be already reducing the number of free variablesby one.� The change in the number of free variables only occurs if the recursive call isdone inside another closure. For tail calls there is no such a change:f a b = case a of0 -> bn -> let v = n - 1 in f v b==>f a b = let f' a = case a of0 -> bn -> let v = n - 1 in f vin f' aAlthough b is static there is no change in the free variables since no closuresare built for the recursive call.7.1.1 The algorithmThe algorithm in the case of a single recursive binding proceeds as follows:� Record the name of the � bound variables in the function right hand side.



7.1. The Static argument transformation 152� For every recursive call of the binder record whether this call repeats any argu-ments in the same place as they were in the function de�nition.� For all arguments which are static (same position) in the recursive calls we mayde�ne a local recursive function which uses such arguments as free variables.This de�nition's right hand side is the original right hand side with calls tothe original de�nition replaced by calls to the new de�nition with the staticarguments removed, and the body of this newly introduced letrec is a call tothe new recursive function with the same arguments it received less the staticones. At this point the original de�nition is not recursive anymore.Example:f v1 : : : vk : : : vn = : : : f a1 : : : vk : : : am : : :=)f v1 : : : vk : : : vn= let b f 0 v1 : : : vk�1 vk+1 : : : vn = : : : f 0 a1 : : : vk�1 vk+1 : : : am : : :in f 0 v1 : : : vk�1 vk+1 : : : vnFor partial applications of f the same can be applied as far as the static argument isstill passed as an argument.Now the de�nition of f is not recursive, and the criterias used to decide whether toinline or not a non-recursive de�nition can be applied to it.For mutually recursive functions the same can be individually applied to each binding,but the functions are still mutually recursive. Advantage can be taken by the fact thatthe de�nitions that have been transformed are not self recursive1 anymore, thereforethey may be inlined. The transformation should be applied to one binding, thenthe binding is (possibly) inlined (in the other bindings) and then the transformationapplied again. This is because, after inlining, the other functions may become selfrecursive again.The best way to perform this transformation for sets of mutually recursive functionsis probably by doing abstract interpretation to keep track of which arguments arestatic. In the following example the two last arguments of g and h are static, but to�nd that one has to keep track of the names of the arguments in the recursive calls:f a = let g a b c = b + h (a-1) b ch d e f = d + g (d-1) e fin g 5 a a + h 6 a a1By self recursive we mean that the binder occurs in its own right hand side. The function stillis obviously recursive as other functions in the same mutually recursive set call it.



7.1. The Static argument transformation 153One could end up with a de�nition likef a = let g a b c = let g a = b + h (a-1)h d = d + g (d-1)in g ah d e f = let g a = b + h (a-1)h d = d + g (d-1)in h din g 5 a a + h 6 a awhich introduces a lot of code duplication. For our purposes we believe that the riskof code explosion is not worth the gains from doing the transformation for sets ofmutually recursive functions. For other purposes, like improving strictness analysisas discussed in the next section, this might be worthwhile.7.1.2 ResultsFor the nofib programs we �rst tried to perform the static argument transformationwith any number of static arguments (\always" column in Table 7.1). The resultswere not very promising, because most of the opportunities for the transformationwere for functions with one static argument, as we can see in Table 7.2, and in thesecases the gain from reducing the number of arguments in the recursive call by onewas probably not enough to compensate for the extra closure allocated and the extracall.We then decided to restrict the static argument transformation to cases were we hadtwo or more static arguments, as in these cases the potential gains are bigger. Theresults, shown in the column labelled \2+" in the same table, present the improve-ments in instructions executed, although the results for heap allocated were mixed.We knew this could be the case, since we are indeed always creating an extra clo-sure. Restricting the static argument transformation even more (only doing it if wehave three or more static arguments) reduces the improvement, and therefore is toorestrictive, as shown by the column labelled \3+" in Table 7.2.Unfortunately this transformation does not seem to improve many programs. But itwas quite a surprise that it could have such a signi�cant e�ect in any of the benchmarkprograms at all, as we never expected many instances of it to be present in programs.It is also a very simple and cheap transformation to perform, therefore it might be agood idea to have it available in an optimising compiler.



7.1. The Static argument transformation 154
static argument transformationTotal Instructions Executedstatic argument transf.program never always 2+ 3+treejoin 1.00 0.90 0.90 1.00comp_lab_z 1.00 0.96 0.96 1.00genfft 1.00 1.02 0.98 1.00mandel2 1.00 0.98 0.98 1.00listcompr 1.00 1.03 0.99 1.00listcopy 1.00 1.02 0.99 1.00wang 1.00 1.01 0.99 1.00boyer 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00cichelli 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00clausify 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00compress 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00event 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00exp3_8 1.00 1.04 1.00 1.00fft2 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00fluid 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00gen_regexps 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00hidden 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00ida 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00infer 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00knights 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00maillist 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00minimax 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00multiplier 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00parstof 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00primes 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00prolog 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00queens 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00reptile 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00rewrite 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00sched 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00transform 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00typecheck 1.00 1.04 1.00 1.00veritas 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00wave4main 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00solid 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.0111 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.90 0.90 1.00Maximum - 1.05 1.01 1.01Geom. mean - 1.00 1.00 1.00

static argument transformationTotal Heap Allocatedstatic argument transf.program never always 2+ 3+multiplier 1.00 0.94 0.93 1.00treejoin 1.00 0.97 0.97 1.00genfft 1.00 1.03 0.99 1.00wang 1.00 1.01 0.99 1.00boyer 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00boyer2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00cichelli 1.00 1.15 1.00 1.00clausify 1.00 1.14 1.00 1.00compress 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00event 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00fft2 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00fluid 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00hidden 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00hpg 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00ida 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00infer 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00knights 1.00 1.08 1.00 1.00lift 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00listcompr 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00listcopy 1.00 1.04 1.00 1.00maillist 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00minimax 1.00 1.08 1.00 1.00parser 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00pretty 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00prolog 1.00 1.07 1.00 1.00queens 1.00 1.30 1.00 1.00reptile 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00rewrite 1.00 1.07 1.00 1.00sched 1.00 1.06 1.00 1.00sorting 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00transform 1.00 1.04 1.00 1.00typecheck 1.00 1.13 1.00 1.00veritas 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00wave4main 1.00 1.04 1.01 1.01comp_lab_z 1.00 1.06 1.04 1.00parstof 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.05solid 1.00 1.07 1.07 1.079 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.94 0.93 1.00Maximum - 1.30 1.07 1.07Geom. mean - 1.04 1.00 1.00Table 7.1 static argument transformation: instructions executed and bytes allocated



7.1. The Static argument transformation 155programs Static arguments1 2 3 4 5exp3_8 3queens 1event 5 1 1fft 3 1genfft 3 1ida 3 3 1listcompr 1 1listcopy 1 1parstof 8 3 1sched 3solid 3 2 1typecheck 3 1wang 1 1comp_lab_zift 8 4 1transform 15 1wave4main 1boyer 2cichelli 8clausify 2 1knights 4 1

Static arguments1 2 3 4 5mandel 4mandel2 1 1minimax 2multiplier 10 4 1pretty 1rewrite 9 2sorting 3treejoin 3 1compress 1 1fluid 1gg 18hidden 1 1hpg 3 1infer 2lift 6parser 2 1prolog 3reptile 7 4rsa 1 1veritas 30 8 2 26 other programs 0 0 0 0 0Table 7.2 Static argument count7.1.3 Related workThe static argument transformation is similar to the analysis/transformation de-scribed in [CD91] for deciding when high order arguments can be e�ectively removedby transforming function de�nitions and then specialising the functions. In fact whathe describes consists on conditions to decide whether the recursive high order argu-ment could be eliminated by inlining (unfolding) the de�nition and then folding. Aswe rely only on inlining, as folding is a rather more complicate and expensive processto automate, we initially apply a transformation on the original function to (possi-bly) expose opportunities for inlining/specialisation. This achieves similar results,although with slightly more restricted applications.The way static argument transformation can be used to remove high order argumentsfrom functions is (whenever possible) by transforming the functions with high orderarguments using the static argument transformation (the high order arguments arekept in the non-recursive part) and then inlining all the non-recursive functions withhigh order arguments. This can be used by a strictness analyser to reduce high order-ness of the code being analysed, and therefore get better analysis results. Although



7.2. Lambda lifting 156for a compiler we have seen that we cannot remove the recursion (and therefore bene�tfrom) the transformation for sets of mutually recursive function, a strictness analyserdoes bene�t from that.This procedure is used in [Sew94] to increase the scope of �rst-order analyses, andthus the number of programs for which a �rst-order analysis gives useful results.A transformation that at �rst sight seems very similar to the static argument trans-formation is lambda dropping [Dan95], but a closer look shows that there are majordi�erences between what we and [Dan95] do. [Dan95] always starts with a lambdalifted program, and is concerned about restoring the block structure of programs,therefore he does not introduce de�nitions that were not in the original program in�rst place, but only restores the original structure.Appel independently suggested the same transformation for the SML-NJ compiler[App94], with the aim of helping in the inlining of recursive functions. He also pointsout the advantages for the purpose of removing invariants from a loop (similar tothe e�ect we achieve with full laziness), and presents some other bene�ts related toclosure representations and register allocation in his compiler. He achieves an averageof 5% improvement over 10 programs, with a maximum of 11%.7.2 Lambda liftingLambda lifting is a transformation that eliminates free variables from function def-initions by passing them as arguments. After this is done, as the functions do nothave free variables anymore, they can be \lifted" to the top level [Joh85, Hug82].Therefore after lambda lifting all the function de�nitions are in the top level, in theform of supercombinators [Hug82]. This is an essential transformation for some im-plementations of functional languages in which all function de�nitions have to be inthe top level, like the G-machine [Joh83].In the STG machine lambda lifting is not needed, but is there any advantage inperforming lambda lifting in the context of the STG machine?The answer to this question, as we will see, is sometimes yes, to save closure allocation.A simple example would be:f x z = let g y = y * xin case x of1 -> g z



7.2. Lambda lifting 157n -> let x' = x - 1z' = g zin f x' z'in this example the closure for the function g is allocated at each iteration of f. Alambda lifted version would be:$g x y = y * xf x z = case x of1 -> $g x zn -> let x' = x - 1z' = $g x zin f x' z'in which the free variables of the function g (in this case x) is abstracted, that is,becomes an argument, and then as g has no remaining free variables it can be movedto the top level. All calls to g now needs an extra argument for the abstracted variable.In this case we only allocate g once, although we have two possible disadvantages totake in consideration:2 the free variables in closures that mention the lifted function are modi�ed.Actually we get an extra free variable for each abstracted variable (unless theywere already free variables of that closure) less one: the lifted function, whichdue to the fact that it is now a top level declaration is not counted as a freevariable anymore. In our particular example the closure for z' now has x andz as free variables, as opposed to g and z before.� one extra argument has to be passed at each call to g.But there are cases in which the disadvantages far outweight the advantages, andtherefore we should not do the transformation:� we may have to abstract too many variables in which the number of extraarguments and possible increase in the size of closures would often be morecostly than the savings form allocating the function closure once.� if a variable occurs in an argument position we will not gain anything, since wewill still have to create a closure for the partial application, e.g.:



7.2. Lambda lifting 158f x z = let g y = y * x $g x y = y * xin case x of f x z = let g' = $g x1 -> (g, g z) in case x ofn -> let ===> 1 -> (g', $g x z)x' = x - 1 n -> letz' = g z' x' = x - 1in f x' z' z' = $g x zin f x' z'We had to create a new let-binding (g') that is left in place of g, thereforewe will not save a closure allocation. Actually, since g' is a partial application(which is an updatable closure) this will make it even worse in performance.� a similar problem with partial applications occurs if the function occurs on itsown, as is sometimes the case in the STG machine, where we have to let-bindall lambda expressions:f x z = ... let g y = y * x ===> $g x y = y * xin g f x z = ... $g xAlthough we do eliminate the local de�nition, we end up creating a new partialapplication ($g x), which may cause the function to actually execute slowerthan before.When experimenting with lambda lifting we noticed that if we did not restrict thelambda lifting in these three aspects, we were getting worse results with lambda liftedcode than with non-lambda lifted code. This leads us to conjecture that implemen-tations that do have to perform lambda lifting, and therefore cannot be selective likewe can, may actually pay a heavy penalty in performance.But we also have another di�culty in performing lambda lifting in our implementa-tion: it does the opposite of the static argument transformation, which we discussedin the previous section and found to be a useful transformation. Therefore one maythink that if lambda lifting is to be performed the advantages of the static argumenttransformation should not apply, as lambda lifting would undo that transformation.Actually, as we will discuss in Section 7.3, by being even more selective on whichfunctions we lambda lift we can still keep the bene�ts from the static argumenttransformation, e.g. by lambda lifting only non-recursive functions. For the rest ofthis section we will ignore the interaction of the static argument transformation andlambda lifting and analyse the e�ect of performing lambda lifting on its own.



7.2. Lambda lifting 159In summary, our selective lambda lifter has the following e�ect:� It increases the number of arguments passed in the recursive calls. This meansthat more arguments are pushed in the stack at each function call.X It increases the possibility of inlining the function (if it is non-recursive), sincethe size of its body is reduced by removing any local function de�nitions.2 It may increase the number of free variables for the closures which contain callsto functions that are being lifted. Actually the increase occurs if the functionbeing lifted had more than one free variable, as if it had only one this would becompensated by the fact that after the lifting the function becomes a top levelvariable and therefore will not be a free variable anymore. This e�ect does notoccur if the calls are tail calls, as there will not be a closure containing the call.X It removes closures for all the local functions that have now moved to the toplevel. This means that these closures will be created only once (in the toplevel) and shared. If a function de�nition (f ) occurred inside another function(g) which was called n times, this would save n allocations of the function (f )closure.Just like in many other transformations, one can easily get examples which behavebetter or worse with lambda lifting. Therefore only by measurements one might getto the conclusion of whether on average it is a good idea or not to perform lambdalifting.Algorithms for performing lambda lifting are well known and presented for examplein [Joh85], [Pey87], [PL91b], therefore we will not present an algorithm here.7.2.1 ResultsWe measured the e�ect of lambda lifting on the nofib benchmark programs with thecriteria of abstracting up to 4 variables. The number of instances of lambda liftingopportunities to abstract more than 4 variables is very small, as show in Table 7.3,and we also start getting diminishing returns beyond that point. Table 7.4 presentsthe e�ects of lambda lifting, including an \always lambda lift" option, showing theimportance of having a selective lambda lifter. The other columns show the e�ectsof our selective lambda lifter, varying then maximum number of abstracted variablesallowed.



7.3. Combining static argument transformation and lambda lifting 160Selective Lambda Liftingabstracted arguments0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9non-recursive functions 1 7 3 - - - 2 - - 1recursive functions 25 187 100 23 13 7 3 2 2 -Table 7.3 Selective lambda lifter: count distributionOne can see the disadvantage of always lambda lifting, as we expected. But the e�ectof our selective lambda lifting was quite disappointing.7.3 Combining static argument transformation andlambda liftingAlthough the static argument transformation and lambda lifting are seemingly incom-patible transformations, we have seen that for each of them there are programs thatcan be improved by applying these transformations. We also know that by applyingone after the other will undo its e�ect, unless we are selective enough to avoid thisinterference, by lambda lifting only those de�nitions whose performance is improvedby so doing. Presumably such de�nitions were not created by the static argumenttransformation, since if so the latter transformation would have made things worse.We performed various experiments in which we perform the static argument transfor-mation and then tried to make the lambda lifter selective enough to avoid undoing thee�ects of the static argument transformation. Initially we were too selective, disal-lowing the lambda lifting of recursive functions, for example, which removed virtuallyall the bene�ts of lambda lifting in the programs in the nofib benchmark, althoughkeeping the bene�ts of the static argument transformation.We eventually decided to use our selective lambda lifter with an extra restriction:only lambda lift recursive functions if we are going to abstract only one argument.This way we will not be interfering with the recursive functions introduced by thestatic argument transformation, which we know are improving the code.The overall e�ect was again quite small, but we managed to get some extra bene�tfrom selectively lambda lifting after the static argument transformation, as show inTable 7.5.
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lambda liftingTotal Instructions Executedlambda liftingselectiveprogram o� always � 1 � 2 � 3 anylift 1.00 1.21 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98prolog 1.00 1.31 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98hidden 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99infer 1.00 1.04 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99parser 1.00 1.26 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99queens 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99typecheck 1.00 1.18 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99boyer 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00compress 1.00 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00fft 1.00 1.17 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00fft2 1.00 1.17 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00fluid 1.00 1.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00gen_regexp 1.00 1.24 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00genfft 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00gg 1.00 1.11 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00hpg 1.00 1.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00ida 1.00 1.16 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00knights 1.00 1.48 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00maillist 1.00 1.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00mandel 1.00 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00minimax 1.00 1.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00parstof 1.00 1.37 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00primes 1.00 1.32 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00reptile 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00rewrite 1.00 1.37 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00solid 1.00 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00sorting 1.00 1.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00veritas 1.00 1.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00wave4main 1.00 1.15 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00cichelli 1.00 1.08 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0116 progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98Maximum - 1.48 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01Geom. mean - 1.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

lambda liftingTotal Heap Allocatedlambda liftingselectiveprogram o� always � 1 � 2 � 3 anycichelli 1.00 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89prolog 1.00 1.02 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.93typecheck 1.00 1.06 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.96hidden 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.97lift 1.00 1.17 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.97queens 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.97boyer2 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98fluid 1.00 1.01 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98infer 1.00 1.10 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98clausify 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99event 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99knights 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99reptile 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99rewrite 1.00 1.14 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99transform 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99wave4main 1.00 1.10 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99boyer 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00compress 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00fft2 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00gen_regexp 1.00 1.13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00gg 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00hpg 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00ida 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00mandel 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00minimax 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00parser 1.00 1.08 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00parstof 1.00 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00solid 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00veritas 1.00 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00fft 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01maillist 1.00 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01sorting 1.00 1.13 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.0114 progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.90 0.98 0.95 0.91 0.89Maximum - 1.17 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01Geom. mean - 1.03 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99Table 7.4 lambda lifting: instructions executed and bytes allocated
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static argument transformationand lambda liftingTotal Instructions ExecutedSAT o� SAT 2+ SAT 2+program LL o� LL o� LL ontreejoin 1.00 0.90 0.90comp_lab_zift 1.00 0.96 0.95genfft 1.00 0.98 0.97mandel2 1.00 0.98 0.98lift 1.00 1.00 0.99listcompr 1.00 0.99 0.99listcopy 1.00 0.99 0.99parser 1.00 1.00 0.99prolog 1.00 1.00 0.99typecheck 1.00 1.00 0.99wang 1.00 0.99 0.99cichelli 1.00 1.00 1.01solid 1.00 1.01 1.0133 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.90 0.90Maximum - 1.01 1.01Geom. mean - 1.00 0.99

static argument transformationand lambda liftingTotal Heap AllocatedSAT o� SAT 2+ SAT 2+program LL o� LL o� LL oncichelli 1.00 1.00 0.89multiplier 1.00 0.93 0.93prolog 1.00 1.00 0.96typecheck 1.00 1.00 0.96treejoin 1.00 0.97 0.97boyer2 1.00 1.00 0.98genfft 1.00 0.99 0.98lift 1.00 1.00 0.98clausify 1.00 1.00 0.99comp_lab_zift 1.00 1.04 0.99fluid 1.00 1.00 0.99hidden 1.00 1.00 0.99infer 1.00 1.00 0.99knights 1.00 1.00 0.99listcompr 1.00 1.00 0.99listcopy 1.00 1.00 0.99reptile 1.00 1.00 0.99rewrite 1.00 1.00 0.99transform 1.00 1.00 0.99wang 1.00 0.99 0.99wave4main 1.00 1.01 1.00parstof 1.00 1.05 1.05solid 1.00 1.07 1.0723 other progs. 1.00 1.00 1.00Minimum - 0.93 0.89Maximum - 1.07 1.07Geom. mean - 1.00 0.99Table 7.5 static argument transformation and lambda lifting: instructions executedand bytes allocated



7.4. Conclusion 1637.4 ConclusionThe e�ects of the two transformations presented in this chapter were quite surpris-ing, as they were exactly the opposite of what we were expecting when we startedexperimenting with them:� the static argument transformation, which we initially did not expect to havemuch impact on the performance of programs, turned out to be quite importantfor some of the programs in our benchmarks.� for lambda lifting we already expected that to get some bene�ts we would needto do it selectively. But we eventually got two unexpected results: �rst the nega-tive impact of un-selective lambda lifting is much bigger than we �rst suspected;and second the e�ect of our selective lambda lifter was quite disappointing.This leads us to conclude that implementations techniques that depend on lambdalifting are probably paying a heavy penalty for that, and furthermore cannot takeany bene�t from performing the static argument transformation.On the other hand, implementations that do not need lambda lifting probably wouldnot bene�t much from lambda lifting, even selectively. They could bene�t from havingthe static argument transformation as an optimising transformation.



Chapter 8Related work
In this chapter we describe how program transformations are typically used in func-tional languages. We also compare the transformations presented in this thesis withprogram transformations used in other compilers, including lazy and strict functionallanguages' compilers, as well as imperative languages' compilers.8.1 Programmer-assisted program transformationThe term \program transformation" is often used to describe a program developmenttechnique, in which one starts from a clear but ine�cient speci�cation (or program)and by the use of semantics preserving source-to-source program transformation onegets to a more obscure but fast program. As an intermediate step of the process theprogram may even become less e�cient. The gains obtained by using these techniquesare usually big, sometimes even changing the time and/or space complexity of theprogram.Much of the work on program transformation in functional languages is based on thework on fold/unfold transformations by Burstall and Darlington [DB76, BD77]. Butthese (usually semi-automatic) systems are quite dependent on programmer assistanceand often need an eureka step, that is dependent on the speci�c program that one istrying to transform.Although many tools for using these techniques have been developed (e.g. [Fea82,Fir90]), they are intended to be assisted by the programmer, and therefore cannot beregarded as automatic program transformation tools.164



8.2. Automatic program transformations 165As we are only concerned with automatic program transformations in this thesis, wewill not discuss these non-automatic methods any further.8.2 Automatic program transformationsAutomatic program transformations, which are the ones we are interested in, can befully automated and therefore possibly incorporated into compilers. The gains areusually not as big as the ones from non-automatic methods, usually improving theprograms by small constant factors. Many of the code optimisation techniques ofimperative languages' compilers can be seen as automatic program transformations[ASU87].Other characteristics that distinguish this approach from the non-automatic one are:� the transformation process is not \creative": the system can only use the trans-formation rules it knows about;� the sequence in which transformations are applied in prede�ned;� the improvements are often small in the sense that a transformation rarelychanges the complexity of a program, but improves it by a small constant factor;Some more recent work tries to describe the entire process of compilation by successiveprogram transformations [Kel89, Kra88, FLM91, App92]. The source language istranslated to an intermediate language based on the lambda calculus, which is thentransformed up to the point where it can be run on the target machine. One of theadvantages of this process is that the correctness of the compiler comes from using onlysimple source-to-source transformations, which can be shown to be correct. E�cientoutput comes from using many transformations to simplify the program during thecompilation process. Actually, some of the work in this area uses the compilationby transformation approach exactly for the purpose of obtaining not only e�cientcompilation, but also to prove the correctness of the compilation process by provingcorrect the individual transformations e.g. [Wan82, FLM91].



8.3. Program transformations in functional languages' compilers 1668.3 Program transformations in functional languages'compilersProgram transformation is often extensively used in the process of compiling func-tional languages. It is mainly used in the following contexts:� when compiling functional languages it is a standard technique to transformthe source language to a subset of it, which is still a functional language, al-though much simpler. This subset is often an enriched lambda calculus [Chu41,Wad71, Bar84]. This process of simplifying the language is called desugaring.It transforms out some of the syntactic constructs of the language that can beexpressed in terms of other simpler constructs. The process of desugaring is of-ten described as a source-to-source transformation [HMM86, Pey87]. Examplesof such transformations are{ compilation of pattern matching [Aug85, Wad87]{ compilation of list comprehensions [Aug87, Pey87]{ compilation of overloading [PJ93, Aug93].� another way in which program transformation is used during the compilationprocess occurs when the program needs to be transformed in order to be com-piled using a given implementation technique. Examples of this kind of trans-formation are{ the lambda lifting transformation [Hug82, Joh85, PL91b], which is nec-essary when compiling a program to supercombinator form [Hug82], e.g.when compiling for the G-machine [Joh85].{ Continuation Passing Style (CPS) translation [Kra88, FLM91, App92].� other automatic program transformations are used solely to improve the e�-ciency of functional programs, and are therefore optional to the compilationprocess. The program transformations we discuss in this thesis fall into thiscategory. Examples of such program transformations are:Deforestation. A source of ine�ciency of functional languages is that the styleof programming it advocates results in the creation and traversal of inter-mediate data structures during the evaluation of a program. Trying toimprove on this, techniques to avoid creating and traversing these inter-mediate data structures have been researched. One of these techniques is



8.4. Lazy functional languages' compilers 167deforestation, which is an automatic transformation to eliminate interme-diate data structures from a program [Chi90, Wad90, GLP93, Gil95].Transformations based on strictness information. An important optimi-sation for lazy functional languages is the transformation of call-by-need(lazy) to call-by-value (strict). This is only possible with the use of strict-ness analysis [Myc81], which gives information on what expressions can beevaluated strictly (more e�cient) and still keep the same semantics. Theuse of the information obtained by strictness analysis can also be presentedas program transformations [PP93, HB93].High order removal. The removal of high-order functions is also anotherplace where source-to-source transformations are used [CD91]. The goalthis time is not only to improve e�ciency, but also to improve the e�cacyof other transformations or analysis techniques, like strictness analysis.Unboxed values. Being able to express unboxed values in the intermediatelanguage [PL91a] makes possible that some optimisations that are usu-ally regarded as code-generation optimisations to be expressed as programtransformations.Full laziness. Full laziness tries to increase the sharing of data in a program,therefore reducing the number of times an expression is re-evaluated. It isdescribed in [Hug82, Hug83, PL91b], and we also discuss it in Chapter 5.Small local transformations. Apart from these transformations, there aremany simple ones that are widely used by various functional languages'compilers. These usually consist of simple identities that allow a less e�-cient expression to be replaced by a more e�cient one. The transformationswe describe in Chapter 3 fall in this category.8.4 Lazy functional languages' compilersIn this section we compare the transformations we use with the ones used in someother lazy functional languages' compilers.8.4.1 The Chalmers LML/HBC compilerThe optimisations performed by the Chalmers LML/HBC compiler described in[Aug87] are:



8.4. Lazy functional languages' compilers 168� constant folding;� �-reduction;� dead code removal;� case reduction;� inlining of functions occurring just once;� case of case (implemented in the code generator).We perform all of these transformations. We do not know of any analysis on thee�ects of these transformations in this compiler.8.4.2 The FAST compilerSome optimisations used on the FAST (Functional programming on ArrayS of Trans-puters) compiler (developed at the University of Southampton) are presented in[HGW91]. The optimisations are:� CAF lifting: this transformation amounts to the full laziness transformations(Section 5.2), but restricted to only oat CAFs to the top level, which is preciselyone of the things we try to avoid, due to the risk of space leaks (Sections 5.2.2and 5.2.3).� Specialisation: creates specialised version of high order functions, trying toimprove strictness analysis results. We could achieve the same e�ect by usingthe static argument transformation for functions with high order functions, andlater inlining these functions.� Inlining: the criteria used for inlining is not to inline in an argument position,but no details are given on whether there are other criteria based on the size ofthe expression being inlined, or the number of occurrences.� Strictness analysis: to save closure allocation/updates.� Cheap eagerness: also to reduce closure allocation and updates.� Boxing Analysis: similar to what is done by the worker-wrapper transformation.The analysis of the e�ects of the optimisations are based on 5 programs, and concludesthat they bene�t most from strictness analysis and boxing analysis.



8.5. Strict functional languages' compilers 1698.4.3 The Sto�el compilerIn [Bee93] the transformations used in the Sto�el [Bee92] compiler are presented andanalysed. They include the ones from the FAST compiler described above, plus whatwe call \case merging" (Section 3.3.3), and he uses a di�erent function for performinginlining decisions.His bene�ts come mostly from inlining and CAF lifting.8.5 Strict functional languages' compilersIn this section we compare the optimisations used in a state-of-the-art strict func-tional language compiler (SML-NL) [App92] with the ones present in a lazy functionallanguage compiler. The use of the SML/NJ Compiler also allows us to compare ourapproach to the use of CPS (Continuation Passing Style) for optimisation and codegeneration, as is the case of SML/NJ.These transformations are a superset of the ones presented in other works on CPS-based compilation (e.g. [KKR+86, Kra88, Kel89])8.5.1 Continuation passing styleContinuation-passing style (CPS) is a program notation that makes every aspect ofcontrol ow and data ow explicit.Here is an example of the translation of a program into CPS style, taken from [App92]:prodprimes n = case n of1 -> 1_ -> case isprime n ofTrue -> n * prodprimes (n-1)False -> prodprimes (n-1)This function computes the product of all primes less than or equal to a positiveinteger n. The translation into CPS gives us the following program:prodprimes n c = case n of1 -> c 1_ -> let k b = case b of



8.5. Strict functional languages' compilers 170True -> let j p = let a = n * pin c am = n - 1in prodprimes m jFalse -> let h q = c qi = n - 1in prodprimes i hin isprime n k
In this program c, k, j and h are continuation functions, i.e. they express \whatto do next", turning what was the return from a function call into simply anotherfunction call.For more details on CPS one could refer to [App92] where the technique is describedas well as how its characteristics are exploited in the SML/NJ compiler.[FSDF93] shows that the bene�ts of compilation using CPS can be obtained by usingsome source-to-source transformations, which he calls A reductions, which name in-termediate results. He then shows the equivalence of the two compilation strategiesand claims that the language of A-normal forms is a good intermediate representationfor compilers. The Core language we use is very similar to the A-normal form, as wealways name closures using lets. This means that our approach should be able toachieve the same bene�ts of compilation using CPS.As we will see, most of the optimisations done in the CPS are similar to the ones weuse when optimising by program transformation. The approach is similar to ours ingeneral terms:� the process iterates up to the point where very few optimisations are performed.This is a consequence of the fact that each transformation may expose moreopportunities for other transformations.� the optimisations are carefully chosen so that their interaction do not incur innon-termination, which is possible if one transformation is followed by anotherthat turns the code back to the way it was.� the optimisations make extensive use of heuristics, and try to use inexpensiveanalysis techniques, so that they will not impose much overhead in compilationtime.



8.5. Strict functional languages' compilers 171� the process relies on small optimisations that interact to produce more complexoptimisations.In this section we will compare some of the optimisations described by Appel [App92]with the ones we use in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.8.5.2 �-contractionThis consists of inlining functions used only once, therefore exposing opportunitiesfor �-reductions to take place. In the Glasgow Haskell Compiler we do the same aspart of our inlining strategy.8.5.3 case reductionThere are two instances of this transformation in [App92]:� constant folding of SWITCH operator, which eliminates SWITCHes (cases) whenit is scrutinising a known value; and� constant folding of SELECTs from known records: whenever a variable whichis statically bound to a record is the operand of a selection operation, theexpression can be eliminated and directly replaced by the selected �eld of therecord.These are similar to our case reduction transformation:let v = C1 a1 a2in ... case v of ==> let v = C1 a1 a2C1 v1 v2 -> E1 in ...E1[a1/v1,a2/v2]...8.5.4 Dead variable eliminationRemoves unused variables (bindings) from the program. In SML, due to the strictnessof the language and its non-functional extensions, this optimisation has to be carefulnot to remove code that modi�es the store or raises an exception, as it would beevaluated even if there were no references to the variable. For lazy languages it issu�cient that there are no references to the variable. This is discussed in section8.6.3.



8.5. Strict functional languages' compilers 1728.5.5 Argument atteningThe argument attening optimisation improves the way arguments are passed tofunctions. Functions with arguments passed in a tuple are modi�ed so that the tupleconstructor itself is not built or scrutinised. This is achieved whenever all calls tothe function pass an explicit tuple, that is, explicitly mention the tuple constructor.The e�ect is similar to what one would get by the following transformation is a lazylanguage:let f (a,b) = ...f (v1,v2)... ==> let f a b = ...f v1 v2...in ...f (v3,v4)... in ...f v3 v4Due to the semantics of lazy pattern matching we cannot always guarantee in a lazylanguage that the tuple argument will be \unboxed", that is, whether any of itscomponents will be needed. Therefore we cannot remove the tuple constructor anddirectly pass the arguments. If (due to strictness analysis) we can be sure that thetuple argument will be evaluated we can perform a similar transformation.This may be regarded, in a restricted way, as similar to avoiding extra boxing andunboxing operations as described in [PL91a] (worker-wrapper transformation).8.5.6 Dropping unused argumentsThis is a slightly more complicated instance of dead variable elimination. It removesfunction arguments that are not used in the function body from the argument list,and consequently removes the respective arguments in the call sites. The worker-wrapper transformation [PL91a] handles this transformation in the Glasgow HaskellCompiler.8.5.7 �-expansion�-expansion is �-contraction of functions called more than once, that is, inlining func-tions used more than once in their call sites, trying to expose more local optimisations.Due to the (possible) code duplication this is done by heuristically selecting whichfunctions should be expanded (inlined).Inlining was discussed in Chapter 6, therefore we will not repeat here the issuesdiscussed in that chapter.



8.5. Strict functional languages' compilers 1738.5.8 �-reductionThe SML compiler performs �-reduction:f a b c = g a b c =) f = gThe Glasgow Haskell Compiler does not perform eta reduction explicitly, but for suchsimple functions our inlining strategy will choose to inline them, achieving in mostcases1) together with �-reduction the same result.8.5.9 UncurryingThe uncurrying transformation tries to transform curried functions into functionsthat receive tuples as arguments, as SML can treat this more e�ciently:f a b c = : : : =) f (a,b,c) = : : :This can be done whenever all calls to the function passes the number of argumentsit requires, therefore there are not partial applications of the function. In a lazylanguage we have no gain in doing this transformation, as we would in fact introducean extra constructor (the tuple) to be matched.This may look exactly the opposite transformation to the one we described in Section8.5.5. The di�erence is that in Section 8.5.5 we know that all calls to the functionpass a tuple as argument, therefore it is explicit that there are no partial applications.Here we would expect that there could be a partial application of the function, andthe implementation of these partial applications using CPS is ine�cient. Thereforewhat is intended is to get to the uncurried version so that attening 8.5.5 can beeventually applied.This is a major di�erence in the two approaches, as in lazy functional languagescurrying is extensively used and therefore must be supported e�ciently by the un-derlying model of evaluation. In SML it is more e�cient to use tuples and thereforethe transformation is worthwhile. In lazy functional languages one would rather usethe opposite transformation, avoiding the use of the (tuple) constructor wheneverpossible. This would be a valid transformation whenever the argument was strict(guaranteed to be evaluated), due to the semantics of (lazy) pattern matching.1whenever the call to f is saturated, that is, has as many arguments as its arity.



8.5. Strict functional languages' compilers 1748.5.10 HoistingHoisting tries to move bindings to reduce or expand the scope of individual de�nitions.The Glasgow Haskell Compiler achieves the same e�ect with the local let oatingtransformation and with full laziness, where inner lets are oated to increase theirscope and (possibly) expose opportunities for other transformations:let f x = let v = ... let v = ...in ...v... ==> in let f x = ...v...in ...f...f... in ...f...f...After the transformation v will not be evaluated every time f is called, as in theoriginal de�nition. Actually, SML would not oat v out of a lambda, because thenv would be evaluated regardless of f being entered. This is true only in a strictfunctional languages, as in a lazy language although we would be allocating a closurefor v, we would only evaluate it if it is ever used. In SML one may oat lets out oflets and out of applications. It is also possible to oat lets out of single branch cases,but one has to be careful that the let being oated does not have any side-e�ectingexpressions, that could a�ect the program behaviour if performed in a di�erent order.Another possibility is to hoist downwards, for example, if a de�nition is used in asingle branch it could be oated to that branch only:let v = ... if c then let v = ...in if c then ...v...v... ==> in ...v...v...else ... else ...in a strict context this would avoid the evaluation of v when the condition c wasfalse. In a lazy context this would only save the allocation of the closure for v, sinceit would only be evaluated if needed.As SML is a strict language, many opportunities for hoisting can be taken whichare only be possible in a lazy functional language in the presence of a strictnessinformation, since they are valid only in a strict context, e.g.:f (case v of (a,b) -> a) ==> case v of (a,b) -> f aas if f did not use its �rst argument v would not be evaluated in the �rst expression,but would be evaluated in the second one (in a lazy context).Here again many of the complications of the algorithm for hoisting are due to theimpure characteristics of SML, like assignment and exceptions, which introduce theneed for extra restrictions when hoisting.



8.5. Strict functional languages' compilers 1758.5.11 Common subexpression eliminationThe risks of common subexpression elimination in a functional language are discussedin the section related to the same optimisation in imperative languages (Section 8.6.1).SML overcomes part of the problem by looking for common subexpressions only whenone expression dominates the other, that is, it is inside the scope of the other. Thisway it would �nd common subexpressions likelet v = [1..1000]in sum v + sum [-1000..1] + prod [1..1000]=)let v = [1..1000]in sum v + sum [-1000..1] + prod vbut would not try to get a common subexpression out of the following code:sum [1..1000] + sum [-1000..1] + prod [1..1000]A space leak may still occur, as before the common subexpression elimination thespace used by v could be reclaimed after the evaluation of sum v and be (possibly)reused when evaluating sum [-1000..1]. After the transformation it can only bereclaimed after prod v is evaluated.We have not investigated this transformation, but similarly to what we do for the fulllaziness transformation, the risk of space leak can be reduced by restricting the typesof expressions that are commoned up.8.5.12 Closure conversionThis transformation turns free variables in closures into arguments. This is identicalto lambda lifting [Joh85] in lazy functional languages.8.5.13 E�ect of the transformationsAppel [App92] analysed the e�ect of the transformations used in the New JerseySML Compiler, in which he found that the most important ones were the inliningof functions called only once, dead variable elimination and case reduction (actually\constant folding of SELECTs from known records").



8.6. Imperative languages' compilers 1768.6 Imperative languages' compilersOptimisations for imperative languages can be divided into three categories:� local transformations. Many of the optimisation techniques in imperative lan-guages take part in the so called Basic Blocks and are referred to as LocalTransformations, as they use local context information. A Basic Block is a se-quence of consecutive statements in which ow of control enters at the beginningand leaves at the end without halting or branching except at the end.� global transformations. Global optimisations use data-ow analysis to extendthe local optimisations to a global context as well as introduce a few moreoptimisations. These extra optimisations, as we will see, are mostly related tooptimising loops and procedure calls.� peephole optimisations. If we go closer to code generation we get to a set ofvery local and specialised transformations, called peephole optimisation. Hereagain we can easily �nd similarities with procedures on optimising functionallanguages.Some optimisations can be included in more than one of these categories, as manylocal transformations, for example, can be extended to be applied using global contextinformation. When this is the case we will discuss it only once, commenting onpossible di�erences if used as a local or global transformation.In this section we will discuss some optimisations in each of these classes. Most ofthem are extensively described in [ASU87].8.6.1 Common subexpression eliminationCommon subexpression elimination tries to locate places where the same expressionis used more than once in a basic block, and eliminate these multiple evaluations.a = b + c v = b + cd = b - c =) a = ve = b + c d = a - cf = e + c e = vf = e + cIn the example above b + c is a common subexpression as it is assigned to a and toe. Therefore instead of recomputing it, we can compute it once (and assign it to a



8.6. Imperative languages' compilers 177new variable v) and replace its occurrences directly by that variable. Later, as wewill see, this code can be further optimised via copy propagation.The optimisation is more complicated than it might initially seem, as one has to checkwhether any of the variables in the common subexpression is modi�ed between theoccurrences. When optimising between basic blocks (global optimisation) it is evenharder to keep track of whether the two common expressions can be eliminated, dueto multiple entry points to the blocks.On the functional world we do not have the notion of assignment and therefore itis much easier to keep track of whether an expression is a common subexpressionor not, as the \values" (bindings) of a variable do not change. In fact assuming wehave unique names in the program (no name is used more than once), which is oftenthe case in later stages of the compilation of functional languages, whenever the samesyntactical expression occurs it can be regarded as a common subexpression, thereforeit becomes much easier to detect one when it occurs.On the other hand, common subexpression elimination in functional languages mightnot always be good, as it might drastically change the space behaviour of a programby causing so called \space leaks". These might be introduce whenever a large datastructure becomes shared due to common subexpression elimination, and thereforeits space which before was reclaimed by garbage collection now cannot be reclaimeduntil its last reference is used. To illustrate the problem the following program createsthree times a list with 1000 elements, which after being used by prod (product of alist) and sum (sum of a list) has its space immediately reclaimed, therefore it could(possibly) use the same space when creating the three lists.sum [1..1000] + sum [1000..2000] + prod [1..1000]If [1..1000] is regarded as a common subexpression one could transform this pro-gram to:let l = [1..1000]in sum l + sum [1000..2000] + prod land in this case the space allocated for the list will not be available when evaluatingsum [1000..2000], but can only be reclaimed after the evaluation of prod l is over2.2assuming left to right evaluation of the sum.



8.6. Imperative languages' compilers 1788.6.2 Copy propagationCopy propagation consists of eliminating the assignment of values in a variable toother variables, by substituting occurrences of the latter by the former, as in theexample below: v = b + ca = v v = b + cd = a - c =) d = v - ce = v f = v + cf = e + cThe optimisation presents some di�culties to be used in a global framework, that is,between basic blocks. The problems arise due to the fact that if (for example) therewas a jump to the e = v statement from a di�erent point in the program (it wouldnot be a single basic block anymore) then it could possibly not be true that f wouldget the right value after the transformation. A similar transformation can be used inthe functional framework, without the extra di�culties presented above, as there isno notion assignment in (pure) functional languages:let v = b + c let v = b + cin let a = v =) v + bin a + b8.6.3 Dead code eliminationThis tries to locate portions of the code that cannot be accessible during the programexecution, and can therefore be removed. For example:S1 S1goto L1 =) goto L1L2 : S2 L1 : S3L1 : S3If there are no jumps to L2 then it cannot be reached, as the instruction before it isan unconditional jump. Therefore it can be removed.Similarly in functional languages sometimes a de�nition is not used at all, thereforeit can be removed in the same way:let v = E =) a + bin a + bsince v is not used it can be removed.



8.6. Imperative languages' compilers 1798.6.4 Algebraic transformationsAlgebraic transformations use algebraic properties of operators to replace more ex-pensive computations by less expensive ones. This includes, for example, the use ofidentity properties for + and * operators in expressions like x + 0 and x * 1 to re-place them by x. Also, the optimisation called constant folding falls in this category,and consists of eliminating some run-time computations of operations on constantsby their results, e.g. replacing 5 + 3 by the constant 8.As the same properties are valid in functional languages, it can be similarly used inthe functional framework.8.6.5 Code motionCode motion tries to remove invariant computations out of loops, therefore avoidingits recomputation for every iteration. The following transformation presents the basicconcept: for i := 1 to 10 do begin x := �b(20) ;x := �b (20) ; =) for i := 1 to 10 do begink := k+ x k := k+ xend endClearly computing the value of x does not depend on any variable modi�ed in the loop,therefore it need not be computed for every iteration, but can be computed only oncebefore the loop executes, which considerably reduces the overhead for every iteration.In the functional framework iterations are done using recursion, and a similar trans-formation that removes invariant computation out of loops is the full laziness trans-formation (Section 5.2). Similarly it �nds out computations which do not depend onthe variables used in the recursion and oats these computations out of the loop. Oneexample of a transformation that would be carried out by full laziness transformationis: letlet x = �b 20f v = if v = 11 f v = if v = 11then 0 =) then 0else f (v+ 1) + �b 20 else f (v + 1) + xin f 1 in f 1Here similarly after the transformation fib 20 is only computed once. One of thedrawbacks of this transformation is that we may again have a space leak, like in



8.6. Imperative languages' compilers 180the common subexpression elimination. It would arise, in this case, if the \value"oated outside of the loop is a structure which allocates a large amount of memory,which would only be freed in the end of the loop, and would be recomputed for everyiteration otherwise. Again, this is basically a space/time trade o�, since on has theoption of computing the value only once and keeping longer the space used by it orrecomputing it and reclaiming the space sooner.8.6.6 Loop unrollingLoop unrolling consists of reducing the number of iterations a loop executes andtrying to get some local optimisations on the unrolled code and (possibly) delayjump instructions (specially useful for pipelined machines). In the following examplewe see the e�ect of unrolling the loop once, therefore halving the number of iterations.for i := 1 to 10 step 2 do beginfor i := 1 to 10 do =) x := x * i;x := x * i x := x * (i + 1)endIn functional languages a similar e�ect is obtained by inlining recursive de�nition,therefore reducing the number of recursive calls. An example of that is the de�nitionbelow, which is inlined (unrolled) once.fact xfact x = if x < 1= if x < 1 =) then 1then 1 else x * (if (x-1) < 1else x * fact (x-1) then 1else (x-1) * fact (x-2))8.6.7 Procedure inliningProcedure inlining consists of heuristically selecting some (usually small) proceduresto be inlined, that is, every call to the procedure is replaced by the actual code of theprocedure. This aims to save time by eliminating the overhead of these procedurecalls and increasing the opportunity for other optimisations, as the procedure codeis now exposed to local context information and therefore to more optimisations. Ofcourse this must be done to speci�c and small procedures, since excessive inlining caneasily lead to a large increase in code size due to code duplication.



8.6. Imperative languages' compilers 181In the functional framework this idea is similarly used in the concept of inliningfunction de�nitions. There is the same risk of code explosion due to excessive codeduplication, but done in a controlled way similar bene�ts can be obtained, as oppor-tunities for local optimisation should appear.8.6.8 Procedure cloningProcedure cloning is quite similar to procedure inlining, but tries to reduce the codeduplication by sharing the code. Instead of inlining the procedure whenever it iscalled, one tries to match characteristics of di�erent call sites and generate specialisedversions of the procedures, for example, for di�erent arguments [CHK92]. The ideauses similar techniques used in partial evaluation.In functional programming the techniques of partial evaluation can also be applied.The technique can also be used, for example, to reduce the extra overhead imposed byoverloading in languages like Haskell. In this case, di�erent versions of functions canbe generated for speci�c contexts (types) in which they are used. This technique isdiscussed in [SP92], where whenever a function is used always with the same context(type) it is replaced by a speci�c (non-overloaded) version of the function.8.6.9 Redundant instruction eliminationRedundant instruction elimination tries to avoid redundant loads and stores to mem-ory locations of data that is or could be kept in a register. In a sequence of instructionslike:store R0 memload R0 memwhich stores the contents of register R0 to a memory location and then loads thevalue of the same memory location in the same register, clearly we can eliminate thesecond instruction, since the register already contains the data.We sometimes achieve a similar e�ect by avoiding redundant boxing and unboxingoperations, with the case reduction transformation. Consider the expression x + x,which in Core language becomes:case x ofMkInt a# -> case x of



8.6. Imperative languages' compilers 182MkInt b# -> case (a# +# b#) ofr# -> MkInt r#Since we are unboxing x twice, we could remove the extra unboxing of x and obtaina more e�cient version:case x ofMkInt a# -> case (a# +# a#) ofr# -> MkInt r#8.6.10 Flow of control optimisationFlow of control optimisation is a peephole optimisation which, for example, tries tooptimise jump instructions whose destinations are also jump instructions.goto L1 goto L2... =) ...L1 : goto L2 L1 : goto L2in the functional framework a similar optimisation can be achieved directly by copypropagation, for example, or combining �-reduction and copy propagation. In ade�nition likelet f x = g x let f = gin : : : f : : : f : : : =) in : : : f : : : f : : : =) : : : g : : : g : : :it is clear that the calls to f will simply add an extra indirection level to a call to g.�-reduction gives us the �rst transformation, and copy propagation does the rest.



Chapter 9A Cost Semantics
A way of proving a transformation's correctness is by presenting expressions beforeand after the transformation is applied and then showing that the two forms aresemantically equivalent, e.g. using denotational semantics [Sch86].But for the class of transformations we are interested in (code improving programtransformations) we would like to prove not only that the transformations are correct,but also that they are indeed improving the code.All the transformations we have presented were suggested by our intuitions aboutwhat constitutes an optimisation. Although we have discussed and measured thee�ects of the transformations we presented, we would like to have a more abstractand implementation independent way of proving that we are indeed reducing (ormaintaining) the evaluation costs. Ideally this formal framework for reasoning aboutoptimising transformations should:� be abstract enough to be tractable;� be concrete enough to model sharing and the cost of evaluating expressions.In this chapter we use a natural (operational) semantics for the lazy lambda calculus(based on the one presented in [Lau93]), extended with the notion of cost, to performsuch proofs for some of the transformations we presented in Chapter 3. We de�ne acost relation and show examples of transformations that preserve or reduce costs.An important property of such an relation would be that it is contextual, i.e. that iftwo expressions e1 and e2 are related then, under any arbitrary context C [�], C [e1]is related to C [e2]. We do not provide such a proof for our cost relation here, as183



9.1. A cost semantics 184we later found out that such a proof is directly related to a a known open problemin general [PS93]. We discuss this in Section 9.2.3. Nonetheless we believe that theidea of associating costs to a semantics in the form we suggest is a useful tool inunderstanding the e�ciency aspects of transformations.9.1 A cost semanticsThe cost semantics we use is based on the natural semantics presented in [Lau93],extended with the notion of costs associated with the rules. This allows us not onlyto prove the correctness of the transformations we present, but also prove that atransformation preserves, reduces or increases the cost of evaluating an expression.We believe these notions of costs are abstract enough not to be restricted to a speci�cimplementation technique, but apply to lazy functional languages in general.Judgements have the form:� : e +n � : zmeaning that under a heap � (binding variables to expressions) the expression ereduces, with cost n, to a heap � and a weak head normal form expression z .The main di�erence from the original semantics is the notion of cost (annotation on+), which is incremented when a particular rule is applied. The costs we use are:� A, the cost of using the application rule.� V , the cost of evaluating a variable.� U , the cost of an update.� L, the cost of allocating a closure in the heap.� C , the cost of evaluating a case expression.� O , the cost of a basic operation.One can argue that some of these costs are too abstract. Indeed some of them mayactually vary according to many factors (e.g. the cost of a closure allocation maydepend on the number of free variables of the closure), but one of our aims is exactlyto have an abstract notion of costs! We also believe that one can easily make thesecosts more concrete and still use the semantics to reason about the e�ects of programtransformations.



9.2. The cost relation .e 185
� : Ck v1 : : : vl +0 � : Ck v1 : : : vl Constructor� : �x :e +0 � : �x :e Lambda� : e1 +m � : z1 � : e2 +n � : z2� : e1 � e2 +m+n+O � : z1 � z2 Basic Operation� : e +m � : �y :e 0 � : e 0[x=y ] +n � : z� : e x +m+n+A � : z App Application� : e +n � : z(�; x 7! e) : x +V+U+n (�; x 7! z ) : ẑ UVar Updatable Variable� : e +n � : z(�; x 7! e) : x +V+n (�; x 7! e) : ẑ NUVar NonUpdatable Variable(�; x1 7! e1) : e +n � : z� : let x1=e1 in e +n+L � : z Let Let� : e +m � : Ck v1 : : : vl � : ek [vi=xi ]li=1 +p � : z� : case e of fCi x1 : : : xqi -> eigni=1 +m+p+C � : z Case Case9.2 The cost relation .eSince call by need semantics is just a more e�cient implementation of call by namesemantics, the existing de�nitions of equivalence of expressions evaluated using callby name can be used directly to prove the correctness of program transformations inlazy functional languages.But since call by need semantics has an inherent notion of e�ciency, we need to makethe cost of evaluation of an expression (or the sharing of evaluation, as in [MOTW95])an observable property of any notion of equivalence.Our goal is to establish a \less than" relation, .e , between semantically equivalentexpressions, whose intuitive meaning is



9.2. The cost relation .e 186e1 .e e2 i� evaluating e1 is less expensive than evaluating e2.9.2.1 Observational cost relationBut what the relation .e actually means? Ultimately we want it to be an observa-tional cost relation:e1 .obs e2 if for all closing boolean contexts C [ ] and heaps �, � : C [e1] +m �0 : truei� 9�00:� : C [e2] +n �00 : true and m � n.This de�nition (without the condition the m � n) is used to de�ne observationalequivalence [RP94], on which this de�nition is based.9.2.2 Direct cost relationBut the quanti�cation over all contexts makes it very di�cult to prove that twoexpressions are in the .obs relation. Therefore we seek a more direct de�nition of.e . In this section we develop such a de�nition, and in Section 9.2.3 we discuss thequestion of proving that .e implies .obs .Of course the cost of evaluating e1 and e2 depends on the value of their free variables,so we start by de�ning that an expression e1 is related to another expression e2 ifand only if, given an arbitrary heap, the two heap-expression pairs are related undera .he relation:De�nition 1 e1 .e e2 if 8�:(�; e1) .he (�; e2)We then proceed to de�ne the .he relation for the heap-expression pairs. The .herelation is co-inductively de�ned, based on similar de�nitions used for de�ning ap-plicative bisimulation for pure functional languages [Gor93].First we de�ne a relation .he for heap-expression pairs in which the expression in inweak head normal form:De�nition 2



9.2. The cost relation .e 187(�1; �x :e1) .he (�2; �x :e2) if 8e:((�1; x 7! e); e1) .he ((�2; x 7! e); e2)The de�nition above implicitly implies that dom �1 = dom �2, since we do notrestrict e to be a closed expression (if the two domains are di�erent it is enough topick e to be a variable not in the intersection to make the de�nition to be false).De�nition 3(�1;C a1 : : : an ) .he (�2;C b1 : : : bn ) if 8i 2 f1; : : : ;ng:(�1; ai ) .he (�2; bi )Now we need a de�nition of .he relation when the expression is not in weak headnormal form.A failed attemptOur �rst idea was to use a relation identical to the one often used when de�ningapplicative bisimilarity, but extended with comparisons for the cost of the evaluationof the expressions:De�nition 4.a
(�1; e1) .he (�2; e2) if 8�1;�2;m;n; z1; z2:0BBBB@ �1 : e1 +m �1 : z1 ^ �2 : e2 +n �2 : z2=)m � n^(�1; z1) .he (�2; z2) 1CCCCAAlas this de�nition is clearly not enough from what can be observed by comparingthe two programs below:let w = ein \x -> w + 1let w = ein \x -> e + 1



9.2. The cost relation .e 188clearly in a context where the lambda expression is shared and evaluated multipletimes the �rst one is cheaper, since e will only be evaluated once. An example of sucha context would belet f = let w = ein \ x -> w + 1in f 1 + f 2let f = let w = ein \x -> e + 1in f 1 + f 2But using the relation we de�ned above this di�erence is not noticed if we look at theexpressions out of context. Actually the �rst one is considered to be more expensiveas it includes a variable lookup and update, while the latter does not. The di�erenceonly arises if the expression is shared.A second attemptTo solve the problem presented above we introduce an alternative version of the costrelation for expressions, which basically demands not only the cost of evaluating theexpressions to be related but that the resulting heaps are also related:De�nition 4.b
(�1; e1) .he (�2; e2) if 8�1;�2;m;n; z1; z2:0BBBBBBBB@ �1 : e1 +m �1 : z1 ^ �2 : e2 +n �2 : z2=)m � n^(�1; z1) .he (�2; z2)^�1 .h �2

1CCCCCCCCA
And the de�nition of the .h relation is:�1 .h �2 if 8e:(�1; e) .he (�2; e)



9.2. The cost relation .e 189Reexamining the example that failed with the previous de�nition:let w = ein \x -> w + 1let w = ein \x -> e + 1We can notice that:� The two expressions reduce to weak head normal form with the same cost (thecost of allocating the closure w).� But the weak head normal form expressions are not related under .he . We�rst add a binding from x to an arbitrary expression e' to the heap and thenwe check that the two subexpressions w + 1 and e + 1 are related under .heagain. Here is where the new condition we introduced becomes important, sinceafter the evaluation of the two expressions the two heaps will not be cost-relatedanymore: in one of them w will be evaluated while in the other it won't.Therefore with the extra condition we are actually checking that the amount of evalu-ation performed on the heap was the same after each expression is evaluated to weakhead normal form.But is this de�nition correct? To establish this we would have to prove that our costrelation is an observational cost relation.9.2.3 Observational cost relation revisitedAs we mentioned before, the quanti�cation over all contexts makes it very di�cultto prove that two expressions are in the .obs relation. We would like to prove thate1 .e e2 i� e1 .obs e2.This is not a new problem. It is very similar to the task of proving that applicativebisimulation is equivalent to observational equivalence [AO93, How89, Gor93]. Thisproof is known to be di�cult, and uses a clever technique due to Howe [How89]. Thistechnique is used by Sands [San93] for his time analysis, which is very similar to ourcost semantics, but restricted to call by name semantics. There he also discusses thedi�culties he found in trying to extend it to call by need semantics.



9.3. Some examples 190Alas our problem seems to be signi�cant more di�cult. The di�culties we foundare related to di�culties described in [PS93] with observational properties in thepresence of dynamically created names (which we use to model heaps). In [PS93], thepresence of dynamically created local names (without bindings or updates, which wehave) is shown to pose signi�cant di�culties to establish observational equivalence.For his simple language, and using a more elaborated method to show observationalequivalence, he shows the method to be complete for expressions of �rst order types,but incomplete at higher types.Therefore we were not able to prove that e1 .e e2 i� e1 .obs e2, i.e. that our costrelation .e is the same as the .obs relation.[RP94] uses a de�nition of applicative bisimilarity to prove full abstraction (i.e. con-textual equivalence) for a translation between a lambda calculus with reference typesand Standard ML. They uses an environment to model the references, but, sincethey are dealing with a strict language, the environment has no notion of updatesor bindings to unevaluated expressions, like our heaps do. They prove that theirapplicative bisimilarity implies observational equivalence, since due to the presenceof dynamically created local state the two notions do not coincide [PS93].9.3 Some examplesIn this section we present some proofs that can be obtained using the cost relationwe introduced in the previous section.9.3.1 let oating from applicationThe proof that expressions before and after the let oating from application trans-formation is applied keep the same cost and semantics is presented by showing that,starting from the same assumptions (i.e. the same heap), we get to the same resultingexpression at the same cost, although using di�erent reduction rules (or a di�erentsequence of reduction rules) and starting with di�erent expressions. Other proofsfollow the same line1.Theorem: (let v = ev in e) x � let v = ev in e xProof:1We use e1 � e2 to mean e1 .e e2 and e2 .e e1.



9.3. Some examples 191
(�; v 7! ev ) : e +m � : �y :e 0� : let v = ev in e +m+L � : �y :e 0 Let � : e 0[x=y ] +n � : z� : (let v = ev in e) x +m+n+A+L � : z App(�; v 7! ev ) : e +m � : �y :e 0 � : e 0[x=y ] +n � : z(�; v 7! ev ) : e x +m+n+A � : z App� : let v = ev in e x +m+n+A+L � : z Let9.3.2 case oating from applicationTheorem:(case e of fCi v1 : : : vq -> eigni=1) x � case e of fCi v1 : : : vq -> ei xgni=1Proof:� : e +m � : Ck v1 : : : vl � : ek [vi=xi ]li=1 +p � : �y :e 0� : case e of fCi x1 : : : xq -> engni=1 +m+p+C � : �y :e 0 Case � : e 0[x=y ] +o � : z� : (case e of fCn x1 : : : xq -> engni=1) x +m+p+o+C+A � : z App� : e +m � : Ck v1 : : : vl � : ek +p � : �y :e 0 � : e 0[x=y ] +o � : z� : (ek x )[vi=xi ]li=1 +p+o+A � : z App� : case e of fCn x1 : : : xq -> en xgni=1 +m+p+o+C+A � : z Case9.3.3 let oating from case scrutineeTheorem:case (let v = ev in e) of fCi v1 : : : vq -> eigni=1�let v = ev in case e of fCi v1 : : : vq -> eigni=1Proof:



9.3. Some examples 192
(�; v 7! ev ) : e +m � : Ck v1 : : : vl� : let v = ev in e +m+L � : Ck v1 : : : vl Let � : ek [vi=xi ]li=1 +p � : z� : case (let v = ev in e) of fCn x1 : : : xq -> engni=1 +m+p+A+L � : z Case(�; v 7! ev ) : e +m � : Ck v1 : : : vl � : ek [vi=xi ]li=1 +p � : z(�; v 7! ev ) : case e of fCn x1 : : : xq -> engni=1 +m+p+A � : z Case� : let v = ev in case e of fCn v1 : : : vq -> engni=1 +m+p+A+L � : z Let9.3.4 Unboxing let to caseWe want to prove the following:If v is of a constructor type and e is strict in v thenlet v = ev in e & case e of Ck v1 : : : vl -> let v = Ck v1 : : : vl in ekTo be able to reason about the e�ect of this transformation we need to introduce anotion of an expression being strict on a variable, i.e. of a variable that is guaranteed(due to strictness analysis) to be demanded during the evaluation of an expression.A possible de�nition of such a property is:if e is strict in v then (�; v 7! ev ) : e +l (�; v 7! zv ) : zFrom this de�nition we can infer an important fact about the reduction (�; v 7! ev) :e +l (�; v 7! zv) : z : we have used the UVar rule, since that is the only way v couldhave been updated. From this fact we derive the following rule for a strict let:If e is strict in v then� : ev +m �v : zv (�v ; v 7! zv ) : e +n (�v ; v 7! zv ) : z(�; v 7! ev ) : e +m+n+U (�v ; v 7! zv ) : z SLet



9.3. Some examples 193Although we do not have a formal proof that this rule is correct, the intuition behindit comes from a basic property of strictness: if we know that an expression is goingto be evaluated we may evaluate the expression in advance (i.e. transforming call byneed into call by value). Since we are not actually doing that (yet), but just usingthat identity, we still add the cost U for the update (assuming ev is not in weak headnormal form). If ev is already in weak head normal form (i.e. it is already zv) thereis no extra U cost.We then proceed to analyse the transformation we suggest:� : ev +p � : Ck v1 : : : vl (�; v 7! Ck v1 : : : vl ) : e +n � : z(�; v 7! ev ) : e +p+n+U � : z� : let v = ev in e +p+n+U+L � : z Let SLet
� : ev +p � : Ck v1 : : : vl (�; v 7! Ck v1 : : : vl ) : e +n � : z� : let v = Ck v1 : : : vl in e +n+L � : z Let� : case ev of Ck vk1 : : : vkl -> let v = Ck vk1 : : : vkl in e +p+n+C+L � : z CaseIn this case we have not ended up with the same resulting cost, but we can now havea condition under which this transformation would reduce the cost of the expressions:if U � C .9.3.5 let oating from letWe want to show that:If e is strict in v then let v = (let w = ew in ev) in e & let w = ew ; v = ev in eCase 1: v is demanded by the evaluation of e (i.e. e strict in v):(�;w 7! ew ) : ev +m �v : zv� : let w = ew in ev +m+L �v : zv Let (�v ; v 7! zv ) : e +n � : z� : let v = (let w = ew in ev ) in e +m+L+n+L+U � : z SLet(�;w 7! ew ) : ev +m �v : zv (�; v 7! zv ) : e +n � : z(�;w 7! ew ; v 7! ev ) : e +m+n+U � : z SLet� : let w = ew ; v = ev in e +m+n+U+L+L � : z Let



9.3. Some examples 194Case 2: v is not demanded by the evaluation of e:(�; v 7! let w = ew in ev ) : e +m (�; v 7! let w = ew in ev ) : z� : let v = (let w = ew in ev ) in e +m+L (�; v 7! let w = ew in ev ) : z Let(�;w 7! ew ; v 7! ev ) : e +n (�;w 7! ew ; v 7! ev ) : z� : let w = ew ; v = ev in e +n+L+L (�;w 7! ew ; v 7! ev ) : z LetWe have done some extra work after the transformation in the second case (L, sincem = n2). Therefore:1. if the let is strict we keep the same cost;2. if the let is ever evaluated we have the same result of a strict let (!), thereforewe also keep the same cost;3. if the let is never evaluated we have made the code worse.Actually for 1 and 2 above there is yet another possibility: if ev is in weak headnormal form (i.e. it is already zv), we end up saving the update cost U after thetransformation, and therefore we are improving the code.This is precisely what we stated when we described this transformation in Chapter3!9.3.6 case oating from letTheorem:let v = case ev of fCi v1 : : : vq -> eigni=1 in e�case ev of fCi v1 : : : vq -> let v = ei in egni=1e is strict in v , v 62 fv ev and fv1; : : : ; vqgT fv e = ;.2Actually, we have no formal proof that m = n, as the heaps have di�erent bindings! This showsthat ideally we would like to have a less restrictive de�nition for ..
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� : ev +m � : Ck v1 : : : vl � : ek [vi=xi ]li=1 +p �v : zv� : case : : : +m+p+C �v : zv Case (�v ; v 7! zv ) : e +o � : z� : let v = case ev of fCn x1 : : : xq -> engni=1 in e +m+n+C+p+L+U � : z SLet� : ev +m � : Ck v1 : : : vl � : ek [vi=xi ]li=1 +p �v : zv (�v ; v 7! zv ) : e +o � : z� : (let v = ek in e)[vi=vk i ]li=1 +p+o+L+U � : z SLet� : case ev of fCn x1 : : : xq -> let v = en in egni=1 +m+p+U+o+C+L � : z Case
9.4 Conclusions and future workIn this chapter we presented a de�nition for a cost semantics, together with a costrelation for a call by need language.We presented the di�culties involved in obtaining a suitable de�nition of such a costrelation. This is caused by the inherent non-compositionality of such a de�nition fora semantics with dynamically created names, since two expressions which seem to becost-related on their own may be shown not to be cost-related under certain contexts.The cost-relation we suggest, although useful for reasoning about many transforma-tions, may still be too restrictive due to the requirement that heaps should havethe same bindings. It would be interesting to try to obtain de�nitions that relaxthis restriction. [RP94] had to introduce a similar restriction for their de�nition ofequivalence for modelling a language with references.It would be very useful to have a proof that our cost relation is a contextual costrelation. Unfortunately we have found that just the presence of dynamically creatednames (as we use to model heaps) already pose many di�culties to obtain such aproof, and is still an open problem in general. Since we not only dynamically createnames, but also have bindings to these names and perform updates, we were not ableto obtain such a proof.Nevertheless we have shown that a cost semantics for the call by need lambda calculusis a useful way to assess the e�ects of program transformations in an abstract form,and this seems to be a promising area for future research.



Chapter 10Conclusions
We have presented and systematically analysed a large set of local transformations,discussed their importance and measured their occurrence. We have also measuredthe e�ect of a number of them in a large set of programs. Although many of themdo not achieve much on their own, when combined, these transformations interact innon-obvious ways to achieve major improvements in the performance of real programs.Fine tuning the local positioning of lets, is shown to be an important transformationthat was not studied before.Full laziness, a transformation that has been known for quite a while, was investigatedin detail. We have shown that it can have a major e�ect in programs, and that therisks of space leaks that it creates are not only rare, but also can be greatly reduced.We present the static argument transformation, which does the opposite of lambdalifting. It had far bigger e�ects on programs than we initially suspected, and turnedout to be an important transformation to have in an optimising compiler.We have shown that not having to perform lambda lifting is an important featureof the STG machine, and claim that implementations that have to do it may bepaying a signi�cant performance penalty for that. We restricted lambda lifting tospeci�c cases where it might be bene�cial for the STG machine, but although wegot some improvements in heap allocation this was not reected in improvements ininstructions executed. We proceeded to combine this selective lambda lifting withthe static argument transformation, but that did not get any major improvements.We have also presented the e�ects of inlining, showing that we quickly get diminishingreturns from it, and therefore the optimal amount of inlining seems to be far smallerthan one would initially suspect. We also did not have problems with excessive codeduplication due to inlining. 196



10.1. General conclusions 197The cost semantics we presented suggests an abstract way of relating program trans-formations with its e�ects in performance. This allows the e�ect of transformations tobe formally studied independently from a particular implementation, and to formalisethe notion of code improvement.10.1 General conclusionsA substantial hidden bene�t of performing the measurements presented in this thesiswas the debugging and �ne tuning of the transformations themselves, since more oftenthan not we had one or two programs that instead of bene�ting from a transformationwere actually getting worse. This was often due to an obscure interaction with othertransformation that was not obvious when we started to implement it, and that wouldprobably go unnoticed if we were not working with such a large set of programs.Therefore it was very important to use such a large set of programs, and not smalltoy programs. One could easily get to the wrong conclusions by measuring the e�ectson small programs or in only a few programs.It is also clear that one cannot obtain an optimal result for most of the transformationswe presented, since one can create examples in which they would result in less e�cientcode. Of course this is also true (in a smaller scale) for many program transformations,even for imperative languages. Only by performing experiments in a reasonably largescale and with a diverse set of programs (as we did) one can actually decide whetherthey are on average worthwhile transformations.We believe a lot of e�ort has been done on studying large scale transformations, andnot much on the small local transformations, although these when combined can havejust as big an e�ect as more complicated global transformations.Another interesting observation from all our results is that sometimes a signi�cante�ect in heap allocation is not reected on actual performance improvement. Whileperforming experiments we have seen a program allocate 3 times more heap thananother version, but still have better performance. This shows the importance of notrelying on measuring the e�ect of transformations on heap allocation to predict itse�ect on execution time.Although quite a few of the transformations presented result in a small average im-provement, it is clear that all of them have a major impact in at least a few programs.Therefore a good optimising compiler should indeed perform all of them, as they arebound to have major e�ects in some programs.



10.2. Future work 198The vast majority of the transformations presented can be used in any lazy functionallanguage compiler. We believe should present e�ects similar to the ones we presentedin this thesis.10.2 Future workThere are some interesting topics that certainly deserve some further investigation:� The use of linear type systems and update analysis [MTW95] should certainlyhelp to reduce the number of updates performed and also help on inlining,as it would tell us which lambdas are entered only once, which would allowmore inlining of expressions without any risks of work duplication. It can alsoprovide useful information for the full laziness pass, avoiding that we let-bindexpressions to be oated past a lambda that will not be shared (if the lambdais entered only once) and will actually create an overhead (extra closure). Wehave indeed seen cases where this happens.� Reduce the number of iterations needed for the simpli�er to reach a �xed point.This can probably be done using a more systematic approach, as we currentlydo it in a very ad-hoc manner. [AJ94] describes the approach used to minimisethe number of iterations in a similar pass of the SML-NJ Compiler, as well asa linear time algorithm to perform it. The algorithm tries to keep track of theusage counts of variables (the occurrence information) during the simpli�cationprocess, therefore reducing the number of iterations needed to reach a �x-point.Although the set of transformations performed is far smaller than the one inthe Glasgow Haskell Compiler, a similar approach can probably be used in it.� The set of transformations that we know are conuent and terminating shouldbe extended.� The static argument transformation can be improved so that the cases in whichit shows improvement with 1 static argument can be selected. Important caseslike, for example, the function map that has only one static argument, but canbene�t from being transformed and inlined are being missed (this would improvestrictness analysis in the place where it is used).� The interaction between the static argument transformation and the selectivelambda lifter can probably be improved, as we have not managed to combinethe best results obtained by the two transformations.



10.2. Future work 199� It is important to obtain a proof that our cost relation for our cost semantics ina contextual cost relation. It is also important to try to obtain a less restrictivecost relation, which would allow more programs to be comparable under it.



Appendix ASome function de�nitions
In this appendix we present the de�nition of some data types and function de�nitionsas they are used in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.A.1 ArithmeticFirst we de�ne the basic Int data type:data Int = MkInt Int#The Int data type is a boxed data type with a single constructor, MkInt, which hasan unboxed Int# as an argument.The basic functions over Ints are de�ned by �rst unboxing the arguments and thenapplying the primitive version of the function on the unboxed arguments:(+) x y = case x ofMkInt x# -> case y ofMkInt y# -> case x# +# y# ofr# -> MkInt r#In this case the +# is the primitive addition function, that works on Int#s.The other operators (+, -, *, etc.) are similarly de�ned, using their unboxed coun-terparts. Floats and Doubles are also implemented in a similar way.200



A.2. Comparison 201A.2 ComparisonThe Bool data type is a boxed data type:data Bool = True | FalseCurrently there is no provision in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler for unboxed versionsof such enumerated types. This, for e�ciency reasons, lead us to have the primitivecomparison operators (e.g. >#) returning unboxed integers (i.e. Int#) instead ofBools:(>) x y = case x ofMkInt x# -> case y ofMkInt y# -> case x# ># y# of0# -> False1# -> TrueOther comparison operators are similarly de�ned.A.3 Boolean operatorsFinally, below are the de�nitions of the && (and), || (or) and not boolean operators:(&&) x y = case x ofTrue -> case y ofTrue -> TrueFalse -> FalseFalse -> False(||) x y = case x ofTrue -> TrueFalse -> ynot x = case x ofTrue -> FalseFalse -> True
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